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Abstract
There is a growth in the number of solar panel installations in residential homes in Norway, and the
process of installing has become effortless with the assistance of various actors. However, the
experience of having solar panels in the home is still inadequate, where users lack information and
understanding of their energy production and consumption.
This thesis explores how to design a display tool for solar panel users regarding content,
visualizations and personalization towards different types of users. I have developed a prototype
based on a user-centered design approach where I have collected data through expert interviews,
user interviews with observations and a document analysis in correlation with a visualization
checklist I have established based on visualizations theories. The prototype has been evaluated and
redesigned based on feedback from design workshops with users before a final prototype is presented
as a result. Throughout the research, future scenarios such as peak pricing, energy storage and
automation are also considered.
The data indicates that many of those who install solar panels in Norway today are early-adopters
who have an interest in technology, electricity or related fields. Their motivation comes from
economic and environmental reasons, but not so much that the display should be designed based on
the motivation. Those who know little about energy, in contrast to experts, want simpler
visualizations that break down the data to make it easier to understand. Experts are more interested
in the numbers, which should be shown in a chart as well as a table. The information that is most
important to bring forward in a display is information directly related to the data, displayed in both
kWh and NOK for the economic context.
When visualizing abstract concepts such as energy, there should be a focus on designing for the user
in terms of language and design choices, allowing the user to explore and create their own stories yet
always placing accurate data in a context. Visual principles that are most valuable in this context
are clear labels, accentuating deviations and removing unnecessary chartjunk. The final visualization
checklist presented can be used in future research projects when visualizing for users.
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1 Introduction
Our relationship to electricity has changed over the past years, especially in combination with new
and more advanced technology. Advanced measuring systems are being introduced into our homes,
giving us more control over our energy use (Westskog, et al., 2015). New pricing systems will be
implemented based on maximum demand on the grid, and renewable energy sources are becoming
more common in private homes (Westskog, 2016). In fact, the growth of renewable energy use has
been the largest upheaval the energy industry has been exposed to in modern times, and many
exciting innovations are happening in the field (Thorud, 2016).
The installation of renewable energy sources such as solar panels has become increasingly popular in
residential homes in Norway, where these consumers are also selling their surplus energy back to the
electrical grid, becoming prosumers. Kilowatts produced in private homes increased four times from
2015 to 2016, and the numbers are still on the rise (Braathen, 2017). This increase in installations is
the result of technological advancements, increasing energy prices, better information and, most
important, a simplification of the entire installation process (Thorud, 2016). The process of buying
or leasing solar panels for your private home has become effortless with the help of various actors yet the actual experience of having solar panels on your home is still inadequate. Many users do not
have any access to information about production from their panels or where their energy is going.
They receive little to no information about how much they are selling back to the grid, and the
information they do receive can be complicated and confusing for those who have little knowledge
about energy. As there are different types of user groups who have solar panels, they have different
needs and perceptions of the abstract concept of energy. What do these users want to see? And how
do they want to see it? Also, is there a difference in what the various types of users want and
understand?
In this thesis, I will be looking into visualizing data from solar panels to users with different
expertise, backgrounds, motivations and experience. For users of solar panels to get the best possible
experience it is essential that they receive the information they want and need, but it is also
imperative that they comprehend and learn from the information. By making use of a user-centered
design process to talk to actual users, I will be researching and designing a display to make the solar
panel experience even better. I will also be looking into future scenarios involving battery storage,
automation and peak pricing, to gain an understanding of the time to come and how to include
these scenarios into the display.

1.1 Motivation
When choosing a topic for my master's thesis, I already knew there were a few areas I wanted to
focus on. I wanted to research a topic that I was interested in, but knew little about, as writing a
thesis is an exceptional opportunity to be able to learn about something new and challenge myself. I
also wanted to research something that could be helpful for our future planet in some way, where
my results could be beneficial towards making a change.
The term “smart cities” caught my attention at first, and after considering sub-categories such as
urban living, transportation and renewable energy, I decided to focus on renewable energy at a
household level - specifically solar panels in private homes. This was a topic I had little knowledge
about and where my research potentially could be helpful in understanding more about solar energy
and how people perceive it. In addition, there were not many studies done on this topic yet. Solar
panels are highly relevant today, especially in Norway where sales are on the rise (Braathen, 2017).
In my opinion, there is a revolution happening in Norway with the explosion of solar panel
installations in private homes, and I wanted to be a part of making the experience even better. In
general, there is a growth in solar energy worldwide, and according to the Norwegian Solar Energy
Society (n.d.), solar power can become the most important renewable energy source in the future.
To help this revolution on its way, research must be done on many topics within solar energy,
among them the experience of having solar panels.
Studies have already been done regarding visualization of energy in general, and some solar panel
users already have displays in use. However, there is little research on the most beneficial and useful
ways to display information about solar energy to users, especially with a focus on various
motivations and incentives to access the information. Having an interaction design background and
degree, I knew that this would be interesting to study as well as something that could be beneficial
for users and research within renewable energy.

1.2 Research objective and questions
Electricity is an abstract concept which can be difficult to understand. Studies have been carried out
regarding visualizing energy towards users, with a goal of decreasing energy consumption and raising
awareness of energy use. I will briefly discuss this in section 2.4. Yet, despite the increase in solar
panel installations in Norway, there are few studies about the relationship between solar panel
technology and the end-user. With the installation of solar panels, the element of production is
added to the equation, which can further complicate understanding of electricity. The display is a
tool that has potential to aid in understanding and learning about solar energy, but to be adopted it
must be created for the actual users.
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This thesis will be focusing on the display tool for users with solar panels from a user-centered
perspective. As little research has been carried out on this topic in Norway, the focus will be on
which information and functionality the user wants and needs, as well as how I can visualize this
information. Although solar panel installations on private homes is a relatively new concept,
installations are increasing. With this increase comes various types of users with different
backgrounds, motivations and expertise. It is interesting to research how different types of users
understand solar energy and if the visualizations on the display should differ or not.
The main objectives of this thesis can be broken down into two parts:
1. Contribute to the state of knowledge about how visualizations in display tools for solar
panels in private homes should be designed, as well as what information should be included
2. Gain information and increase understanding of how to design for different types of user
groups when it comes to energy displays
Within these two main objectives there are three research questions which this research sets out to
answer:
1. What information and functionality do solar panels users want and need from a display?
2. How should the visualizations of data from the solar panels be designed for the display?
3. Should the information and visualizations be customized for different user groups and their
needs?
To address research question 1, a list of functionalities will be created which includes information
the solar panel users want and need. To address research question 2, a list of visualization principles
based on the visualization theory in chapter 3 will be created. This list will serve as a guideline in
creating the visualizations. To address these objectives and research questions a prototype will be
designed based on the data collected throughout this research project. To be able to discuss what
the participants actually want and how they relate to their solar panels, a concrete, tangible
prototype helps achieve a common understanding. In addition, the prototype is based on thorough
insight from actual users and can be used as a foundation for further research and development.
There is no actual programming or development in this thesis, which will be discussed in section
10.2. Otovo, the main solar panel provider in Norway, launched their application for solar panel
users in the spring of 2018. This application has not been considered in this thesis, as the app was
launched during the final phase of the research.
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1.3 Chapter outline
Chapters 2-4 in this thesis are based on background information and methodology, while chapters 59 are written in iterations based on the process this research has taken. Here is an outline of the
chapters and a short introduction to what they include.
Chapter 2- Background
In this chapter I present background information about the relevant topics for this thesis: the smart

grid, renewable energy sources used in Norway, how solar panels work, peak pricing, and existing
display solutions.
Chapter 3- Theory - Visualization of energy
In this chapter I present the theoretical perspective for this thesis, which I have based on

visualization theories. This chapter ends with a visualization checklist which in correlation with my
methodology is the base for my research.
Chapter 4- Research process, paradigm and methodology
In this chapter I describe the paradigm, scientific approach and design approach used in this thesis.

I will elaborate on the reasoning for these choices, the limitations of the approaches and the key
principles of each. The methods I have used will also be introduced, and I will discuss each method
in more detail in the iteration it has been employed. I will also discuss ethical issues in this chapter.
Chapter 5- First iteration: gain insight from experts
In this chapter I present how expert interviews are used, as well as the results and analysis of the

data collected.
Chapter 6- Second iteration: gain insight from users
In this chapter I present how the methods used in the second iteration were employed, which are

interviews with users, observation within interviews and document analysis. I will discuss the results
and analysis of the data collected and present a list of functionalities for the display.
Chapter 7- Third iteration: design of visualizations
In this iteration I discuss the methods used in the third iterations which are sketching and low-

fidelity prototyping. I will present the analysis of the data related to the design and visualizations of
the display, drawing on the visualization checklist and theory presented in chapter 3.
Chapter 8- Fourth iteration: evaluation with users

In this iteration I discuss the method used in the third iteration, which is evaluation workshops on
the designs created in the second iteration. I will present the results of the workshops and an
analysis before presenting the final design in the next chapter.
4

Chapter 9- Final design
The final visualizations and design of the display are presented in this section. I will briefly discuss

the functionality and visualization choices before expanding on them in the next chapter.
Chapter 10- Discussion
In this chapter I summarize and discuss the most important findings and elaborate on how the

findings relate to the research questions. I will also reflect on the contribution of this thesis, the
overall process, strengths and weaknesses of the methods and methodologies as well as limitations of
the study.
Chapter 11- Conclusion
In this final chapter I summarize the most important findings of this study and discuss my

contribution to the field. I will also reflect on how this topic can be continuously researched.

5
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2 Background
This background chapter provides an overview of related literature and earlier findings that are
relevant for the context of which this research takes place. Section 2.1 presents the smart grid and
how it has evolved to what it is today, including the concept of peak pricing. Section 2.2 explains
the role of renewable energy in Norway, specifically with a focus on solar energy, while section 2.3
discusses the prosumers role. The final section 2.4 gives an overview of existing displays both for
general energy in the home and solar energy. The terms ‘energy’ and ‘electricity’ have been used
interchangeably throughout this thesis, as they both represent the same thing: electrical energy.

2.1 The smart grid
Over one hundred years ago the electrical grid was introduced to households, at a time where our
needs were elementary: a few light bulbs, a radio and no charging of our phones, iPads or laptops.
Since then, our ways of living have drastically changed as an outcome of the introduction of new
technology, which has resulted in an increasing demand for electricity, especially in our homes. In
2015 in Norway there was a “particular increase in the energy consumption of households,” a figure
that has been rising yearly (SSB, 2016). Worldwide, energy use in buildings accounts for 40% of our
energy use, which is a critical issue when it comes to reducing our carbon (Lobaccaro, et al., 2016, p.
2). According to Keshav & Rosenberg (2010), the electrical grid that we still use today is known to
be wasteful, outdated and largely dependent on fossil fuels such as coal and natural gas- one of the
major sources of global warming. Thankfully, people are becoming more aware of the significant
problems of climate change and the electrical grid, and technological inventions such as solar panels
and artificial intelligence are opening up for new, innovative solutions to combat these problems. A
greener and smarter grid is the electrical grid of the future, and it is commonly known as the “Smart
Grid.”
There are many interpretations and definitions of the future Smart Grid depending on where one is
located and whom they ask, but the keyword to take note of is “smart”. According to Potter et al.
(2009), the smart grid is based on a two-way conversation between electricity provided and
information gained, where there is a large potential to make the electrical grid greener, more secure,
reliable and efficient. The complex smart grid will welcome more flexibility in making decisions on
power system operations from both the supply and demand side. It will also enable consumers to
gain more access and control over their energy usage, as well as give them the opportunity to
become prosumers - someone who both uses and produces energy. In addition, the smart grid will
provide opportunities for better integration of newer technology such as solar, wind and water
energy production. In many smart grid installations, the focus on the integration of more renewable
energy sources is the driving force (Potter, et al., 2009). The US Department of Energy (2014) also
mentions that in cases of blackouts, which can especially affect households who are dependent on
7

electrical heating, the smart grid will be able to recover more quickly as well as collect information
automatically about the failures, ultimately making it more resistant to future blackouts.
As shown in figure 1, the conventional grid is based on one-way communication, where the energy
travels from power plants or other renewable energy sources to our homes and offices. This grid was
developed with a “generation-centric approach,” which consists of high-power AC plants connected
by transmission systems with high voltages (Colak, et al., 2015). The smart grid, also known as the
modern grid, is based on two-way communication, more automation and managing the increasing
complexity of our electricity needs (Potter, et al., 2009).

Figure 1- Traditional grid vs. smart grid

The replacement of the traditional with the smart grid is slowly happening, but it is a lengthy
process which is dependent on investors, technological innovation and regulations. In Norway, one of
the first steps to smart grid integration is the installation of smart meters aptly named Advanced
Metering Systems (AMS) in homes across the country. By 2019, every home in Norway will have an
AMS installed which monitors their energy use (Lie, 2015). The smart meters track energy usage in
homes automatically, instead of individuals having to manually read them and send the numbers to
their electricity provider each month. One of the main arguments for installing smart meters is
obtaining information which both retailers and consumers can use to gain more insight into energy
usage (Da Silva, et al., 2012). Breukers and Morik (2015, p. 2) state that household users may be
encouraged to actively save energy if they can receive information and become more aware of their
usage through technology, such as smart meters. They also open up for new possibilities for feedback
8

and real-time monitoring of energy use, which in return can potentially motivate customers to be
more energy efficient. There is also a possibility of integrating dynamic pricing such as Time of Use
and Critical Peak Pricing, which changes the cost of using energy per time of day, as discussed
below (Breukers & Mourik, 2015).

2.1.1 Peak pricing
Solar energy consumers in Norway pay for exactly how much energy they use through their power
supply as well as through grid rental. This type of payment might be subject to change in 2018, as
there are discussions considering the grid rental and modifying the prices to a peak pricing-based
system (EnergiNorge, 2017). Peak pricing, also known as maximum demand and critical peak, is a
concept based on paying more when using a large amount of energy at peak times. The amount of
electricity we use in our homes varies throughout the day, and average homes often use a large
amount of energy at the same time- such as when showering in the morning or cooking dinner in the
afternoon. When the demand for electricity is high, the demand on the grid also becomes higher,
which the grid is made to handle. Yet, our changing lifestyles have increased the demand for
electricity, causing an overload on the grid. For example, there has been a large increase in the sale
of electric cars, which users have to be charge in their homes (Linge, 2017). Peak pricing is a way to
combat this overload, by making the consumers pay more when they use more energy which will
reduce the needs for more investments in the grid (Skjelbred, 2018).
With the introduction of the AMS in homes in Norway, it will become much easier to track
electricity demand at all times during the day, which opens for new opportunities in peak pricing.
During March of 2018, NVE (The Norwegian Water Resources and Energy Directorate) have sent a
suggestion for consultation around peak pricing (EnergiNorge, 2017).

2.2 Renewable energy in Norway
With the smart grid, it will become easier to integrate and make use of renewable energy sources
such as wind, water and sun – which greatly benefits our environment and health. The main
renewable energy source being installed in residential homes in Norway today is solar power, yet
there are also solutions that exist within wind and water. Regulations and standards for new homes
say that they must be so-called “energy efficient,” which is resulting in an array of passive houses
which use significantly less energy than other homes (Paroc Group, 2017). There is still no specific
standard made for zero carbon homes in Norway, which produce as much energy as they use, but
this will most likely change in the coming years.

2.2.1 Solar
As stated, solar energy is the main renewable energy source used in residential homes in Norway.
Currently, there are two types of solar energy technologies that can be installed in residential
9

homes: solar cells, also known as a photovoltaic system (PV), and solar collectors. In contrast with
PV systems, solar collectors are based on heat instead of electricity and produce steam that is used
to warm up a home or the water supply (Enova, 2016a). PV is the most popular and widely used
solar energy technology in Norway, and is based on the suns radiation which is converted directly to
electricity in a solar cell. Many solar cells make up one solar panel, and solar panels are connected
to make up a solar array. The more panels that a user installs in their home, the more energy they
produce, where one solar panel produces between 700-950 kWh per kWp. kWp stands for Kilowattpeak and is the maximum effect the solar panel has under standard conditions. The effect of solar
panels depends on where and what angle the panels are installed on the roof or around the home,
what time of year it is and if any external conditions such as trees block the panels (Norsk
Solenergiforening, n.d.). There is a large amount of research being done on how to increase the
efficiency of the material that solar panels are made of today, for example by combining it with
other materials (Thorud, 2016).

Figure 2- How a solar array works in a residential home

Figure 2 shows how a solar array in a home works in a very fundamental way. Light particles hit
the solar panels in the solar array which convert the light into a direct current (DC). This current is
transferred to an inverter that changes the direct current (DC) into an alternative current (AC),
which is what is used to power appliances in our home. The current continues to the electrical
service panel which moves the electricity to power your home appliances, such as lights, heating and
charging of an electric car. If more electricity is being produced than used and there is a battery
available, the surplus is stored in a battery to be used later in the home. The third option if the
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electricity is not being used or stored in a battery is that it is sent back to the grid, where the user
receives a sum per kilowatt sold.
The price of installing solar panels on homes in Norway is still considered to be quite high, even
with support from companies such as Enova, who give up to 28 750 NOK to those who want to
install them (Enova, 2016b). Nearly 300 people have made use of this offer so far, one of them is
Inger Synnøve on her farm in southern Norway. She has installed solar panels on the roof of her
garage, which produces 15-20 percent of her yearly energy use. She claims that it is entertaining to
keep track of the energy that is being sold back to the provider, especially when there are periods
with an abundance of sunlight (Enova, 2016c). More and more companies are also joining the solar
revolution. Even furniture stores such as IKEA are contemplating how to sell solar panels to their
customers. They are primarily targeting households with the possibility of installing solar panels in
their homes and are currently researching interest and possibilities in Norway (Lie Brenna, 2017).
With the Smart Grid slowly being introduced into today's electric grid, the role of household energy
consumers and customers is changing, especially in relation to renewable energy sources. A new
concept has emerged during the last few years where anyone can produce their own energy in their
homes, either through solar panels, wind energy or water energy. As stated earlier, solar energy is by
far the most popular renewable energy source today, and according to the REN21 Renewables
Global Status Report (2016, p. 23), solar energy had a 20% global growth in 2014 across all the
continents in the world and is increasing every year. The interest in solar energy in Norway is also
booming and energy created from the sun has increased four times in just the last year, see figure 3
(Braathen, 2017). Being able to lease solar panels greatly helped the Norwegian population become
interested in solar energy, especially when the process became as simple and automated as it is
today, which I will discuss in section 5.

Figure 3- Kilowatts produced by solar panels in privat residential homes in Norway, from 2013- 2016 (Braathen, 2017)
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2.2.2 Battery storage
Not only can solar energy be used directly in the home, it can also be stored in a battery for later
use. When the energy price rises, for example at peak times in the future, energy can be brought
back from the battery to the home (Thorsheim, 2016). Batteries are still considered to be expensive,
especially considering the small amount of energy they can store and move. Storage in a battery
does also cause some loss of electricity. Therefore, the energy that is stored in the battery is more
costly than the energy that is used directly in the home (Thorud, 2016). Teslas Powerwall, for
example, has a capacity of 13.5 kWh, which does not cover the daily use of an average family
(Tesla, n.d.). Batteries are not technically needed if the home with solar panels is connected to the
electrical grid and sells surplus energy. Yet, the technology continues to advance, and with the
introduction of peak pricing in Norway, they can become more relevant for private homes with solar
panels.

2.3 The prosumer
A prosumer is a person who both consumes energy, but also produces energy through renewable
energy sources (Christopher, 2017). Since being a prosumer is a new and up and coming concept,
there is a lack of literature related to motivation and effects. Nevertheless, there are projects, startups and larger companies in Norway who are working towards more sustainable energy use. Power
from the People is a research project where they are researching the motivation behind domestic
energy production, as well as what challenges they meet. Through a survey conducted in 2016, they
established that there is little interest among Norwegians in solar panels, where only one out of four
people have considered installing a solar panel in their home. Those that are interested in solar
panels, or already have them, do it for reasons such as being environmentally friendly, an interest in
the technological possibilities or independence from power providers. Those that are not interested
at all are unsure of the possibilities of installment in their homes as well as high costs, lack of
information, unsure of the effect in Norway where there is little sun and uncertainty about the
technology and its future (Westskog, 2016). Perhaps this is about to change, as Bjelland-Hanley
says to the daily newspaper Aftenposten that the costs of installing solar panels are going down and
awareness and knowledge about solar energy is going up (Braathen, 2017).
A survey developed by Da Silva, et al. in 2012 explores the interest, impact and willingness of
prosumers in relation to the smart grid. The majority of the respondents were male, and from Spain,
Germany, France and Italy, and although this survey did not target Norwegians, I consider the
results relatable to the Norwegian market in the future. The results of the survey produced
interesting findings of prosumers opinions on diverse topics, and they state that their findings are
similar to other surveys and reports conducted. The findings show that prosumers want better and
more specific access to data about their energy usage and production. A large number of prosumers
are also willing to adapt their consumption behavior to reduce costs and for environmental purposes,
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and they are also willing to share their energy - especially when there is monetary provision. Yet,
only half of those asked are willing to disclose detailed information about their use, so there is a
need for a balance of information sharing and privacy. The need for better and more information
about energy usage is high, as well as the impact of individual electrical devices in homes. Over 70%
would like to have the possibility of comparing their energy usage to neighbors, their communities or
other with similar traits as them. Over 90% would like automated devices in their homes which were
smart enough to adapt to prices in the grid and save energy when possible. Most people would like
value-added services that give them more information when they need it, yet users are not willing to
completely give up control of their own energy use, so artificial intelligence is still a bit too farfetched (Da Silva, et al., 2012).
A study done by Herrera et al. (2017) on prosumers in the Netherlands showed that users of energy
systems lack knowledge about their energy consumption, specifically related to the appliances in
their homes. They developed prototypes in the form of an in-house display and an application,
where the concept is based on bridging the gap between daily energy-related practices in the home
and generating solar energy and being able to maximize the use of available solar energy. After
implementing the prototypes in homes, the findings included that users felt victorious when being
informed about their “homegrown electricity,” but were annoyed at being constantly reminded of
their energy consumption. They enjoyed receiving prompts that gave live feedback on their
production and consumption, which built up their awareness of their energy use. They also
mentioned that they missed being able to access historical data, and only a few of the participants
preferred the mobile app to the in-home display. Thorud (2016, pp. 300-301) also discusses the
market for smart energy-monitoring systems, especially in combination with solar panels and
batteries. He gives an example of a system which is connected to a weather forecast and plans
electricity usage in accordance with the weather that day. Appliances such as the washing machine,
electric car and the hot water tank can be turned on when there is an abundance of light, to get the
most out of the production from the solar panels.

2.4 Existing display solutions
As mentioned in the examples above there has been an increased focus on better control over energy
use in homes, and with that focus, there has been a growth in the production of in-home displays
which show energy use in very specific and personalized ways. As there are very few studies done on
solar panel displays in particular, I will present three studies that have investigated in-home energy
displays.
A study was done by Westskog, et al. (2015, p. 2) which investigates the effect of different in-home
displays in homes in Norway. Electricity is difficult to understand because it is invisible and
abstract, and something we take for granted in our daily lives and rarely stop to think about maybe with the exception of when our electricity bill comes in. They state that literature shows that
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“direct feedback through in-home displays may be a promising means to compensate for the growing
invisibility of electricity.” Through their study, they found that the families studied kept their inhouse display after a year of using it and continued inspecting it regularly. By reminding them to
adjust their usage and reporting irregularities, they were provided with better control over their
energy consumption. They noticed that families who had little previous experience with monitoring
energy use benefited more from the in-house displays, which means that the type of families or
people involved in the study affected the results.
A master thesis conducted by two students at NTNU studied a display tool called “Demo Steinkjer”
and how it could be developed “in terms of context of use, user requirements and design.” Their
findings showed that few people reflect on their energy use, but many are willing to alter their
energy use according to information given, such as by in-home displays. Visualization plays an
important role here, and among other areas, the students tested different types of graphs and their
effects on information. An interesting outcome of the thesis was that automatic appliance control
was “considered the most interesting and useful feature” that they tested (Voll, 2015).
Lobaccaro, et al. (2016, p. 2) reviewed current systems and technologies for smart homes. They state
that there are five characteristics of smart homes: automation, multi-functionality, adaptability,
interactivity and efficiency. The latter is a prime focus when it comes to the environmental focus in
homes, as it is the “ability to perform functions in a convenient manner that saves time and costs.”
They found that by displaying real-time information about electricity use, users changed their
behavior and saved up to 30% of electricity costs. They also found that more direct feedback and
personalization are key areas to effectiveness. Yet, visualizations of data must be extremely flexible
and adapt to how users integrate such systems into their homes, with a focus on the context they
find themselves in and what they actually need to know (2016, p. 2).
I will briefly present five current solutions for energy displays that are being used in Norway, some
with functions related to solar energy.
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2.4.1 Electricity bill
The electricity bill is the oldest form of obtaining information about energy usage, and for most
consumers this bill is still their main source of information about how much energy they use. The
design of the bill differs from each provider, as they all display their own information and have their
own design with different content and elements.

Figure 4 - Electricity bill in a new format from Hafslund Strøm (Hafslund Strøm, n.d.)

Figure 4 shows the monthly electricity bill from Oslo’s main energy provider, Hafslund (n.d.), who
recently updated their design. The numbers on figure 4 indicate what the sections represent, which
includes: information about you as a customer (1), amount to be paid and specific information about
the payment such as when and where (4) and it has a visualization of your energy use history from
the past year compared to last year (5). You can see a more detailed explanation of your energy use
in section (8), which divides the use up in how of the price is from power and how much is from grid
rental. The remaining sections are general information about payments and contact information.
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2.4.2 Power supplier online
Hafslund also has an online visualization that gives users information about energy use in their
home. The user is presented with a bar graph showing yearly use divided by months. Each bar is
clickable, where the user can see daily use per month and also hourly use by day, as seen in figure 5
(Hafslund Strøm, n.d.).

Figure 5- Examples of energy visualization from hafslund.com
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2.4.3 Sense (solar)
Sense (2017) is a digital display which they market as “the home energy monitor that lets you
understand what every appliance, light, and device in your house has to say.” It claims that by
being aware of your usage in this way, you can see where you are spending the most money on
energy, and potentially cut costs. Sense also has a solar energy app which monitors solar production
and energy usage in real time. Figure 6 shows a preview of the application, which I was not able to
access.

Figure 6- Examples of energy visualizations from the Sense app (Sense, 2017)
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2.4.4 Tibber
“Energy in a whole new way” is the slogan on Tibbers website. Tibber is an application created for
residential homes to assist with smarter energy use, where the user can buy and manage the energy
in their home within the app (Tibber, 2017). They say that in regular power agreements, a kilowatt
is frequently moved around through intermediaries after being manufactured until it is actually in
use. With Tibber they have shortened this chain, which results in cheaper energy for the user. They
have also made it easier to connect your energy to energy management in your home, which in
return gives the user access to controlling energy in the home with the app (Tandsæther-Andersen,
2017). Figure 7 shows screenshots taken from the Tibber application.

Figure 7- Personal screenshots from Tibber (Tibber, 2017)

Monika Inde Zsak, one of Tibbers investors from BKK Grønn Invest, says that Tibbers platform
“represents what can be the future marketplace for trade and management of energy” (TandsætherAndersen, 2017). In addition, Tibber have launched a product for users who have solar panels,
which they call “Solarset” and is basically a virtual battery. Solarset is based on storage of renewable
energy from the solar cells and solves the problem of overproduction of energy which is not used and
sold back to the grid. With Solarset, the energy that is in surplus is lent to other Tibber-customers
in the neighborhood, which is tracked with a blockchain solution. When you need the energy back,
you will get paid for each kilowatt you have lent (Valle, 2017).
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2.4.5 Efergy
Efergy is a home monitoring system with the slogan “we make energy visible to help you reduce” and
“we can help you reduce by 25%”. They have various tangible and digital products that help people
see how much energy they are spending, analyze how they are distributing their energy use and
potentially analyze your solar energy production if you have solar panels. They also have products
to make your home smarter, for example sockets where you can plugin in appliances and turn them
on and off, program them or see how much energy they are using (Efergy, 2017).

Figure 8- Screenshots from the home monitoring system, Efergy (Efergy, 2017)

When reviewing the demo of the energy use dashboard there are many different visualizations and
information one can see, where I have shown a preview in figure 8. The real-time usage shows how
much energy is being used right now, which you can filter either by categories such as electronics or
lights or by room. One filter option is also “solar,” although it is unclear if it is usage or production
as it is currently at 0. Other options including viewing how much of your budget you have spent so
far this month, energy demand in the past displayed in graph form where you can choose to see it
by kWh, pounds or kilogram C02 and the current weather.
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3 Theory - Visualization of data
I have based the theoretical perspective in this thesis on data visualization theories, which are the
foundation for my research and designs. According to Walsham (2006, p. 325), choosing a theory to
base research on is a subjective decision and derives from the researchers own experiences and
background. Before converging the project to focus on visualization of the display, I considered both
motivation and visualization theories. Visualization theories were the most relevant considering the
objective of this thesis, and I wanted to look at questions such as: what is it that makes a
visualization user-friendly? Which components must be included? How do people understand what is
being shown? And even the very specific such as: what role does color play? Visualization of data is
a vast field and there are many perspectives and areas to explore. Therefore, I have mainly focused
on the areas that I see relevant to my research, which consists of visualizing both quantitative and
qualitative data through information visualization, and not scientific visualization which typically
must involve volumes, variables and surfaces (Shneiderman & Plaisant, 2005). I could discuss
specifics within visualization theory such as color endlessly. Therefore, I have attempted to converge
the information from various sources and bring forward the main points.
This section explores these questions of data visualization with a focus on the work of pioneer
Edward Tufte, among others, to gain an understanding of what is important to consider when
designing visualizations for users. I will first present an introduction to data visualization with some
background information and examples before discussing four main areas I have chosen that are
relevant for my further research. I will then round off this section with a visualization checklist of
twelve main principles that I will use in the creation of visualizations in the third iteration in section
7.

3.1 Background information
"Graphics reveal data”
- Edward Tufte (2001, p. 13)
Visualization of data is simply put about representing information in a visual context, instead of
only through words and numbers. By using visualizations instead of plain text, the information
becomes easier to absorb, whereas a text must be interpreted and translated first (Enrico, 2017).
Dot charts, bar charts, graphs, maps, histograms, heat maps, scatter charts and infographics are all
typical visualizations that we see daily in various contexts (Oxford Dictionaries, n.d.). If designed
correctly, they can be significant ways to show statistics, patterns, trends and other relationships
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that are difficult to describe through text. The road to designing understandable, effective and
usable visualizations can be complex, and there are many variables to consider.
Statistician and information designer Edward Tufte is a frontrunner and pioneer when it comes to
data visualization, and he states that they “display measured quantities by means of the combined
use of points, lines, a coordinate system, numbers, symbols, words, shading and color” (2001, p. 9).
These graphical features are used to communicate data in a way that makes it easier to understand,
analyze and reason with the information. Interestingly enough, it only takes our brains 250
milliseconds to understand a symbol- compared to the seconds it would take to read a sentence
which shows the benefit of representing something graphically instead of through words (Smeby,
2017).

Figure 9- Minards map of the losses suffered in the Russian Campaign (Tufte, 2001)

In the Visual Display of Quantitative Information, Tufte (2001, p. 40) points out an effective and
well-made visualization by Charles Joseph Minard from 1869 where the map portrays the losses
suffered in the Russian campaign of 1812, as can be seen in figure 9. This map depicts six different
variables on a two-dimensional surface, but without clutter or unnecessary information. The
variables it displays are: size of the army, location, direction, movement, temperature and dates. He
states that it is the “best statistical graphic ever drawn,” as it displays all these variables in a way
that allows the viewer to see the complete picture and decipher individual variables such as
movements or dates.
Another key figure in information visualization is William Playfair, an eighteenth-century Scottish
engineer and political economist. Playfair is viewed as the inventor of some of the most common
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graphical forms used to display data today: the line chart, bar chart and pie chart. His graphical
inventions came about in part because of his “disrespect for limits,” where he put together bits and
pieces from other people’s ideas (Ryan, 2017). In his book from 1798, Linear Arithmetic, he wrote:
“As the eye is the best judge of proportion, being able to estimate it with more quickness and
accuracy than any of our other organs, it follows that wherever relative quantities are in question
[...] this mode of representing it is peculiarly accessible” (Playfair, 1798, p. 7). Figure 10 shows an
example of one of Playfairs famous visualizations - a chart representing imports and exports to and
from Norway and Denmark in the 18th century. Playfair uses typical elements that we find in
modern visualizations: a line chart where the dates are at the bottom, and the amounts in 10,000’s
are on the right. He has also added labels onto the actual lines on the chart (line of imports, line of
exports) instead of using external labels.

Figure 10- William Playfairs map of Exports and Imports to and from Denmark and Norway (Ashworth, Jr., 2015)

Designing comprehensible and usable visualizations can be a complex matter, and there are various
processes and guidelines on how to go about creating them in the best possible way. An important
aspect to remember is that a principal goal of visualizing data is not to present aesthetically pleasing
pictures, but to present something that the reader can gain insight from (Card, et al., 1999). There
is also the issue of how elaborate the visualization should be, and whether to focus on the big
picture of the more specific details of the data. Tufte (2001, p. 15) says that the main goal should be
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to show the data and makes a point of removing clutter that does not benefit to understanding in
any way. He argues that “an ill-specified or preposterous model or a puny data set cannot be rescued
by a graphic, no matter how clever or fancy”. Huowens (2017) also mentions that it is important to
remember that visualizations can be “a stepping stone to further discovery, increasing the user’s
knowledge and possibly affecting their everyday choices going forward.” Visualizing data is not just
about making attractive graphics that catch one’s eye, it is about reducing cognitive load on the
viewer and enabling them to quickly assess information and what they can get out of it.

Figure 12- Four different types of charts showing change over time (Aldhous, 2016)

Figure 11- Interactive visualization of countries that have dominated the summer Olympics (Aisch & Buchanan, 2016)
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Figure 11 shows examples of various types of charts that portray how something has evolved over
time. By looking at each chart, one can easily see that there is an ascending trend, which would take
our brain longer to establish by only looking at numbers. Figure 12 shows a more complex data
visualization of “which countries have dominated the summer Olympics.” This visualization shows
more information than figure 11, such as years the event has occurred, countries that have hosted
the summer Olympics, which countries have won medals and how many wins they have had. By
using more graphical features such as colors, it is easy to separate the countries from each other and
see which countries dominated which year. This shows how simple or complex visualizations can be
made.

3.2 The user, data, designer and the motivations
Noah Iliinsky (2012), data visualization enthusiast and author of “Designing Data Visualizations,”
explains how to go about creating visualizations. He argues that there are three main aspects that
should guide your choices: the audience or user who will see the visualization, the type of data you
have and you as a designer.
The user
It is essential to figure out the needs and goals of the audience viewing your data, whom you need to

satisfy through your visualization. By understanding the audience, you can present the answers they
are looking for in the simplest way possible which does not make them feel unintelligent or
underestimated.
The data
Data has different properties that are going to influence how you create your visualization. Consider

what types of properties are most important to bring forward and how you are going to relate the
properties to each other.
The designer
Every designer is unique, and it is important to reflect on what you are bringing into the

visualization. Consider your motivation and goals for creating the visualization, what type of bias
you bring into it and what you hope to get out of it.
Breaking it down even further, Illiinsky also separates the creation of data visualizations into three
different motivations: informative, persuasive or visual art. It is important for those creating
visualizations to be aware of the differences in these motivations and how to use them for your
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creations. Figure 13 shows Iliinskys arrangement of the concept of visualizing, and how these parts
interconnect with the user, data and designer mentioned above.

Figure 13- Elements that guide data visualization choices, adapted from Illinskys (2012) arrangement

Informative
If the main goal of creating a visualization is on conveying information to someone else, such as a
user or a client, then the motivation is informative and the focus is on the user. It is important to
focus on user-friendliness, consider who your audience is and what you want them to learn.
Persuasive
If the designer has a political agenda or a specific point of view they want to get across to someone,
then the visualization is persuasive. It is about the designer and their relationship with the reader,
where that is the main focal point expressed through a visualization.
Visual art
If the designer is “just doing cool things” with the visualization, and disregards who is going to view
it, then it is purely art which is representing data.

3.3 Visual elements in visualizations
Although there are many charts and graphs that can transform data into visualizations, there are
some elements that are a necessary part of any visualization. The key ingredient is, of course, the
data itself - which can be shown using graphical elements such as lines, boxes, arrows or
symbols/icons – or a combination (Illiinsky, 2012). A key is often used to describe what the shapes
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mean, either in plain text or numbers – such as a scale or labels. Text, images such as drawings or
photos, and graphical elements such as dots, lines and arrows are also often used in visualizations to
bring forward clarity to the data (Cleveland & McGill, 1985). This section will introduce the visual
elements that are essential to consider when designing visualizations, such as color, vocabulary,
patterns, deviations and charts. Each topic will include a brief introduction and important
considerations to bring forward when creating visualizations.
A study performed by Cleveland & McGill (1985) found that when we create visualizations, we are
mapping data onto shapes, sizes, colors and other elements. The study investigates how humans
perceive and understand these different cues, and the outcome says that some graphical properties
are more effective than others in conveying information. Figure 14 is a representation of the results,
where “position along a common scale” such as a bar chart that starts at 0 is perceived the most
accurately and color is perceived very generally, where intensity is a bit more accurate than hue.
Area, such as circles and volume, have higher error rates and can easily be misunderstood, while
length, position and direction have lower error rates.

Figure 14- Perceptual hierarchy of visual cues, based on Cleveland & McGill (1985)
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3.3.1 Language and labeling
Although data visualizations can be made completely without the use of words, often they are
present in a key or labels. Annotations, especially, are an important element in charts, and the
labels should stand out from the data so the user quickly knows what they are looking at
(Shneiderman & Plaisant, 2004, p. 598). According to Ware (2004), labeling is known as nominal
information coding, which is not something that has to be ordered in the brain, it merely has to be
recognized and remembered. By placing objects into categories, you are giving them a label, such
categorizing fruits into apples, oranges and lemons. Ware (2004) and Tufte (2001) also mention that
studies show that combining images and words is more effective than using them alone. Therefore,
labeling is important to give the viewer a sense of what they are looking at. Shneiderman and
Plaisant (2004) also bring up the importance of consistency in labeling, especially when referring to
the same elements – I will explain this in section 4.4.1.
The vocabulary that the designer chooses for the labels should correspond to the user who is viewing
the chart, and Illinsky (2012) states that “it works better when you actually customize
communication for who it’s for,” referring to the specific words and labels used in designs and
visualizations. This relates to designing for the user in general, as all elements of the visualization
should correspond to the user.

3.3.2 Patterns and deviations
The human brain is made to detect anomalies and irregularities, which is what helps us do things
such as keep order and detect danger. Iliinsky (2012) says that our eyes and brains are built for
pattern recognition, as well as detecting violations or deviations in patterns. Deviations could, for
example, be positions that are off, a skewed element or differences in colors, sizes, blurs or shapes.
According to Ware (2004), this process is called preattentive processing, where certain elements “pop
out” of a pattern that immediately grab our attention. If our brain processes at a rate of 10
milliseconds or faster, it is considered preattentive. Ware (2004) also says that being able to process
something preattentively depends on how many preattentive features there are in a single
visualization, as when the variety increases, they become less distinct. If a visualization is only black
and white and you add a pink highlight to bring forward a specific number, it will be more visible
than if there were many other colors already there. Figure 15 shows examples of deviations.
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Figure 15- Examples of deviations (Illiinsky, 2012)

In this example, our minds automatically detect the violations in this line of Xs. Among them the X
that is out of position, the X that is red and, the one that has a shadow and the O. If each X was
somehow different from the other, it would be difficult for the viewer to figure out which X they
should focus on and what the point of the line is.
To make understanding of visualizations easier for the user, patterns and deviations are essential
tools to use to accentuate specific information from the data. It is important to find out which data
should be accentuated, and find the most suitable type of form, color, motion or spatial position to
represent it (Ware, 2004).

3.3.3 Color
“Color can be used to label, to measure, to represent
or imitate reality and to enliven and decorate.”
- Edward Tufte (1990, p. 81)
Color is often used in visualizations and can be an important feature to distinguish objects from
each other or to accentuate the range of something. Ware (2004) says that we perceive color as
attributes to an object, where color does not help us understand the shape of objects, but it aids in
distinguishing one object from another. It is also the main element to enable preattentive processing
and is a good source to bring focus to specific information in a visualization.
However, as something that is so integrated into our daily lives, color is difficult to use correctly.
Iliinsky (2012) states that this is because we do not order color in the brain, so we do not see color
in a specific sequence or arrangement. We do not give color a value, therefore we cannot say that
one color is more or less than another (Illiinsky, 2012). Color can also convey different meanings to
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people in relation to their background, culture and education, among other things. For some, red
might mean “bad,” while for others it may mean “hot” or “republican” (Illiinsky, 2012). Cleveland &
McGill (1985) found color at the bottom of their accuracy scale, where saturation or intensity within
one color had a lower error rate than using completely different colors to represent differences, as
shown in figure 16. By using one main color and changing the saturation so one is darker or lighter,
it is easier for people to quickly understand what the different intensities are supposed to mean.

Figure 16- The difference between color intensity and color hue

If using color in a visualization, intensity and saturation can be satisfactory tools to use, but the
designer should try other types of cues such as length and slope first. When adding color to smaller
objects, the color should be more saturated than if adding color to larger areas. Also, if using color
to represent quantity, greater saturation should be used in higher quantities (Tufte, 1990). Color
blindness is also important to consider, and the most distinguishable variations for those that are
color blind is the yellow-blue direction (Ware, 2004). Tufte (1990, p. 90) also mentions that when
choosing which colors to use, use “colors found in nature.. such as blues, yellows, and grays of sky
and shadow.”

3.3.4 Choosing the right structure
There are some basic charts that we often use: the bar chart, the line chart and the pie chart,
among others. Although we frequently use them, some types of charts are not ideal for displaying
specific types of information. The pie chart, for example, is not the best way to represent differences,
yet it is widely used because it is seen as aesthetically pleasing. Although pie charts can be a good
choice for showing a part-to-whole relationship, elements such as the positions of the pie slices can
easily become confusing. If you need to add numbers next to each slice to portray how much each
slice is worth, then you are basically back at your initial table of numbers. Therefore, a bar chart is
a choice that is much easier to understand (Few, 2007). This is also seen in the study by Cleveland
& McGill (1985), as angle and area had a higher error rate than length. Tufte (2001, p. 178) has a
strong distaste of pie charts, saying, “the only worse design than a pie chart is several of them, for
then the viewer is asked to compare quantities located in spatial disarray both within and between
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charts.”
Choosing the right type of chart to present your data is an essential part of it being easy to
understand. Iliinsky (2012) gives an example where the usage of desktop, webmail and mobile is
represented in donuts, much like pie charts, where each donut represents a month.

Figure 17- Pie graphs showing where subscribers open e-mail (Illiinsky, 2012)

The issue with the visualization shown in figure 17 is that donuts are not a desirable way to
represent change over time, as it makes it hard for the viewer to perceive the change easily. By
changing this to a line graph such as figure 18 it is much easier to see how the usage has changed.
He states that humans are pre-programed to spot subtle differences - something that is not taught
but is a natural part of how our minds work. In the line graph, it is easy to see the subtle height
differences.

Figure 18- Line graphs showing where subscribers open e-mail (Illiinsky, 2012)
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Anychart (n.d.) is an online source that lets the user explore various types of charts, either from
usage type or chart type. Usage types include: comparison, data over time, distribution, finance,
location, part of the whole, proportion and range. According to Illinsky (2012), the first step in
creating a chart is to figure out what type of data you have and what you intend to display. A
source such as Anychart can aid in choosing the right type of chart for what you are trying to show,
as shown in figure 19.

Figure 19- Examples of chart types (Anychart, n.d.)

Tufte (2001, p. 56) says many times that tables should not be forgotten as they are a good way to
present numbers as well. He says that “tables usually outperform graphics in reporting on small data
sets of 20 numbers or less.” This is especially important when the audience is large and varied, where
people perceive the information differently.

3.4 Interactive visualizations
“Overview first, zoom and filter, then details on demand.”
- Ben Shneiderman (2004)

Interactivity through digital platforms such as the Internet, applications on a smartphone and even
virtual reality allow us to dig even deeper into visualizations and explore them in a whole new way.
In Tufte’s book “Envisioning Information” from 1990, he discusses how to visualize something that
we see as three dimensional on a two-dimensional paper or screen. Things are rapidly changing, and
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already we have the opportunity to see graphics in 3D, such as with virtual reality and other
advanced technologies.
When talking about interactive visualizations we are referring to anything visual presented on a
screen or through technology that a user can move, alter or change in some way. Filters on a chart
that users can turn on and off is an example of interactive visualizations, or 3D models presented on
a screen which can be explored by moving the object around and zooming in and out is another
example. Online maps such as Google Maps can be explored in numerous ways by the user, for
example by going onto street view and moving the image around to explore an area in real images.
Shneiderman & Plaisant (2004, p. 583) discuss interactivity by stating that there are seven tasks
that a user should be able to perform: gaining an overview over all the information, zooming in on
items of interest, filtering out uninteresting items, getting details when needed, viewing relationships
among items, keeping a history of actions and extracting sub-collections. These are all important to
consider when creating interactive visualizations, as they allow the user to explore and find the
information they are looking for on their own terms. Ware (2004) says that a good, digital
visualization can support all the activities mentioned by Shneiderman & Plaisant above. The user
should at least be able to explore all the elements in the visualization, bringing forward more
information as they click, zoom and move around. An important consideration when making
interactive visualizations is response time for when the user makes a choice, where the quicker
something happens, the more likely the user is to continue exploring. Even a few seconds of delay
can drastically reduce the rate of how the user takes in the information (Ware, 2004). Also, when
designing interfaces to move objects around on a screen, the movement of the object should
correspond to the general directions of hand movements. This also relates to any other interaction
on a screen – the gesture should correspond to the position, for example if a user pinches the screen
outward, it should zoom in (Ware, 2004).

Figure 20- Common gestures for interacting with a screen (Babich, 2016)
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Figure 20 shows some common gestures for interacting with a screen, such as a computer, tablet or
smartphone. According to Wroblewski (Babich, 2016), gestures tend to be similar across cultures.

3.5 Four areas of visualization design
By researching Tufte’s (1990, 1997, 2001) work on information visualization, as well as the work of
Noah Iliinsky (2012), Ben Shneiderman (Card, et al., 1999) (Shneiderman & Plaisant, 2004), Myatt
& Johnson (2011) and Cleveland & McGill (1985), I have gathered four main areas that are essential
to consider when creating effective data visualizations. I chose these four areas after researching the
visualization theory and attempting to converge the information into main points that I see relevant
to my further research. The goal of converging the information into these four areas was to create
the visualization checklist I refer to when going about my own visualizations, with legitimate sources
and reasoning behind them. Although there are many variables to take into consideration and this
list is not encompassing, I will present these four and how they benefit to creating efficient
visualizations: human perception and cognition, storytelling, substance over design and depicting the
truth.

3.5.1 Human perception and cognition
Humans have complex minds, and our cognition makes up the basis of how we understand things
such as visualizations. Cognition refers to the processing of information, changing preferences and
applying knowledge, and as Norman puts it - “cognition attempts to make sense of the world” (2013,
p. 46). As mentioned by Iliinsky (2012) earlier in this section, the user or the audience that will be
viewing the visualization is a large part of the decision-making in what to add and how to portray
the data. It is important to reflect on what the user should get out of the visualization, and how
they might process the different elements in their own way. The point of data visualizations is that
they should be understood, and that the viewer potentially gains knowledge and learns something
from it. This is where cognition and perception come in.

Representation and abstraction
According to Myatt and Johnson (2011), representation and abstraction are two processes that
represent the basic functionality of the human conception of visualizations. Representation refers to
symbols that represent something in our world, and also how these symbols relate to each other by
rules, constraints and relationships. A representation can be an arrow on a map or a label on a
chart. To use and understand a representation effectively, it must be the “right level of abstraction.”
Abstraction is when information is represented at a level that can be understood, where the most
important elements are in focus.
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There are two types of representations: external and internal. External representations happen
outside of our minds and are elements we see that show some type of information, such as interfaces
and visualizations. Internal representations are the thoughts occurring inside our mind that come
about because of our senses such as seeing and smelling – in other words, our cognition. External
representations are designed to mean something and make us understand. Myatt and Johnson
(2011) list important roles these representations have, among them “making abstract concepts
visible” by symbolizing something that is abstract and does not exist by showing it through a
drawing or graph, such as in the case of electricity. They also mention “supporting decision making,”
where they say that different representations of the same type of information can change our
strategies to make decisions. The way the information is structured and shown to us plays a large
role in this. But, to understand these external representations, we must look at how the mind
processes and understands information.

Three levels of information processing
Don Norman (2013) suggests three levels of processing information in the human brain, where each
level is important to take into consideration when designing – and they all play a role in how to
visualize. The three levels work together to determine a persons like or dislike of a product or
experience, and their general understanding of it. The reflective level is the conscious one, while the
behavioral and visceral are subconscious – meaning that they respond rapidly, without much
evaluation or analysis of the situation. I will give a summary of each before explaining their
relevance to design.
Reflective
The reflective level is where we make our conscious decisions and reflections, and where we develop

deep understanding. This is where we take our time to consider all aspects of something that has
occurred, and also where our deepest emotions come into play.
Behavioral
The behavioral level is where we learn skills, but actions and analysis we do at this level are

subconscious. When we have a goal in mind, all we have to do is think about it and this level
handles the action and result. This is the place of our expectation-based emotions such as joy and
anger.
Visceral
Visceral is the most basic level of processing, where most people have the same basic visceral

responses. For example, this level comes into play by judging the environment – is it bad or good,
safe or dangerous? This system allows us to respond quickly and subconsciously. It assesses the
situation then and there, not taking past events or context into the situation. This level is almost
out of our control.
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How to design for the different levels
When it comes to designing, the designer should consider all three levels for different reasons.
Starting from the visceral level, it is about the immediate perception of something - what is the first
thing the user sees? In this level style is important, as appearances and attraction are the driving
force of visceral response. In the behavioral level, the most important consideration is that “every
action is associated with an expectation,” whether it be positive or negative (Norman, 2013, p. 52).
While in the reflective level, our minds dig much deeper and memories take the place of immediate
experiences. It is this reflection that drives us to recommend products – or avoid them. Norman
states that understanding of something arises when you combine behavioral and reflective levels,
and a full enjoyment happens when you combine all three.

Build on what we know
The reflective level in our minds is the one that stores and recognizes memories, which we store
continuously throughout our lives (Norman, 2013). Designs should tap into these memories to make
visualizations easier to understand, by connecting features to something we already know. Our
perceptions change with experience and they are also dependent on the context we are in, yet it is
still beneficial to build on something the user already knows (Tufte, 2001, p. 56). It is still possible
to explore new ways to visualize, but the more you build on what the user knows, the easier it will
be for them to understand.

3.5.2 Telling a story
When creating visualizations, the designer has the ability to bring forward stories from large
datasets. By transforming data into a visualization, you are automatically creating some type of
story for the audience to explore. Quesenbery and Brooks (Huowens, 2017) present the following use
cases of a story:
-

Stories
Stories
Stories
Stories
Stories

describe the context of a situation
can illustrate problems
can be used to help people remember
can be used to persuade and entertain
can make you question the state of a situation (cited in Huowens, 2017)

By targeting one or more of these as a goal when designing, the designer can focus on something in
the data that their users can relate to and resonate with (Huowens, 2017). The designer can also
bring together different kinds of data to show connections or abnormalities, which enhances the
story for the user.
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Predetermined path or exploration
Storytelling within visualizations can be split up into two directions: either telling an obvious linear
story or allowing the user to create their own story in the data through exploration. Often, a
visualization can be considered a narrative, where you have a beginning, a middle and an end in a
linear process. Yet, there is also the type of visualization that does not tell an obvious story but
allows the reader to uncover their own story from the data by exploring the numbers, graphics and
other elements (Willers, cited in Bihanic, 2015). Within interactive visualizations the user might be
able to pick and choose what they want to see depicted in the visualization, allowing them to create
their own story from their own interests.
Figure 9 showing Napoleon’s map is an example of predetermined storytelling through
visualizations, where the map guides you through the timeline while also showing information about
how many men were there, which direction they took and what the temperature was like. Tufte
(2001, p.40) calls it a “rich, coherent story,” which allows the reader to see the voyage unfold
through the visualization.

3.5.3 Depicting the truth
When creating visualizations, Tufte argues that it is important to bring forward the exact truth,
and not distort it – something that can easily be done when going from numbers to graphics.
Deceptive visualizations are nothing new, as there are many graphs and charts that display false
information or show statistics in misleading ways. Tufte states that “graphical excellence begins with
telling the truth about the data,” so knowing how to bring forward the truth in visualizations is
essential in creating reliable and understandable graphics (Tufte, 2001, p. 54). He mentions that
there have been experiments performed to understand how people perceive graphics in accordance
with numerical quantities, such as lines of varying lengths and shapes in different sizes. The results
say that people perceive things differently, which can change from experience, the context they are
in and what other people say about it. Two principles to follow are:
-

Represent numbers in a graphic proportionally to the numerical quantities
Use clear and detailed labeling by writing explanations and enhancing the labels of
important events (Tufte, 2001, pp. 55-56)

Context and bias
Tufte states that for information to be truthful, all data visualizations must consider the question
“compared to what?”. He says that graphics often lie because they leave out information that is
needed for comparisons, which makes it difficult to place them in a context (Tufte, 2001, p. 74).
When showing one specific statistical number, it is essential to compare it to past or potentially
future numbers as well – so the user has something to compare it to. As seen to the left in figure 21,
a graph shows the sharp decline in traffic deaths in Connecticut between 1955 and 1956, after
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stricter enforcement against speeding. Yet, we know nothing about what happened before 1955 or
after 1956, or any other factors that could influence these numbers. When setting the graph in a
context as seen to the right in figure 21, we see that there was an even higher incline in deaths from
only the year before. These figures are essential to get the big picture surrounding the statistics.

Figure 21- Charts that show how important context is in visualizations

Size and proportion are also factors that can be deceiving in a graphic, as stated in Tufte’s first
principle to follow. When looking at figure 22 it seems that the second bar has at least doubled in a
year, but when looking closer at the labels, you can see that the change was only 4,5%. Representing
numbers in a visual form should therefore relative to the other quantities depicted.

Figure 22- Chart that represents bias
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Huowens also mentions that it is critical to be as unbiased as possible when visualizing data, for
example by avoiding selecting the numbers that represent something in the best possible light –
which could have been the case in figure 17 (2017).

3.5.4 Substance over design
“Design cannot rescue failed content”
– Edward Tufte

One of Tufte’s (1990, 1997, 2001) main points in data visualization is actually showing the data
instead of focusing on showing something beautiful and aesthetically pleasing. He states that “even
the most beautiful typography in visualizations will not turn lies into truth,” which builds on the
previous point about focusing on truthful representations. He makes a point of inducing the viewer
to think about the substance, rather than about methodology, graphic design, the technology or
anything else (Tufte, 2001). Although this can seem like common sense, visual designers can get too
wrapped up in how the design looks – instead of what it is supposed to portray.

Keeping it simple
When the goal is to help the user understand complex or abstract information through
visualizations- they key is to keep the graphic as simple as possible. Using filters or other
navigational elements that allow the user to see only what they want to see, or compare specific
sections, can be useful when it comes to simplicity. Choosing the right chart to depict the data is
also an important factor to keep it simple, as well as having good organization and using elements
that bring forward important information. Another factor is avoiding overload of information in one
chart – it is better to make more charts than to push as much information as possible into one
(Tableau Software, 2018).

Data-ink ratio
Tufte coined the term data-ink ratio, which he explains as “the non-erasable core of a graphic”
(2001, p. 93). He states that a large part of the ink that is used in a visualization should present the
actual data, which makes the graph cleaner and easier to understand. The data-ink ratio is as
follows:
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Figure 23- The data-ink ratio (Tufte, 2001)

The goal of the data-ink ratio is to get as close to 1 as possible, as this shows that none of the ink
on the graphic is unnecessary. Yet, in most cases, it is nearly impossible to get to the ratio of 1
because some information is necessary to understand the context. An important rule to remember is
that every piece of ink that you add to a graphic should have a reason, and that reason should be
that it is conveying some new information. An example that Tufte presents of redundant data-ink is
when a chart shows the same number numerous times in different ways, which can be the case when
creating a bar chart (Tufte, 2001).

Chartjunk
The term “chartjunk” is a type of data-ink that is also coined by Tufte, who explains it at as “the
interior decoration of graphics that generates a lot of ink that does not tell the viewer anything new”
(2001, p. 107). This decoration usually serves some purpose, such as making a graphic more exciting,
making it look more precise or simply showing off creative skills. Tufte (2001) states that usually,
chartjunk is an overdoing of graphical components in graphs such as excess lines, grids or tick
marks. He says that the best way to avoid chartjunk and get an equal data-ink ratio is to revise and
edit your graphic, and keep considering why the elements are there and if you can remove them.

3.6 Visualization checklist
Based on the visualization theories that have been researched and discussed in this section I have
put together a checklist of twelve main principles that I consider essential to refer to when designing
visualizations. I have chosen these principles as they are central topics that are referred to by Tufte
(1990, 1997, 2001) and the other authors multiple times. I have used these principles in conjunction
with the data collected to create the first iteration of visualizations which I will presented to users of
solar panels. Tufte (2001, p. 191) says that “the principles should not be applied rigidly or in a
peevish spirit … it is better to violate any principle than to place graceless or inelegant marks on
paper,” so my own experiences and knowledge through this research will also be applied when
creating the visualizations.
This checklist is based on all the theory discussed above and includes principles within visual design
such as size, chartjunk and color, as well as cognition and how users understand the data. The
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sources that I have based the principles on are listed in the right column, and many of the principles
have multiple sources. As there is much research done on visualization theory, not every researcher
discusses everything within each topic. Therefore, I have put together various points from different
authors. Tufte has been the main resource, and I have supplemented with theory from other
researchers in areas where information from Tufte was absent. I have thoroughly gone through the
research from the authors listed, although it is difficult to have read everything within the time
frame of this project. Yet, I have made sure that the authors do not have conflicting views, and
many of them base their research off of Tufte.
Table 1- Visualization checklist

Category
Visual

Title

Description

Source

Use deviations to attract attention to important numbers or
other details that should be brought forward

(Illiinsky, 2012)

Deviations

Color

Be careful when using color, and if using color to show
differences, use saturation within the same color, or lighter
and darker colors

(Tufte, 2001)
(Illiinsky, 2012)
(Ware, 2004)

Chart type

Choose the chart that best suits the type of data you are
representing

(Tufte, 2001)
(Cleveland & McGill, 1985)

Labeling

Use clear and detailed labeling for all parts of the
visualizations

(Tufte, 2001)
(Ware, 2004)

Focus on showing the data – not only something
aesthetically pleasing

(Tufte, 2001)

Show the data

Chartjunk

Avoid chartjunk and overloading one chart with information

(Tufte, 2001)

(Illiinsky, 2012)

User expertise

Know your user. Avoid making the user feel dumb by making
the visualization too complicated, or too basic so feel
underestimated

Cognitive

Language

(Illiinsky, 2012)
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Customize the language towards the user - use terms and
wording that reflects their experience and age

Benefit from
knowledge

Benefit from the knowledge that the user already has and
can relate to

(Norman, 2013)
(Tufte, 2001)

Tell a story

Tell a story through the visualization either by presenting a
predetermined story or by allowing the user to explore

(Tufte, 2001)
(Bihanic, 2015)
(Huowens, 2017)

Truthful data

Avoid distorting the data and present it honestly, use size
and proportion correctly

(Tufte, 2001)

(Tufte, 2001)

Context

Provide context to every piece of information, especially in
graphs, by always considering the question “compared to
what?”
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4 Research process, paradigm and methodology
In this section, I will introduce and elaborate on the paradigm the I have based the research on, as
well as the scientific approach and design approach I have chosen to conduct the research within.
The methods that have been used such as interview, document analysis and workshop, among
others, will be introduced before being elaborated on in the iterations in section 5 – 8. The choices I
have made about the theoretical and methodological framework are based on the research question
and the direction I wanted this thesis to take. Ethical considerations are also important aspects of
doing research and will be discussed in section 4.6.

4.1 Research process
The process of writing this thesis has been an iterative one, where the initial focus was very broad at
the beginning before converging into a more specific topic and research question. The fuzzy front
end as described by Sanders and Stappers (2008) is comparative to this research project, both as a
design process and writing process. As seen in figure 24, the beginning of the fuzzy front end is
referred to as “fuzzy” because of “the ambiguity and chaotic nature that characterizes it,” before the
process converges into more specific definitions and concepts (Sanders & Stappers, 2008, p. 7). The
beginning part is vital in any design or process, as it is the part where a designer works on
understanding users, context, opportunities and limitations, among other things.

Figure 24- The "fuzzy front end", redrawn based on Sanders and Stappers' (2008) figure with main sections in this thesis
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In the case of this thesis, the beginning was quite fuzzy - choosing the topic of “smart cities” and
deciding to look into solar panels in residential homes, for the reasons mentioned in chapter 1.1. The
next step was to perform a literature review and find any challenges and problems with the solar
panel process in Norway, before doing expert interviews with some of the main actors in the solar
panel business at the time. Talking to actual solar panel users has been the largest data collection
portion of this thesis, in addition to observing within the interviews and performing a document
analysis. The results of this data collection, in addition to a visualization checklist produced from
the theory in chapter 3, were used to create visualizations for a display, which were then evaluated
with users through design workshops. At this point, the design was converging to become something
concrete, with a list of functionalities based on the users wants and needs, and design based on the
theory. I have based the final design on all the research done in this thesis.
Table 2 shows an overview over the iterations, which methods are used in each, the phase of the
user-centered design process and the relevant section in this thesis.
Table 2- Overview of design process

Iteration

Activity / method

UCD phase

Section

1

Expert interviews

Insight

5

2

User interviews

Insight

6

Conceptual development

7

Evaluation

8

Observation within interviews
Document analysis
3

Sketching
Low-fidelity prototyping

4

Design workshop

4.2 Paradigm
There are a few different paradigms within qualitative research are recognized, and the three that I
have taken into consideration for this thesis are positivist, interpretive and critical (Myers, 1997).
One of the main differences between these paradigms is their epistemological and ontological point
of views.
- Positivist studies state that facts and knowledge are separate from one another, and that
“scientific knowledge consists only of facts” (Archer, cited in Walsham, 1995 p. 75).
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-

Interpretive research is based on the thought that reality is accessed through social

-

constructions, where we understand phenomena through the unique explanations that people
give to them (Myers, 1997)
Critical research focuses more on social critique, oppositions, conflicts and contradictions in
our society, and that our ability to change is often constrained by political or cultural views
(Myers, 1997)

The research I have conducted in this thesis is placed within the interpretive paradigm. Interpretive
research is based on the view that reality is seen as a social construction by humans, where we all
make our own interpretations of reality (Walsham, 2006, p. 320). Geertz (cited in Walsham, 2006)
explains the interpretive collection of data as “our own constructions of other people's constructions
of what they and their compatriots are up to”. Van Maanen (1979, cited in Walsham, 1995) calls the
data collected from the interview first-order data, and the researchers own interpretation secondorder concepts, which also depend on a detailed analysis and an applicable theory to be relevant. As
the goal of this thesis is to understand how the users see their problems, wants and needs, I have
chosen do research within the interpretive paradigm. By going into depth about what the users
really think and want, I am researching their “unique explanations” instead of checking if a
hypothesis is true.

4.3 Scientific approach
The scientific approach influences how a research project is carried out, specifically on how to collect
data. The different approaches considered for this thesis were action research, ethnography,
grounded theory and case study (Myers, 1997). For this research project, a case study will be used
to research the phenomena of solar panels on private homes. See the next section for a more detailed
explanation of how I will use the methodology.

4.3.1 Case study
Stake (2005) says that there are two main types of case studies: instrumental and intrinsic. Intrinsic
case studies are based on an interest in a very particular case – not a generic phenomenon or a case
that represents another case. Instrumental case studies are done when a case is researched to gain
insight into an issue or generalization, so it helps with our understanding of something else. There is
also the collective case study, where many cases are researched jointly to investigate a phenomenon
(Stake, 2005, p. 445). I will be doing a collective, instrumental case study as I am researching these
cases to get deep insight into a phenomenon. Yin (2003, cited in Lazar, et al., 2010) also
recommends involving two or more cases in a research project, for the purpose of increasing the
credibility of the results. The specific case in this research is the user in combination with the solar
panels, and the interaction between them. I have based the context of the study on the factors
surrounding the user and solar panels, such as the smart grid, being a prosumer and peak pricing
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which I discussed in chapter 2. The study looks at five separate cases of the same phenomenon,
where I interviewed five users about their solar panels.
The use of theory in case studies varies according to the type of project and researcher, and can be
used: as a guide to design and data collection, as a part of an iterative process of data collection and
analysis or as a final product of the research (Walsham, 1995, p. 76). In this thesis, I have used
theory as a part of an iterative process, where I have acknowledged theory when creating questions
and collecting data through interviews and especially when designing visualizations and evaluating
the designs.
The role of the researcher is important to take into consideration when doing interpretive case
studies, as researchers are accessing the interpretations of the people they are interviewing or
observing, analyzing and making their own interpretations of what the people are saying and then
returning the information to an audience. Walsham (1995) describes the style of involvement in a
research project as a spectrum from a ‘neutral’ observer to a full on ‘action researcher.’ The neutral
observer is not neutral in the sense that they are free of bias, but in the sense where the participants
do not see the researcher as “being aligned with a particular individual, group or organization,”
attempting to make a profit off of the research nor having strong views that affect the research. An
action researcher, on the other hand, is actually attempting to change something during the research
by being more involved (Walsham, 2006, p. 321). There are advantages and disadvantages to each
of these styles of involvement, and it is important to find the style that best suits your research
within a specific time frame, cost and availability. In my case, it is difficult to take on the role of an
action researcher and being very involved, as I am not researching a particular company or place
one has to gain access to. Therefore, this research leans more towards being a neutral observer as I
am researching something without the influence of a company, organization or person.
Another issue for researchers is generalizing the results of their studies, especially from single case
studies. Walsham (1995) states that there are four types of generalizable results from interpretive
case studies: developing concepts, generating theory, drawing of specific implications and
contributing to rich insight (Walsham, 1995, p. 79). There is also the discussion of viewing identified
phenomena and results as “tendencies,” which can be used to describe current and past situations,
but not future ones. Therefore, it is important to look at phenomena which may be valuable in
future settings as well. The main goal of this thesis is not necessarily to generalize the results and
present a theory or concept, but contribute to the knowledge of the interaction between users and
their solar panels in relation to information and visualization. Considering this, the fourth
generalization that Walsham presents, contributing to rich insight, is the best way of generalizing
the results. By digging thoroughly into the thoughts of users and testing designs on them, my
research can contribute this rich insight into the phenomena of solar panels and renewable energy
use.
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4.4 Design approach
In the previous section, I explained how I will gain access to the users’ interpretations, thoughts and
opinions by doing an interpretive case study in my research. To supplement this data and analysis, I
will be making use of a design approach to create visualizations and designs based on the
understanding I have received from the case study. The design approach is to a greater extent
geared towards making an artifact that will be used by future users. According to Saffer (2010),
there are four main types of design approaches one can take in design projects: genius design, usercentered design, activity-centered design and systems design.
These four design approaches all lead to the production of a new design or product, but they arrive
at a result in different ways:
- Genius design is based on the designer and their competency and experience, where they are

-

-

the source of inspiration and users evaluate after the design is done. This type of design is
best practiced by experienced designers.
User-centered design involves end-users throughout the entire process, and the main focus is
on creating something usable that corresponds to the users wants and needs
Activity-centered design is focused on the activities and tasks that users need to do as well
as their surroundings, not specifically their goals and needs. Designers identify which
activities can be done to perform a task.
Systems design focuses on systems and their components and is a more rigid approach than
the others. Systems design sees the users in relation to context, and users set goals for the
system.

Particpatory design is also an approach that a designer can use, where the main focus is on directly

involving users in co-designing the products, software or other designs they use. It is about mutual
learning and where the boundaries of “user” and “designer” are blurred (Simonsen & Robertson,
2013).

4.4.1 User-centered design
For this thesis I have chosen to take a user-centered design (UCD) approach, which is about
designing “for the needs and capabilities of the people for whom they are intended” (Issa & Isaias,
2015, p. 20). User-centered design is an iterative design process where the main focus is on real users
and their needs, goals and the actual tasks they do. By incorporating real user insight into the early
design process and using it as a driving force throughout the process, a much more user-friendly
product or system will be developed (Rogers, et al., 2012). Gould and Lewis (1985) mentioned three
main principles to create a “useful and easy to use computer system” in 1985, which are still highly
relevant today:
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Early focus on users and tasks

It is important to start early in the design process with figuring out who the users are or will be,
and then observing and learning as much about them as possible. Start by finding the target group.
Empirical measurement

A large aspect of UCD is actually observing how users complete tasks, react to elements and
generally perform when using software or products. This is often done after doing prototyping by
performing usability testing on either paper or digital prototypes. A think-aloud technique can be
used when observing to get a feel for what they are thinking while performing tasks.
Iterative design

Earlier, designers and developers followed a “waterfall model,” a very linear process where after
completing one step, the team moves on to the next. This model does not allow changes after having
moved on to the next step, resulting in products where the requirements or needs were wrong. An
iterative process is about moving between the different steps in a process, where refinements can be
made constantly based on feedback from the users.

Figure 25- The User-centered design process

Figure 25 shows my interpretation of the UCD process. There are many variations of this process,
and each designer may have a different view of what goes into it and in which order. I have based
my interpretation on Rogers et al. (2012) as well as my own experience as a designer and how that
relates to the research and design process in this thesis. One of the main aspects of this figure is the
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iterative process, as mentioned above. The production of the final product usually does not happen
after one round, but after a few rounds back and forth within the different sections. This may vary
greatly from project to project, but generally speaking, a final product will emerge from a rough,
initial idea, where the final evaluation ensures that this is the best product that can be made within
the timeframe and available resources (Rogers, et al., 2012, p. 186). I will go into more detail about
the specific sections below.
Gain insight

The insight phase is all about scoping the project, identifying the target group and finding their
wants and needs, which in return establishes specific requirements for your design.
Conceptual development

The conceptual development phase consists of moving closer to a specific concept and idea of what
the design and product will be, based off of the initial insight. In this phase, alternative designs and
ideas are often created, which then need to be converged even more to one specific design.
Prototyping

Prototyping consists of creating non-functional versions of the final design, which can easily be
tested on real users in the next phase. There are many different ways to prototype, among them
low-fidelity and high-fidelity, where low consists of simple drawings, sketches or wireframes, and
high consists of digital, interactive and more realistic designs.
Evaluate

After producing prototypes, they should be tested on users with usability testing, which consists of
giving a target user a prototype and some tasks to complete. The designer observes what the user
does and analyzes the results, which then might result in new designs, functions or other changes.

4.4.1.1 User experience
Don Norman (2013) is known as the creator of the term “User Experience Design” (UX), which is
based on many of the principles of user-centered design. It is all about creating the best possible
experience for users when they are using a product, especially digital ones. He presents six design
principles in his book “The Design of Everyday Things,” which are regarded as important to take
into consideration when designing for users (Norman, 2013). Some of these principles are widely
discussed, such as affordance, which can also be found in Rogers, et al. (2012) and Gaver (1991),
among others. I will briefly introduce the principles here.
Consistency
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Consistency is about having similar elements in a design, where familiarity makes it easier for a user
to understand what the elements do or signify. This is also relevant across many designs, not just
within one, as a user becomes familiar with what a specific color means- they assume it will mean
the same across all designs.
Visibility

When an element is visible, the more likely it is that users will use that element. When something is
out of sight, users most likely will not know that it is there at all and will not use it. Although it
can be difficult to make everything visible without cluttering an interface, it is important to
understand which elements are important and make them visible.
Affordance

Affordance is fundamentally about giving a clue to the user about how to use something. There is
an attribute about the element that guides the user in how to use it. Physical examples include
knobs, which we know are for turning. In digital design, links are often underlined as a clue that
they are clickable.
Mapping

Mapping is about making a design feel as natural as possible, by having an understandable
relationship between controls and the effect they have. Stove tops are a relevant example, where the
knobs should match the placement of the burner.
Feedback

A user should get feedback when they have made a decision on an interface, such as clicking a
“send” button, that the action has been completed. There are various types of feedback, such as
visual, tactile and audio. The most important part of feedback is never leaving a user guessing what
action they have taken.
Constraints

Constraints are all about limiting the options and decisions a user can take in an interface, and not
allowing them to do things that are not possible or should not be done. By creating a simple design
that guides the user, the design constrains them to take the appropriate actions.

4.5 Methods
Yin (cited in Walsham, 1995, p. 78) says that there are six main sources one can gain data through
in case studies, which are “documents, records and archives, interviews, direct observation,
participant observation and physical artifacts.” The data collection methods used to collect and
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analyze data as well as contribute to the design process in this thesis are expert interviews, user
interviews with observation, document analysis and design workshops. The data is collected from
multiple sources and the methods have been triangulated to obtain an even more thorough
understanding of the use of solar panels. I will present these methods in this section and will discuss
the actual execution in the iteration that I have used them.
The specific design methods chosen for this thesis are based on the user-centered design process,
where sketching, low-fidelity prototyping and design workshops have been carried out to end up
with a design result. I have carried out these methods after initial insight from the user is gained, to
develop concepts and prototypes which then again are tested on the user. I will go into more depth
about these methods in the iteration that they have been used.

4.5.1 Interviews and observation
Yin (1989, in Walsham 1995, p. 78) states that interviews are viewed as a primary data source,
especially when doing interpretive case studies. By doing interviews with users, the researcher can
gather in-depth information about how the user actually feels about the case, and how they
interpret their own actions and thoughts (Walsham, 1995). Lazar et. Al. (2010, p. 165) say that
interviews are like a conversation and that they are “helpful for understanding perceptions, concerns,
needs, and other user reactions.”
There are three main styles of interviews that one can take: unstructured, semi-structured or
structured interviews.
- Unstructured interviews are very open and exploratory, with few questions to guide the
interview. The researcher often comes prepared with an interview guide, and asks an initial
question, allowing the interviewee to guide the conversation and talk about what he or she
wants.
- On the opposite side, structured interviews have a very specific goal in mind and use strict,
specific questions in a well-defined order where no deviation in the conversation is welcome.
- Semi-structured interviews are a middle ground where the researcher has questions prepared
but will allow the interviewee to guide the conversation to a certain extent. If the
interviewee has an interesting comment, the researcher can follow up on that comment in
semi-structured or unstructured interviews (Lazar, et al., 2010).
Walsham (1995) states that interview style is dependent on your personality, and also what type of
information you are looking for. It is important to find the balance between being too direct and too
passive when interviewing, which the researcher can do by allowing the interviewee to express their
opinions and thoughts openly. The interviewer must not lean too far in the other direction either by
being too quiet or not expressing their opinions or thoughts ever, which can result in the interviewee
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feeling that the researcher is not interested in their thoughts or opinions (Walsham, 1995). Lazar et
al. (2010) say that unstructured or semi-structured interviews are the most suitable when the
researcher does not know that much about the problem domain, and you can let the interviewees
educated you.
An issue regarding interviews is the question of tape-recording or not. This also depends on the
nature of the interview and what the interviewer intends to get out of it. By tape-recording the
interview, the researcher will get a full description of what was said the entire time, which they
might not have been able to write down. On the other side, the interviewee might become nervous
and be more reserved in their answers if the researcher records the interview. The researcher also
has to go through the recordings and potentially transcribe everything, which can be quite timeconsuming (Walsham, 1995). In my case, I considered it best to tape-record the interviews and later
transcribe them. By having a record of the conversation, I would be able to direct my attention
completely towards the interviewee and have a conversation that flowed well, instead of having to
stop to write fulfilling notes the entire time. Since the topic I was discussing was not particularly
sensitive or confidential, I figured I would get the same answers either by tape-recording or not. I
did supplement by writing notes on the tone of voice, gestures or other characteristics that the
recording would not pick up on.
Observation is also a method that is commonly used in case studies and user-centered design, either
direct observation or participant observation (Walsham, 2006). In this thesis, observation has been
combined with the user interviews to gain a more thorough understanding of how the solar panels
work and how the users relate to them. I will elaborate on this in the second iteration.

Expert interviews
Talking to experts through interviews is often done in the exploratory phase of a project, as an
efficient method to gain a deeper understanding of a specific domain or topic (Bogner, et al., 2009).
IDEO (2018) state that by interviewing experts on a topic they can help you “get you up to speed
quickly on a topic, give you key insights into relevant history, context and innovations.” The debate
about who can be considered an expert has been discussed within the field, and Bogner, et al. (2009)
state that we must distinguish between expert knowledge and other types of knowledge such as
common-sense. The expert has knowledge about a topic, but they are not the only one who has this
knowledge. Yet, this knowledge is not accessible to anyone within the field, which is the difference
between an “expert” and a “well-informed citizen.” Bogner et al. (2009) also say that it is up to the
researcher who they want to interview as an expert, and in my case I consider the two participants I
interviewed to be experts as they work within the solar energy field, or are doing in-depth research
on it, and have been doing this for some time.
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4.5.2 Document analysis
Lazar, et. al. (2010) say that document records are interesting if the researcher wants to understand
past and current practices, or how existing software tools are used. Bowen (2009, p. 27) states that
documents contain text and images that have “have been recorded without the researcher’s
intervention.” Atkinson and Coffey (1997 p. 47, in Bowen, 2009) refer to documents as ‘social facts’,
which are produced, shared, and used in socially organized ways.” By performing a document
analysis, the researcher can develop understanding and come across insights related to the specific
case they are researching (Bowen, 2009). The details on how the document analysis was carried out
will be discussed in section 6.2.

4.5.3 Data analysis
Analysis of qualitative data from case studies is generally done in a bottom-up fashion, borrowing
techniques from grounded theory such as coding and categorizing, which is also known as thematic
analysis (Lazar, et al., 2010, p. 167). There are different ways to go about the coding process, where
a deductive or inductive approach can be taken. The commonality in these two approaches is that
they are based on categories or themes which the data is sorted into. When the categories are not
predefined but emerge from the data, the approach is inductive. On the other hand, when categories
are pre-defined, and the data is placed into these categories when analyzing, the approach is
deductive (Rogers, et al., 2012). Either way, coding is a subjective process where the researcher
chooses the topics and categories to focus on, so being aware of the researchers’ role and seeking
confirmation for the relevance of the categories is essential. This can be done by following an
iterative analysis process, being aware of potential bias and re-evaluating the relevance (Rogers, et
al., 2012). Rogers et al. (2012) also say that data can be analyzed either on a fine level of detail
where each word, phrase or gesture is analyzed specifically, or on a high level of detail where
sentences and themes are identified.
Walsham “believes that the researchers best tool for analysis is his or her own mind” and reveals a
“looser approach” to coding. He writes down impressions immediately after an interview and
generates more organized themes after having completed a group of interviews. After collecting
categories, he thinks about what he has learned from his data so far (Walsham, 2006). Walsham also
mentions that the coding process can be done manually or with a data analysis system such as
HyperResearch which can link main themes to your text. This does not remove the need for own
thought as the researcher still has to decide the themes, and it can be quite time-consuming to
transcribe all the text into the software (2006). The data analysis I have completed in this thesis
will be discussed in section 6.3.
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4.5.4 Sketching and prototyping
A prototype in a general sense is a representation of a design that stakeholders can interact with in
some way. There are many variations of prototypes, from simple drawings on paper to 3D printed
full-scale models with interactive elements – different types of prototypes can be used at varying
times in the design process. They are often used as communication devices among team members,
and also in usability testing to evaluate how the design works with the target users (Rogers, et al.,
2012).
According to Rogers, et al. (2012), a low-fidelity prototype is often the first stage of prototyping and
does not look very much like the final product. The material used to create low-fidelity prototypes is
different from the final product, where paper or cardboard is often used instead of actual screens or
technology. These prototypes are often easy, cheap and quick to make, so they are ideal to use in
the conceptual phase where the designer explores different ideas. They are very flexible and can be
tested on actual users, quickly redone and tested again – allowing for quick modifications and better
user experience. The designer often sketches early in the process, where wireframes consisting of
boxes, arrows and text are drawn to represent how the interface will look like. A high-fidelity
prototype is made using more realistic materials similar to the ones of the final product. They are
often clickable or interactive in some way and are useful for selling ideas to people. There are some
compromises when it comes to designing low or high-fidelity prototypes, such as cost, look-and-feel
and time used to create it (Rogers, et al., 2012).
I will present the prototypes in section 7.

4.5.5 Design workshops
The design approach participatory design, as briefly mentioned in section 4.4, is based on involving
users in the design and creation of the technologies they use. There is a focus on the “making of
things, telling of stories and enactment of possible futures together,” which is often done through
methods such as workshops (Brandt, et al., 2013). The future workshop is an example, which
consists of a critiquing session, transforming the critique to the positive opposite and turning that
into a plan of action and more concrete concepts. Although the future workshop does not include
reflection on the problem in everyday context, many authors have added tools and techniques to
discuss the everyday context as well as utopian and future visions (Brandt, et al., 2013). I will
discuss the execution of the design workshops in section 8.
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4.6 Ethical considerations
When conducting research, there are ethical considerations that the researcher must consider.
Participant consent is one of the most important considerations to protect the privacy of
participants and informants in the project. The researcher gathers consent by asking the participant
to sign an informed consent form where they clearly state the purpose of the study. The form must
also include information about how the researcher will use the data and that the participant may
remove himself from the project at any time (Rogers, et al., 2012, p. 224). Each participant in this
study was presented with a consent form to sign before the interview, as can be seen in Appendix D.
The form consists of background information about the study, what is expected of the participant,
what happens with the data and voice recording and that the participant can withdraw from the
study at any time. I sent the consent form a few days before the interview, so the participant had
time to read it and follow up with any questions they had.
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5 First iteration: gain insight from experts
The first iteration of this thesis began after having chosen smart cities and solar panels as the main
topic and completing a literature review to gain an understanding of solar energy and its position in
Norway today. This iteration consists of expert interviews with actors in the solar panel industry in
Norway: Otovo and Power from the People. By interviewing them I was able to learn more about
the process of installing panels, how they work, how users relate to their panels and the role of
design. These interviews led to new knowledge which I took with me into the next iteration.

5.1 Expert interviews
I consider the expert interviews conducted to be a stepping stone and highly relevant at the
beginning of my research, as the knowledge the experts possess is information I could not have
gained without speaking directly to those who work with it. Ideally, all the experts interviewed
would have a high amount of knowledge about solar energy and how it works, as well as how
private users in Norway see solar panels and use them in their homes. One of the participants can
be considered an expert in both the technological aspects as well as the user view.
I chose to talk to these two participants as they were key contributors to the knowledge of solar
energy use in Norway at the time, but in different ways. I could have spoken to more experts in the
field as well but chose to move on to interviewing users as my main perspective is from the user and
because of time constraints. I interviewed the following participants:
Otovo
Otovo (2017) started up in 2016 and they have become the main solar panel provider for private

homes in Norway, selling solar panels for both private homes and offices. They consider themselves
“the energy company of the future,” and handle the entire process of obtaining and installing solar
panels, which users can choose to pay directly or with a loan through a bank. I spoke with one of
the founders who has been with the company since the start, Simen Fure Jørgensen.
Power from the People (Strøm fra Folket)
“Power from the People” is a research project funded by the Norwegian Research Council and

several user partners. The project is led by CICERO - Center for climate research. Their project is
based on researching why people choose to install solar panels on their roof, which barriers they
meet and which experiences they have, as well as comparing prosumers in Norway with England and
Germany (CICERO, 2016). I spoke with Hege Westskog, the project leader.
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5.2 Results
By talking with the leading solar panel provider in Norway, Otovo, I was able to gather information
about the entire process of buying or leasing panels, and what their future predictions and goals are.
Otovo’s process of selling and leasing is quite simple: an interested person begins by going online to
Otovo.com and typing in their address to get an estimate of how many solar panels are suitable on
their roof, how much energy they can produce and a price estimate. If interested, he or she can
simply click a button and someone from Otovo will contact them to proceed with the installation. In
the beginning, users could receive a loan directly through Otovo, but today they have a deal with
Sparebank 1 for a “solar loan.” Simen Fure Jørgensen, one of the co-founders of Otovo, said that
they saw that users were “giving up before buying solar panels” because the process used to be
complicated and demanding, so they wanted to simplify it. He also mentioned that changes are
coming to the energy market in Norway, and they were working on a concept called “neighborhood
energy.” This concept is based on buying clean energy from homes near you that have solar panels –
so the solar panel users sell their surplus energy back to the grid which will go to a home near them.
Their prices for selling energy to “your neighbors” is 1 NOK up to a certain amount, which is a high
amount compared to other providers such as Hafslund.
When it comes to the users he says that people who buy solar panels today are those who are
somewhat interested in being environmentally friendly, or very technology interested. There are also
those who want to do everything themselves and consider it a hobby. The production of solar energy
in private homes varies according to seasons, as most of the production is between March and July,
most of their installations are mostly around this time. Simen thinks that batteries and storage of
solar energy will gradually become a part of the solar panel process.
After the talk with Otovo, which gave me an introduction to how the process of buying solar panels
looks like, I interviewed Hege Westskog through the research project “Power from the People.” As
mentioned above, they are looking at user motivation and barriers related to solar panels. They
have done fieldwork at an “eco-village” in Hurdal, in Kirknes and Skarpnes in Agder where the
houses are equipped with PV. In addition, they have done interviews with individual prosumers that
have taken care of the process of installing solar panels themselves. They have also completed a
large survey and studied local support systems for solar panels. By talking to Hege Westskog I was
able to gain more insight into the key motivations for buying solar panels as well as the types of
problems and experiences people have with the panels in their homes.
When it comes to maintenance of the panels, she stated that problems were little to none. However,
handling the installation process alone as a household requires a lot of knowledge and willingness to
invest time in finding both the right panels and people that can help with the installation and the
process of becoming a prosumer. Hence, the transaction cost is high for many people. Also, the main
challenge with motivating people to invest in solar panels is that energy prices in Norway are very
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low compared to countries such as Germany and England. She said “the people who invest in solar
panels today and take care of the installation process themselves are a special type of people, and
don’t do it to save money. They are either very environmentally conscious or interested in
technology.” She also mentioned that we have not gotten to the point where most households see it
is as profitable to have solar panels yet, as it is costly to invest and the prices you get in return from
the power companies to sell your energy back is not very high, although Otovo has had good prices.
Hege said that they had also separated the type of people who buy solar panels today, into those
who do it themselves and those who move into homes that already have panels on them. Those who
do it themselves are often interested in the environment, early-adopters and own their own
companies. Those who move into homes that already have panels installed are interested in comfort,
as the homes are often “smart houses,” and they see it as a part of living a modern life.
In an earlier project, the same research group conducted a small study on in-home displays
(Westskog, et al., 2015), and this was something that Hege considered to be important to
continually research - especially with the future of possible peak load pricing and potential energy
storage technology. We discussed how different groups of people could be interested in seeing
different information on the display. For those who already know a lot about energy, they might
want more detailed information about energy use in their home. On the other hand, those who have
a lower income might want the display to gain control over their economic situation. Using the
display as a learning tool could also be relevant, especially for those who do not know much about
energy in general. She said that it could be a good idea to have a physical display in the kitchen to
motivate the family to check the display, so it could become something the family can interact with
together. Getting a feeling of how the solar panels work and when they produce the most energy is
important for users, and having a display such as a speedometer which shows when you are using
more energy than your panels are producing could be relevant to the users. Hege said that she
thought the most important element to display is the number of how much your panels are
producing in real-time and overviews of production in different time periods such as weeks, seasons
or years. She also mentioned that another consideration is what happens over time - how does the
display affect how people are learning over time? Is there less interest? Does this result in not being
conscious about power use? These are elements that they had not researched yet, but she considered
them relevant for the future of the solar panel experience.

5.3 Analysis of expert interviews
The expert interviews gave me insight into how the process of obtaining solar panel works, either by
leasing or buying panels through Otovo. They have made the process extremely simple and
convenient for the user, which was a part of their goal to motivate more people to actually take the
step of installing panels. There are other solar panel providers in Norway as well, but seeing as
Otovo (2017) is the current leading provider and has installed more panels on homes than all the
other providers together, I have chosen to focus on them. Otovo has close contact with their
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customers, and it seems that there are few, if any, problems related to the process of showing
interest in installing panels, to actually installing and following up after. After I spoke to Hege, who
has more insight into how the users think, she confirmed this. Otovo set out to solve the problem of
a complicated process which stopped users from taking the plunge, and they have succeeded.
The motivational factor of installing panels seems to have many components, where users in Norway
buy the panels because they are interested in technology and are early-adopters, or they are
interested in the environment and try to do what they can to be environmentally friendly. Some
users move into brand new homes that have panels installed on them already, so it is more difficult
to know if they would have installed panels on their own. According to Hege, the homes with panels
are pricier than other homes and are often also smart homes, which can indicate that the people
that move into these homes have a larger than average interest in technology. Because energy prices
are quite low in Norway, especially compared to other countries such as Germany and England, the
economical motivation does not seem to be very relevant in Norway, yet. Changes are happening
with energy in Norway, especially with the installation of AMS in households across the country and
peak pricing, which can potentially cause the prices to rise. Therefore, I see saving money and being
economical as also being a motivation that is relevant for installing solar panels, which is important
to take into consideration in this thesis.
There is also a great deal happening within the field of alternative energy and solar panels right
now, and considerations such as peak pricing and energy storage in batteries can become relevant in
the solar panel process very soon. Although no one knows exactly when these things will be
introduced, or become normal in households, they are still important to consider for the overall
experience. These new developments might cause potential challenges or problems with solar panels
for the users – the problems just have not appeared yet.
With these conversations fresh in mind I developed a thorough interview guide for my first user
interviews, which I will discuss in the next iteration.
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6 Second iteration: gain insight from users
In this section I will first present the execution of the methods used in the second iteration of the
design process, which consists of interviews with solar panel users, observations within interviews
and document analysis as well as how I have analyzed the data through grounded theory coding.
I will then present the results of the data collected, where I will introduce the participants and
interview context before discussing a summary of each section from the coding. I will present an
analysis based on the first research question of information and functionality before discussing
design and visualizations in the next iteration.

6.1 Interviews and observations
The goal of the interviews was to obtain an in-depth understanding of the relationship users have
with the solar panels they have installed in their homes, specifically with a focus on motivations for
installing them and what information they want related to production and usage of. The data
received from these interviews was to be a foundation for creating visualizations and prototypes
related to solar panels that I could evaluate with the users. Since I was interested in the
participant’s personal experience and point of view on solar panels, the interviews ended up being
mostly unstructured, with only a few questions guiding the discussion.

Recruiting participants
Recruiting participants proved to be the most difficult part of the interview process, despite the fact
that I did not have any specific requirements for gender, age or occupation. The only restrictions I
had were geographical, as I did not have a car available and did not have time to travel very far to
interview participants. By asking on social media such as Facebook and LinkedIn and asking friends,
family and colleagues, I was able to find the first a few participants in the Oslo area. I also found a
participant as I was taking a walk around the area I grew up in and saw a house with solar panels,
whom I then contacted and asked for an interview. I became a member of a Facebook group with
the name “Solar panels and Alternative Energy,” and posted two posts a few months apart asking
for participants in Oslo and the surrounding area. On my first post I only received a few replies, but
on my second post I received over 12 replies from people who were willing to be interviewed. I set
up interviews with three of them who were in various age groups and locations.

Planning
After doing initial research on solar panels and displays through background research and expert
interviews, I made an interview guide that included everything I thought would be interesting to
learn more about from the participant’s point of view. The interview guide consisted of a consent
form that the participants were to sign at the beginning of the interview (Appendix D), a
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presentation of the project and questions within various categories (Appendix B). Initially, I had
planned to conduct semi-structured interviews, as it was important to allow the conversation to flow
naturally to gain relevant information outside of the questions prepared. It was also important to
have some questions prepared ahead of time to guide the interview in a direction towards my
research questions. The interview guide included question within the following topics: motivation,
the process, display/visualizations, personal economy, the technology and environmental interest.
The interview was to start with some simple questions to warm up and make the participant
comfortable, such as “tell me a bit about yourself” and “how did you get the idea of installing solar
panels?”. I then planned to move on to the more specific questions about their motivation, the
process of installing the panels, the display/information gained and a general discussion about the
technology or other topics that might interest the participant. These questions were open-ended and
would allow the participant to talk about what they found the most interesting. During the first few
interviews I planned to draw a customer journey map of the participant’s process of buying and
installing solar panels, including touchpoints and thoughts related to each touchpoint. I decided not
to continue with the customer journey map when my focus shifted from finding problem areas to
visualization of solar energy, and the map was time-consuming to complete and not directly related
to my research question.

Pilot interview
After finishing the interview guide, I conducted a pilot interview with an acquaintance to see if the
questions were too open or difficult to answer, and to see if the conversation flowed well enough. I
did not have anyone available that had experience with solar panels, but I still got a feel for how the
questions worked and if they were understood. The participant understood most of the questions,
but I did change the wording and order of some questions.

Execution
All of the interviews were conducted in the participant’s homes, as I wanted to get a look at their
solar panels and any other technology related to the panels in their homes. I also wanted to get an
in-depth look at the solar panel display, if they had any, and discuss other types of displays or apps
they use that show information. This also made it easier to plan interviews with the participants as
all they had to do was be at home, and potentially made the interview more relaxing for them. I
recorded the interviews using a voice recording application on my phone. I also took notes in a
notebook during the interview on anything I could not record on my phone such as facial
expressions and gestures.
The first two interviews I conducted were very open and had more general questions than the next
interviews, as I had not landed on a specific niche to focus on within solar panels at that time and
wanted to learn as much as possible to be able to find this niche. After conducting the first two
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interviews, I took a step back and decided to alter my research questions a bit to focus even more
on the display/visualizations of energy based on different motivations. I analyzed these interviews to
see what I could learn about their experiences, and how I could potentially alter my interview guide
for the next participants. I saw that I had to dig deeper and ask more questions directly related to
the display, but I still wanted to keep questions about the process of installing solar panels which
could potentially be relevant to the construction of prototypes. I did some changes in the consent
form as well as the interview guide to direct the focus more towards motivation and displays.
The interviews ended up being more unstructured than semi-structured. After starting each
interview with the general question of “how did you get the idea of installing solar panels?” the
participants had so much to say about this that the conversation flowed freely throughout the next
few hours, where I very rarely had to go and look at my questions. All the topics and questions I
had written down were natural to discuss in the conversation. Even though I decided to focus more
on visualizations of data after my first few interviews, I continued to bring up topics such as their
experience with the installation, thoughts about the future of solar panels and how the neighbors
reacted. I did this because it felt natural to discuss these things during the interview and also
because the information potentially could be interesting for my further analysis and design of
visualizations.
During the interviews, I carried out a type of direct observation by asking the participants to thinkaloud while showing me the applications or display tools they are currently using to get insight into
production by the solar panels. This observation was only relevant for the participants that had a
display tool already, which three out of five had. Direct observation is helpful to understand what
people do in certain circumstances, and I paid close attention to what they said about the different
visualizations and information they saw, and also what gestures they made, where they clicked and
where they pointed (Lazar, et al., 2010). For the participants who did not have a display tool, I
asked to see the inverter connected to the solar panels, which often has a very small display with
minimal information. I also asked if they could show me any other display applications they used
and talk about what they liked or disliked about them. I took photos of interfaces and elements I
considered relevant, such as the displays, inverters and solar panels.
In total I interviewed five participants, each interview lasting around between 60 and 90 minutes.
More in-depth descriptions of the interviews can be found in section 6.4.
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6.2 Document analysis
I have performed a document analysis on the Facebook group titled “Solar panels and alternative
energy” 1 which is frequently posted on by over 3,000 members. I have gone through posts from the
past six months and noted anything that can be relevant to how people perceive solar panels, what
types of questions they have, and anything specifically related to visualizations. By writing down the
different posts and categorizing them, I can add them to the data collected from interviews and
observations to gain an even larger overview of what users think of solar panels. The document
analysis is used in combination with interviews and observations as a means of triangulation, to
verify and converge the information within the same phenomenon (Bowen, 2009). Before beginning
the document analysis on the Facebook group, I posted two posts explaining that I was writing a
master’s thesis, describing the focus of my research and asking for participants for interviews. The
posts received many views and comments. I also interviewed one of the administrators in the group,
where he was aware of my field of research.

6.3 Data analysis through coding
For analyzing the data, the initial thought was that I would take a deductive approach as I had a
few categories decided before the interviews that were relevant to my research question. I based
these categories on background research as well as the interview guide, which was also based off of
theory and background research. After completing the interviews and placing the results into the
predefined categories, a few new themes appeared that were mentioned by more than two of the
participants – such as competency and economics. These new themes seemed relevant on an equal
level to the predefined categories that I decided to add them to my analysis. I choose to do a highlevel analysis where I placed entire sentences and themes that were discussed into categories. This
was the most appropriate way to code, as individual words or language were not relevant without
the context surrounding them.
My analysis has been a very iterative process where I have read the transcriptions and analyzed
them multiple times, the categories have been removed and changed and the text has been moved
around to different categories. After each interview I immediately wrote down impressions and
thoughts to supplement the notes taken during the interview, and I attempted to transcribe the
main points of the interview as soon as possible. As Lazar, et al. (2010) state, details can often be
forgotten quickly – so getting thoughts down on paper is essential to get the most out of the
interview. Before starting to place information from each interview into categories, I read through
the entire interview without considering the categories at all. This was to brush up my memory of
the interview and see if any of my notes that were not recorded could be relevant to add. After

1
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reading through, I started placing sentences and sections into categories by highlighting in different
colors. When doing this to the first three interviews, a few more themes appeared multiple times
that I considered relevant to the project. I then went back to the first interviews and marked
everything that was relevant to the new categories chosen. At this point, I took a step back and
reconsidered the categories to see if they were all relevant to my topic. I decided to split the general
category of “visualization” into “existing solutions” “functionality” and “interface,” as these were the
most prominent topics that were discussed during the interviews.

6.4 Results
These results are put forward according to the coding as presented in section 6.3. This section is a
summary of the most significant and relevant results from the data collection that I have completed,
and that are relevant to the further production of visualizations and design choices.

6.4.1 An introduction to the participants
In this section I will present the five participants that I have interviewed, with a description of who
they are and details about how each individual interview was carried out. Their names have been
changed to pseudonyms to protect their identities.
Table 3- Interview participants in iteration 2

Participant

Occupation

Main motivation

Jens

Engineer

Technology

Thomas

Economist (retired)

Economics

Trond

IT-consultant

Technology

Nils

Environmental advisor (retired)

Environment

Paul

Electrician

Hobby / technology

Participant 1
Name: Jens
Education: Engineering
Current / last occupation: Engineer
Interview took place: At his home in Oslo

Jens lives in Oslo with his wife. He has worked with solar energy almost his entire career, among
them many years in Germany. He is on the board of “The solar energy Union” in Norway and has
been interviewed about his solar panels in the media many times. I visited him in his home in Oslo
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during the daytime, where we first sat down in his living room to start the interview. During the
interview he showed me some of the pieces about him in the media and his awards and diplomas
related to solar energy during his career. We discussed his work with solar energy, how he thinks the
future looks like, the process of installing panels and his everyday relation to solar energy. When
wrapping up, I asked if he could show me the current display he was using for his solar panels and
collectors, and talk about which functions he used, what he liked and what he disliked while I
observed and followed up with questions. The display he uses is all online on a website, where he
showed me information both logged out and logged in, which I photographed. I also asked to see the
technology related to the solar panels in his home, and he showed me the inverter in the garage as
well as the water tank and display for the solar collectors. We went outside at the end of my stay to
look at the roof from down below, where we barely could see the panels. The interview including the
tour of the technology lasted 90 minutes.

Participant 2
Name: Thomas
Education: Economics
Current / last occupation: Economist (retired)
Interview took place: At his home in Asker

Thomas is a retired economist who lives just outside
of Oslo with his wife. He worked as an economist
before retiring, but his friends say that he is a “hobby
engineer,” and he has always been interested in
technology and can be considered an early adopter.
Thomas and his wife recently sold their house with
solar panels on it and are moving to another house
just up the street, where they are also planning on
installing panels and possible solar collectors. I visited
him during the daytime by taking the train to Asker,
and after some small talk about my education within
interaction design, we started the interview. He had
his iPad and iPhone on the table and whenever fitting
he would show me an app or a picture on his phone,
for example when talking about the camera located at

Figure 26- Solar panels on top of Thomas’ roof

his cabin or being able to lock the door with his
phone. After finishing the conversation, I asked if he
could show me any display he had for his solar
panels, but he said that he did not have any way to

see any information because Otovo does not have an app yet. I asked to see the solar panels and
related technology in the house and we climbed up on the roof with a ladder to take a look, as the
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roof is flat and half covered in panels, which is shown in figure 26. He also showed me the inverter
which had a very small screen showing how much energy had been produced so far that day. As he
had a lot of modern technology in his home he showed me the app for locking the door and how it
worked, as well as a new modern vacuum cleaner he had just bought. The interview lasted nearly
two hours with the tour of the house.

Participant 3
Name: Trond
Education: Electrician
Current / last occupation: IT consultant
Interview took place: At his home in Slemmestad

Trond lives in Slemmestad with his wife and teenage children and installed solar panels in their
home when Otovo started up in 2016. He works in Oslo as an IT consultant, but his education is as
an electrician, which is where his interest in solar panels originated. I visited him at his home in
Slemmestad in the evening after he came home from work, where we sat in the kitchen next to a lit
fireplace. We started a discussion on the role of interaction designers in IT projects as he works with
them daily, before beginning the interview. During the interview he showed me specific examples on
his laptop of the electricity bill he received before switching to Otovo as a provider, then the earliest
Otovo electricity bills before showing the current one and how it has evolved. Having an IT
background, he talked very specifically about functions and aesthetics in the charts. He also logged
onto Otovo’s website and I asked him to show me what he used and found interesting, which gave
me a lot of insight. In addition to Otovo’s information, he had an app directly from the provider of
the panels, which was similar to Otovo’s web-display in many ways. He guided me through it and
pointed out differences. As it was dark outside we did not have a chance to look at the inverter or
solar panels.

Participant 4
Name: Nils
Education: Marine biologist
Current / last occupation: Environmental advisor (retired)
Interview took place: At his home in Røyken

Nils is retired and lives outside of Oslo in Røyken municipality, which is where I visited him for the
interview during the evening. He had his son and his son’s family with two children over, and they
had just finished dinner when I arrived. We went to his office to have the interview, and he was
very interested in what I was researching, although he had never heard of interaction design and did
not quite understand what connection it had to solar energy research. We had a long conversation
about his background and how he had worked for many years as an environmental advisor in Asker
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municipality, where he had led a team towards many environmental milestones in the area. He had
always been interested in solar energy and went ahead with the actual installation when he heard
about Otovo. He claimed that he did not have any way to see how much energy he was producing
because Otovo do not have an app yet, and the only way he could receive any information was to
climb up a ladder to the attic to look at the inverter. I asked if we could look at it and we went to
the attic, where I took some photos of the tiny display which showed very minimal information. As
it was dark outside, I was not able to see the solar panels on the roof but knew that they had
installed them on half the roof facing the street.

Participant 5
Name: Paul
Education: Electrician
Current / last occupation: Electrician
Interview took place: At his home in Slemmestad

Paul also lives in Slemmestad with his wife, a baby and their dog. He works as an electrician and is
one of the admins of the “Solar panels and alternative energy” group on Facebook, which he runs
with two of his good friends in the area. I visited him during the evening before visiting Trond, and
he had forgotten that I was coming so they had some visitors over. Therefore, we went to the
basement in their house which had recently gotten a considerable upgrade with a smart house
integration. Paul told me about the installation of solar panels in a very advanced language as he is
an electrician and did the entire installation himself. He had a lot of insight into the future of
electricity in Norway and concepts such as peak pricing, and was also the only one I talked to who
was storing solar energy in a battery. I asked him to show and describe the display he used today,
which was from the provider of the panels from China. The app had a few basic functions which
were not too advanced. He also showed me the smart home app and how that worked, and told me
that the best thing would be to have everything integrated in one place.
In the next sections I will go more into depth about the results in the various categories.

6.4.2 Motivation
The motivation to buy or lease solar panels varied from participant to participant, but the one thing
they all had in common is that they are early adopters and have a substantial interest in
technology, although the reasoning behind their interest varied. Although they all have a technology
interest, some participants also have an environmental focus, or are interested in saving money and
the economical aspect.
Jens acquired his interest from living in Germany, where solar energy has been popular and
widespread for many years. He was one of the first to install solar panels and solar collectors on his
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home in Norway, and said that “I am an engineer and find these things fun. I like actually applying
things in practice, not just talking about them.” When he was working as an engineer he worked on
a project where they installed Norway’s largest solar plant, so his interest has been there ever since
he started working with solar energy in Germany, and his main motivation is the technological
aspect where he can be considered an early adopter. When asked what he thinks the future of solar
panels in Norway is, he enthusiastically stated: “this is only the beginning, the performance is only
getting better and the prices lower.”
Nils is originally a marine biologist, which is where his environmental interest began, as he worked
with pollutant indicators in the ocean. Later in his career he helped establish the environmental
department in Asker municipality, where he worked as an advisor with all things environment
related. He initiated projects such as switching to LED lights in street lighting and exploiting gases
at the dump to produce electricity. He stated that “I have been interested in this since 1970, the
technology. How to make use of solar energy and those types of things.” Although he does have a
technological interest, his principal motivation seems to be the environmental factor. He enjoys
being asked about his solar panels from curious neighbors and potentially motivating them to take
the step of installing panels themselves.
Paul works as an electrician, but not specifically with solar panels. After buying an electric car, he
began considering an alternative energy source to charge the car. Being an electrician, he decided to
do the whole installation himself after being able to buy inverters for a suitable price from an
importer that had recently shut down. He says that working with solar panels has become a hobby,
and he is attempting to put together old laptop batteries to store surplus energy that can be used if
the power goes down. Paul’s main motivation is also the technological aspect, especially since he
decided to do everything himself during his free time. He does not have that many panels yet, so the
production of energy is not very high, although he is planning on installing more soon. He has also
recently installed smart house appliances in his home and enjoys experimenting with new
technology.
Thomas and Trond have non-electricity related jobs, in economics and IT respectively. Yet, Trond
has an education in electricity, which is where his solar energy interest originates. He is also an
acquaintance of Andreas, one of the founders of Otovo, and has followed their journey closely since
the start. In addition, he has grown up in England where it is also becoming more common to have
solar panels, and he said that he does not have the typical Norwegian skepticism and just “jumped
right into it when Otovo made it simple enough.” He is very interested in technology, and always
has been, which is where his main motivation is from. He does seem to have an economic interest as
well, since he has set up his own spreadsheets to track money spent, but not as strongly as the
technological motivation that started the process. Thomas has always worked in economics, but his
friends say that he is a “hobby engineer.” He obviously has a very strong technological interest as he
had multiple modern technological systems and gadgets in his home, such as an application to lock
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his front door and a camera set up at his cabin that he could follow on his phone. Most of the
technology in his home is there to make his life simpler and save him time. As he has worked with
economics during his career, he naturally has an economical motivation, stating that “the point is
that it becomes cheaper to live here,” and saying that the estimated sale price for the house
increases as well. My impression was that his main motivation was saving money, as he had gone to
great lengths to make his home use as little energy as possible, took public transportation as much
as possible and mentioned “reasonable economy” in the home multiple times. He also had a masters
degree in economics and had worked in economics for many years. Thomas and his wife are moving
to a larger house down the street soon, and he has already been in contact with Otovo to install
solar panels there as well.

6.4.3 Process
The process of buying or leasing solar panels varied from each participant, although three of them
choose Otovo as their provider (see section 5.1). In general, they all had good experiences with the
process, either from a provider or by doing it themselves, and none of them had had to have any
maintenance after the installation - although four out of five had only had the panels for a year or
less.
As mentioned above, Jens was one of the first people in Norway to install solar panels on his roof,
and his process was through a German company called Skyco, as there were not many Norwegian
providers at that time. The company had contacts in Norway that helped him with the installation,
and he says that everything went very smoothly and was up and running within a week of the start
of the installation. The solar collectors took a bit more time as the pipes in his home had to be
changed, but he had no negative comments about that process either.
Thomas was in touch with three different suppliers based in Norway and ended up leasing the solar
panels through Otovo. His reasoning for choosing Otovo was that they had the best price and
concept and were easy to communicate with, although they were the newest provider on the market
at the time. His description of this installation was that “they pulled up wires and mounted inverters
in the basement, which took a couple of hours, and they spent a day or something like that, 5-6
hours, to lay the panels on the roof.” He was very pleased with Otovo so far and mentioned how
simple the process was multiple times.
Paul was the only one out of the participants who had installed the solar panels himself. Since he
works as an electrician, he was not dependent on anyone else to help him with the installation, and
he considers it a fun and interesting hobby. He did mention that installing solar panels on
residential roofs is not something that any electrician can do – they must have a specialization in
renewable energy. By doing the installation himself, he saved a considerable amount of money and
said that the installation in itself is relatively simple, especially when you know what you are doing.
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Trond chose to use Otovo as a provider first and foremost because he is an acquaintance of one of
the owners, and also because they had a good leasing deal with monthly payments. He compared the
price of leasing or buying solar panels to an “expensive gym-membership,” and said that you must
have electricity anyway, so why not go ahead and do it. He did consider having solar panels as a
hobby such as Paul, where he could do the installation and maintenance himself, but said that his
reasoning got the best of him and he did not have the time or enough interest to have it as a hobby.
Nils also chose Otovo as a provider, claiming that they had “a great service” and was very happy
with what they had provided so far, both as a supplier of the solar panels as well as an energy
provider. He is a handy person, having built the first version of his solar collectors himself, although
they did not quite work how they were supposed to. He did consider installing solar panels himself
as well, saying that “I have considered buying solar panels directly from China. I’ve been on
Youtube to see how you can do it yourself, I could have gotten it at a fraction of the price, but I am
nearly 70 and just cannot be bothered with the work,” frequently referring to his age for the reason
that he wanted a simple installation. He did claim that doing it yourself is very easy, saying “it isn’t
difficult at all, it’s pretty much as simple technology as you can get.”

6.4.4 Economics
An interesting topic that kept reoccurring during the interviews were the economical aspects of
electricity in Norway. Nearly everyone stated that Norway has low electricity prices, especially
compared to countries such as England and Germany. This is one of the main reasons why solar
panels have not yet “taken off” in Norway as they have in other countries - we have no incentive
because we are not paying much for our energy as of now. Yet, the concept of peak pricing, where
you pay more for energy at times when most people are using it, is something all the participants
thought would happen soon in Norway. Paul explained it as: “grid rental is based on what you use
and especially at peak times during the day. So, if you use a lot of electricity at a time of day where
people generally use a lot of power, then you get a higher grid rental price.” He considered this a
more fair solution than what we have today because a large family that consumes a great deal of
electricity will pay more than a student who is actively attempting to save electricity. Although
none of the participants could pinpoint exactly when this would happen, they all very clearly
thought it would happen soon. Trond also mentioned peak pricing, saying that it most likely will
happen soon when all of Norway has the new measurement systems installed (see section 2.1.1).
When asking about how profitable it is to have solar panels, the answers were unanimous. They all
said that at this time, in Norway, it is not very profitable. Paul said that the “the payback time for
solar panels in Norway is much longer than in Germany,” and “with Otovo as a provider, you might
be looking at around fifteen years until its profitable. But that’s if you have good seasons with an
abundance of sunlight.” Thomas believes that it will take around 20 years, but with the low interest71

rate we have today he considers it a project that “doesn’t really cost anything” since you need
electricity anyway. Trond said that “what I pay for the solar panels this year will correspond almost
exactly to what I’ve saved in electricity costs, so the electricity that I have made and sold will have
the same value as what I have paid Otovo this year.”

6.4.5 Background and competency
The competency and background of the participants did vary, although they all had a higher than
general knowledge of electricity, how it works and a distinct interest in solar energy. The knowledge
that a person has can greatly affect what types of visualizations they should see to be able to
understand and learn from them.
Jens was the participant with the most knowledge of renewable energy specifically, as he had
worked with solar panels and windmills for many years during his career as an engineer, as well as
being on the board of “The solar energy Union.” Paul said that “when you have providers such as
Otovo who do everything for you, then the average person will also become interested,” and he could
see that the interest was rising among the average person without a specific interest in electricity or
renewable energy. Nils considers himself “quite knowledgeable,” but believes that many people
cannot follow along on what is happening with solar power, the smart grid and selling energy back
to energy providers. He mentioned many times that he had full control over all the electricity usage
in his house and that he can “calculate things himself.”
The definition and understanding of what a Kilowatt is was also discussed with most of the
participants, where they brought it up and attempted to explain it to me when I asked. Nils said it
was “very simple,” and explained with an example: “If you turn on a burner you can put it on 1000w
and leave it on for an hour.. by then you have used one kilowatt/hour.” Paul says that he thinks
kilowatt and kilowatt/hour is something everyone should know, adding: “if you are an adult and are
taking care of your own electricity bill, you should understand what a kilowatt is.” He believes that
many people think that it is difficult to learn what a kilowatt is because the concept is so abstract,
but in reality, it is not difficult at all. He explains it as “you find kilowatts everywhere, and one
kilowatt is 1000 watt. You can see what your TV uses as well as your microwave, and then you can
add it to the nearest hour, and that is kilowatt consumption in an hour.” Although they all had
their explanations of what a kilowatt is, they acknowledged that most people do not have an
interest in energy such as they do and have not bothered to learn the concepts.

6.4.6 Existing solutions
Although three of the participants have solar panels from Otovo, only one of them knew that they
could log onto their profile on Otovo’s website to get visualizations of their energy use. Nils is
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looking forward to being able to see numbers and graphs about his usage and production, saying
that “as interested as I am in this, I really look forward to getting visualizations on this computer so
I can keep track properly.” He was waiting for Otovo’s app that they claim will launch soon.
Thomas is also waiting for the app by Otovo, which he thinks he will check frequently. Although he
did not have any display to look at related to his solar panels except the small screen on his
inverter, he did have many other apps that displayed information which he showed me and talked
me through what he liked and disliked. He enjoyed using The Tesla app for his car, as well as the
Verisure app for his home – which regulated temperatures and allowed him to unlock his door,
among other things, as seen in figure 27. The main attribute he liked about these apps is that they
have a simple and clean interface and are user-friendly. He had no problem logging in, and they kept
him logged in the next time he visited them. He thought the icons on the Verisure app were a nice
touch and mentioned that they were “easy to use” multiple times. He also enjoyed using the weather
app Yr and trusted their weather forecast as he said they were often correct. He preferred using the
table chart on the front page and being able to see details from every hour, or for the upcoming
week. Thomas also had an app for his other electric car, Volkswagen, which did not work as it was
supposed to. The app told him that his car was not active, yet still gave him information about how
much it had charged, which left him confused and irritated. It also gave him problems logging in,
where it first did not find an account, even though he had been logged in earlier, and then kept
logging him out every time he visited the app.

Figure 27- Screenshots from Thomas' inverter and apps

Trond was the only one who knew that he could access information from Otovo’s website, and he
also had a separate app from the company that provides the inverter. He said that “Otovo is trying
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to show overall information from the solar panels and what has been used on electricity in the home,
but it’s difficult to present in a good way.” A preview of the website is shown in figure 28. The first
electricity bills they had sent him were “useless,” as Trond put it. The bill was disorganized and did
not give him the information he wanted or needed, so he ended up having to make his own
spreadsheets in Excel to keep track of how much electricity he had spent, and how much he had
created and sold. He had set up his own Excel sheet to gain control over how much he has paid for
electricity, and how much he has sold, as he did not get this information from anywhere else. He
considered the invoice as one of the main parts of the entire process that needed an upgrade, saying
it is confusing and hard to understand.

Figure 28- Screenshots from Trond’s profile on otovo.com

Jens had a display on his solar panels as well as a website he could access to see more information,
called Sunny Portal, as can be seen in figure 29. He also had a display on his water-tank that was
connected to the solar collectors which showed information specifically about heating the water.
Some parts of Sunny Portal are not necessary to log into, so anyone can go online and see how
much others are producing over the entire world, and log in to their account to access even more
detailed information. Having worked with solar technology, Jens was interested in looking at how
much others were producing and compare his production to theirs, but he mentioned that “most
people probably don’t care.” He logged in and checked the status almost every day but found it
inconvenient to have to sit down on his computer and log in every single time.
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Figure 29- Information from Jens' profile on SunnyPortal and his inverter

Paul had a display app issued by the provider of the inverter he used from the brand called
Growatt. He accessed the app on his iPad, and walked me through the different sections, as shown
in figure 30. On this app he could see basic information such as production today as well as earlier
and lifetime production. He could see this information in kilowatt and dollars, which he claimed was
not accurate, as he had to manually input the currency rate, but he did like having the option. The
charts were shown either as a bar chart or line charts, and he considered both equally informative.
Paul is planning on installing more solar panels on his roof and believes that they might come from
a different provider. In that case, he will most likely get access to another app, which he says is
“unfavorable, I don’t like it, it makes things more difficult than it should.”
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Figure 30- Screenshots from Pauls' app displaying information about his solar panels

Nils was not aware that Otovo had an online display, and his only way to access information was
through his electricity bills. He was frustrated with his bills because they were confusing and added
fees such as “El-certificate,” which he did not understand why he had to pay, or how the price was
calculated. He said “you are told the energy price is 30 øre, but when you look at your bill, it looks
much higher. Is it with tax or without?” He considered the bill messy and lacked necessary
information and was also frustrated with the fact that you get a grid rental bill in addition to the
normal electricity bill, saying “for a lot of people this is confusing. You have to know a lot about
energy to understand all the prices.”

6.4.7 Functionality
When discussing what the participants would like to see on their display, or what they would like it
to do, there were some similar answers. I have grouped the various types of functionality that were
discussed in this section.

General functionality and overview
In general, they all wanted to see the production of electricity from the panels in real-time. They
also wanted to be able to see past production, preferably daily, weekly, monthly, yearly and by
being able to choose a time frame or specific date. Some participants only wanted an overview, while
others would like very detailed information about the production from the panels, and also about
the usage in their home and what the electricity from the panels went to. Paul mentioned live
updates, as his current app only updated every five minutes, which could be precisely when a cloud
was passing. It seems as though the level of technological interest plays a role in how much
information each person wants to see.
Thomas’ principal interest was seeing how much the panels produced each day and over time, as
well as comparing the production to earlier weeks, months and years, but he was not sure if he
would log on to the application every single day to check the status. He got the information he
needed from his bills, and he compared this information to checking his bank accounts on his phone
saying, “it should be kind of the same concept as the bank, just to be able to check and have
control.” Trond had a similar perspective, where he did not check his app daily, only when there was
an abundance of sunlight. He did, however, enjoy having the possibility to check at any time, and to
see past production. Paul was very excited to start checking his app in the spring, but did not
bother to check during the winter in Norway, as there usually is little to no production.

Customizing where the electricity goes (automation)
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Another topic within functionality was receiving information about when there would be the most
sunlight that the user could utilize, such as an integration with a weather app that could forecast
sunlight. At this point, the discussion of automation started, and the question of automatically
turning on appliances when there was an abundance of light. Trond had an interesting point here,
where he said that there are three options when electricity is being produced from the solar panels:
it can be used in the home then and there, it can be sold back to the grid for a small sum or it could
be stored in a battery for later usage. He wanted this decision to be automated based on your
personal settings and preferences. Jens stated that it is “more favorable to use the energy yourself as
you don’t earn very much from selling it,” which depends on the company that you sell the energy
back to, and it also depends on what your goal is. Trond also said that people do not have time to
do things themselves anymore and that we are getting used to automation in our lives. He said:
“many people have robot vacuum cleaners or smart houses, we like when things are done for us and
save us time.”

Electricity usage in the home
All appliances in the home consume energy, but knowing how much each specific device uses is
something the average person is not aware of. Nils had measured the consumption of his appliances
himself and had control of how many watts his appliances such as the TV, heater and refrigerator
used. He said that “although it’s not something we must know, it’s something we should know.. and
I think people are interested in it; they are just too lazy to find out themselves.”
Nils said that they had slightly changed their daily routines and tried to turn on the washing
machine when there was sunlight outside, but they did not know if it had any effect. This was
something he would like to receive information about, exactly how much he saved in Krones when
changing daily routines to utilize solar energy production. An idea to utilize the solar energy better
would be to automate appliances such as the dishwasher and washing machine to turn on when the
production peaks during the day. Nils would not like this, as he said “I want to wash when I want to
wash. I like having control myself.” Trond, on the other hand, would enjoy this feature, as long as it
worked and he could trust the technology to do what it was supposed to. He said that when peak
pricing is introduced, automation will be something people will appreciate as it will save them
money.

Environment
When talking about the environmental aspect of solar panels and visualizing your environmental
footprint or similar concepts, most of the participants were positive. Nils compared it to a
pedometer and said that details such as how much C02 he is saving were completely uninteresting,
but the “overall impression, that is interesting.” He wanted an overview of his environmental
footprint and specific tips to what else he could do to make it better. The Sunny Portal solution
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that Jens had showed how much C02 he had saved compared to what he used earlier without solar
panels and he enjoyed this statistic.

Economy
Jens mentioned that he missed more information on his bills about solar production, such as how
much he had produced and how much he had earned from the production in a specific time-period.
Although he can see how much he has produced through Sunny Portal, it does not connect to
economics in any way, so he would have to do the calculation himself. As he also had solar
collectors, he missed more information about water prices and how much the water in his home cost
him, compared to if he did not have the solar collectors. Thomas also mentioned wanting to see
prices for buying and selling energy, which he had problems finding online and could only see on his
electricity bill once a month.

Comparison and gamification
The participants considered the gamification concept of comparing your production to other people
both positive and negative, although none of the participants saw it as something they needed. Nils
said he thought it would be interesting to see how much Norway produces compared to other
countries, especially during the summer when we have an abundance of light.
Trond mentioned a couple of apps, Strave and Nissan car app, which have a gamification incentive.
In the Nissan app, the user gets a pine-tree which is slowly built up by how much you drive. He
considered it a nice little touch, but not anything that helped him become more environmentally
conscious. Paul mentioned a solar panel enthusiast in the Facebook group he owns who had created
a spreadsheet in Excel that he kept sharing, where he hoped other members would write their
production numbers. There were a few people who had written and re-uploaded the document, so
apparently, they find the comparison part interesting, but using a spreadsheet on Facebook is too
much hassle.
Some of the posts that were posted in the Facebook group were screenshots of production numbers
during the last 24 hours or a time-period such as a week. There were also posts containing text
about information of production, often ending in “how much have you produced today?” This shows
that there is a definite interest in gaining insight into other people’s production rates. The
comments on the posts often included numbers of own production, as well as how many panels they
had, where they were placed on the roof and the maximum efficiency.

6.4.8 Interface and design
Although I did not specifically mention any interfaces such as a mobile application or a website
during the interviews, the participants all seemed to lean towards some type of interface when
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discussing their thoughts about a display. Most of the time, they mentioned an application on their
phone. Nils mentioned his computer and said that “when I get the information up on my computer
here, I can follow along on production.” The age difference in the participants seems to play a role
whether it is natural for them to receive such information on an app or a website, while most of the
participants seem to be used to using their phones for such tasks.
I did ask the participants if they would like an external display in their home, such as their kitchen
or living room, where they could receive information about their solar panels. This question acquired
both negative and positive responses. Thomas was content with the fact that Otovo are making an
application as he used his iPad and iPhone all the time and liked having access to the information
on the go. He stated that he would not like to have a display in his kitchen or somewhere else in his
home, as he had gotten so used to using his iPad to access all types of information. Nils mentioned
that the only reason he would like an external display in his kitchen was if he was going to actively
customize the use of the electricity, such as turning on the washing machine when the display shows
that there is a lot of sunlight right at that moment. He said that “those people interested in the
technical aspects might want an interface in the kitchen to see the effect at all times.” Trond said
that he would like to have an app, and not an external display, as that would need maintenance. He
had enough technological appliances to maintain in his home and did not need one more. Paul, on
the other hand, had already set up an iPad in his kitchen merely for the purpose of keeping up with
his smart house and solar panels. He considered this a great potential to teach his children about
technology and energy use.
When talking about specifics within design such as color and chart type, all the participants said
they wanted simple visualizations. Jens liked the way Sunny Portal visualized information, saying it
was clean and easy to understand.

Measurement
How to display the production and usage numbers was also discussed, and the most common
measurements mentioned were kWh or a currency such as Krones. Nils stated that “the average
person understands economics, to a certain extent, more than they understand electricity. Especially
if it is related to their own economic situation they will understand it.”

Notifications
The participants had different opinions when it comes to getting notifications on a display when
something happened, such as production over or under a specific amount. Trond said that he
already has too many notifications, and if he were to get more they had to be very interesting and
specifically tailored to his needs. Paul would like to receive notifications if it was something
important, or with fun facts such as the highest production amount in his solar panels lifetime.
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6.5 Analysis of functionality
I have divided this analysis into two parts. In this section, I will present a list of information and
functionality based on the data collected, as well as analysis of the specific categories of
functionality. In the next iteration, I will present the first round of visualizations and designs which
are based on the list of functionalities, the visualization checklist from section 3.6 and the data from
the interviews.
The goal of the interviews conducted was to gain an understanding of how users of solar panels
think, feel and reflect on the process. I wanted to acquire information on problem areas and how
they would prefer to see and understand information from their panels in a display. As mentioned in
the expert interviews, Otovo has solved any problems that existed in the process of obtaining solar
panels and made the process very simple and straightforward. Even the participants who used other
providers said that they did not have any problems, and were satisfied with the experience,
confirming what they experts said. The main problem area, as speculated earlier, is the lack of
information about usage, production and other information related to the panels. The participants
miss information about their usage and production, as many of them do not have any way to see
this except on their tiny inverter screen, which was often placed in hard to reach places such as the
attic or outside the home. Those who did have a display to follow along on had comments about the
design, functionality and interface – and many things they missed or wished worked better.
Choosing the functionalities that are the most important is based on the data from the interviews as
well as my conception of what will be important in the future. There are few homes in Norway that
currently save energy in batteries in their home, but I believe this will be more widespread in a few
years. Peak pricing has not yet come to Norway, but according to many articles, this will also be a
realistic case within a few years (Skjelbred, 2018). I will present a category of information with
additional information about specific information, before discussing the reasoning behind this
functionality and information.
Each category of functionality and information is presented below, with a list of what should be
included in each category. There is also a short analysis of why this information is important within
each category.

Real-time production
-

How much is being produced right now
Where is it going (being used, sold, saved)
o An automation of the distribution of energy produced based on a goal
Which appliances in the home is it going to
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Real-time production is something all solar panel users can see on their inverters today. Although
they did not check it regularly, they were interested in the number when there was sunlight outside
and they knew there was production. Thomas compared this feature to checking the balance of his
bank account, which is often done by glancing at the numbers, so this could serve as inspiration for
the design.
The automation of where the energy produced should go is also an interesting element in real time
production, especially when the consideration of battery storage becomes applicable. This type of
automation is something the participants were positive to, as long as they were able to control it if
needed. In the findings by Da Silva et al., (2012) over 90% of participants would like to have
automated devices that saved them energy while possible. Yet, the users in their study were not
willing to give up complete control of their energy use. Similar findings were found through the
interviews, although these participants are more than average interested in solar energy, they do not
want to do everything themselves, but prefer automation to a certain extent. Since they want
information about where the solar energy is going, they also want information about which
appliances it is going to. Similar results were also found in the study by Voll (2015), where
automatic appliance control was one of the most captivating features that they tested.
Another important aspect of real-time production is the measurement system. Although all the
participants knew what kWh meant, they still expressed interest in being able to see the information
in NOK. I will also discuss this within the economy function.

Real-time usage
-

How much is the entire home using of energy right now
How much is each appliance using

A few of the participants already knew how many kWh the appliances in their homes use at all
times, as they had installed measuring systems themselves. This shows that the users have an
interest in this type of information. As mentioned above, they want information about which
appliances the solar energy is going to in the home, and this relates to knowing how many kWh the
appliances are using in general. Real-time usage becomes a way to understand how much energy the
home uses at all times, and how much of that the production from solar panels can cover. According
to Herrera et al. (2017), having easy access to information about production and use can give the
user a feeling of victory, giving them a better user experience.

History / statistics
-

Production and usage history (hour, day, week, month, year)
Production and usage in the future
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-

Compare days or time periods

Being able to see the history of production was one of the functions that the participants took for
granted. Although they had different preferences in how detailed the historical information should
be, some participants want to be able to see every piece of data about the solar panels. Similar
results were found by Hererra et al. (2017) where their users noticed the absence of historical data.
Future production was briefly mentioned by Jens, and he said it could be interesting to see
predicted weather and use. This could be based on weather through a weather application but also
based on a machine learning which learned electricity usage trends. Comparison was also a function
they took for granted, where they could at the minimum see production information for two
different time periods. As there was such a high interest in these functions, they should be highly
prioritized and very detailed, without overloading the user with information.

Comparisons
-

With other homes with solar panels in the neighborhood
With friends

-

Norway as a country compared to other countries

This function had mixed opinions, as some participants mentioned comparison with others as
interesting and fun, while others thought it was unnecessary. This is most likely based on what type
of person the user is, and if they enjoy games and competition in general. The study by Da Silva et
al. (2012) also shows that over 70% of the participants in their study would like to compare their
energy use and production to others. Those who thought it was unnecessary did have an interest in
comparing production to other countries, which is less personal than comparing with friends or
neighbors. There are not many homes that have solar panels in Norway yet, at least compared to
countries such as Germany (Westskog, 2016), which automatically creates a type of community for
those that have solar panels. From the document analysis, it seems that many users have an interest
in sharing information about production and that many users would enjoy this feature.

Economics
-

How much money am I using or selling now
How much money have I used or sold today
What are the prices for using energy from the grid now

-

What are the prices for selling energy to the grid now

Economics was something every participant mentioned, and they all wanted to be able to see all the
production and usage data in NOK as well as kWh. Many of the participants mentioned that this is
something their wives or other users would understand better than kWh, which can be an abstract
concept for some. The participants wanted a way to see how much they had earned from selling
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their energy back to the grid, and how much it cost to buy energy. The findings from Da Silva et al.
(2012) show that there is an interest in selling their energy when there is a monetary provision, also
showing that the economic aspect is important for users.

Peak pricing
-

Overview over when the higher / peak prices are in a day
See the history of peak pricing as well as how your usage compares
See energy prices at all times and how they differ

Nearly all the participants mentioned peak pricing was mentioned as something that will come soon,
which is confirmed by EnergiNorge (2017). Although they all mentioned it, it was not something
they had thought very much about yet. These functions are based on background research about
peak pricing, although there are some different ways it can be implemented. The most important
factor in peak pricing is receiving information about when the price will be higher, to be able to
adjust energy use in line with the peak times.

My footprint / environmental factors
-

Show how environmentally friendly your solar panels make you (how much c02 saved)
Add more information about your lifestyle (electric car, sorting trash) to get more precise
data of your overall footprint
Tips to reduce your footprint

The participants were mostly positive to an environmental feature which was based on an
environmental footprint. They want an overall impression of their footprint, where C02 is a part of
it, but not the only detail. They would also like to get tips to reduce their footprint even more,
perhaps by lowering their energy use and being reliant on only solar energy at times when this is
possible. The environment is one of the factors that Westskog (2016) found as a motivator to buy
solar panels in the first place, so for those users who have a larger than average interest in the
environment, this functionality is relevant.

The electricity bill
-

Integrated in display showing specific information about your payments, both how much you
have sold and how much you have bought

-

Shows information about what each section is and what you are paying for (such as the elcertificate)
Combines grid rental and regular energy

-

A few of the participants showed frustration when it came to their electricity bill. They considered it
difficult to understand and were annoyed that this was the only way they could see their economic
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information. The electricity bill could be a function to add to the display, or this information could
be incorporated in other functions such as economical information, so the user always had this
information available.

General information about the solar panels
-

Maximum production (kWp)
Status of panels
Contact info for the producer

Paul briefly mentioned wanting to receive notifications if something was wrong with his solar panels,
and easy access to his solar panel provider in case he needed to contact them. This information
could be in a general information section, perhaps with a chat function to directly contact providers.
The status of the panels could also be displayed with information of blockage such as snow or dust,
or if they are broken and in need of repair.
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7 Third iteration: design of visualizations
I have based this iteration on the research collected in iteration 2, with a focus on the visualization
and design aspect. The initial sketches are based on the data I have collected from the interviews,
observations and document analysis as well as the list of visualization principles which was
presented in section 3.6. This stage of the user-centered design process is where the conceptual
development takes place, and ideas and concepts are created from the insight.

7.1 Finding realistic numbers
To create realistic and believable prototypes I needed actual data about energy production and
usage, especially considering the fact that many of the participants are experts in energy and
electricity. As I am basing my results on the Norwegian market, the most realistic numbers would
be solar energy production numbers from Norway, as our days are much longer during the summer
months and shorter during the winter. I went online to sunnyportal.com where they have current
data on many of their users and chose to see only homes in Norway. I then looked through the list
and found addresses that are residential homes instead of offices or other communal buildings. Only
a few of the homes had all their production data open to the public, so I chose one in Oslo and
wrote down daily, monthly and yearly numbers from 2017 in a spreadsheet.
I also needed to know how much appliances in a standard home in Norway consume, which I found
through various sources. NTE seemed to be the most reliable and up to date reference, so I also
recorded these numbers in a spreadsheet in watt, kWh and NOK (NTE, 2016). I also reached out to
my local energy provider in Oslo to see if they had any overview of how much appliances use in the
home, which they did not.
For the environmental factor, I needed to find out how much C02 a normal home releases and used
the statistics from Fjordkraft that say that an average home uses about 20 000 kWh per year
(Fjordkraft, n.d.). By plotting this into a calculator by the United States Environmental Protection
Agency, the result showed that an average household releases 15 metric tons, or 14,884 kilograms of
C02 per year. To find out how much a standard solar panel saves on energy use per year, I checked
the Otovo calculator with a few different addresses, and found out that 4000 is standard production,
which equals 2977 kg with c02 per year (Otovo.no). That means that if you divide this by 356 days,
you get an average of 8,4 kg per day.
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7.2 Sketching and low-fidelity prototypes
The first prototypes I created were sketches which I drew during a few brainstorming sessions,
where I explored various ways to visualize the main functions I had decided to focus on. Figure 31
shows some of the early sketches and a summary of the findings. These sketches consisted of various
types of graphs such as pie, bar and line, as well as interface elements such as filtering, icons and
illustrations.

Figure 31- Early sketches of the display

After sketching on paper, I decided to create low-fidelity prototypes in the program ‘Sketch’ (Sketch
App, 2018). As I have used Sketch earlier, I knew that it is simple to make changes and simply test
out different styles. Sketch also has many free components that designers can use, and I found
various charts and interface elements that made prototyping faster and simpler. By prototyping in
Sketch the designs are also more realistic and easier to understand than hand-drawn ones.
At this point, I decided to focus my prototypes on an application for the phone, as this is something
all the participants expected to be able to use to view information about their panels. Focusing on
the phone also puts a restriction on how small or large the specific visualizations can be, which I
decided to bring forward in the workshops and discuss with the participants. I designed each section
one by one and split them up into what I have chosen to call modules. Each module is one visual
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representation of one function, and I created at least three modules within each function. Figure 32
shows an overview of the sections and modules created.

Figure 32- An overview over all the visualizations created. Each row represents a section, which includes modules

As my focus is on designing for different user groups, I took this into consideration when creating
these modules. One module that contains general information about production and use in real-time
can be very simple, only using plain text and icons and showing the numbers in NOK. Another
module representing the same thing can be more complex, with graphs or a visual representation
and displaying the numbers in kWh instead of NOK. By creating the modules with different degrees
of expertise as the background, I would be able to see if the participants preferred the ones that
conform to their level of expertise. I also created different types of charts that represent the same
things, to be able to evaluate which ones the participants prefer and why.
Originally, I had planned to create completely separate designs meant for the motivation of saving
money, or saving the environment. I later decided to make these as modules as well, and regard
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them as “extra functionality” that the participant can choose to use or not. I also created two or
three versions of the same information of these extra functions.

7.3 Analysis of design
The visualization principles shown in table 4 apply to the creation of these visualizations. The
principle about truthful data says that it is important to display correct numbers, which is why I
focused on finding realistic numbers as stated in section 7.1.
I will now go into more detail about how the visualization checklist has been used to create the
various modules in the display. Each module in a section represents the same information, only in
different ways. The visualization choices behind each module vary according to the experience,
expertise, motivation and age of the user. I have grouped the principles in the checklist into the
main categories of “visual” and “cognitive,” and mention the specific principles within these. I will
refer to the sections in the display when relevant.
As simplicity was one of the main keywords to appear in all the interviews, this has been a principal
focus area throughout creating the visualizations. The participants enjoyed simple, clean interfaces
where they could quickly find the information they were looking for. Therefore, I decided not to
make the charts or visualizations too complex. I have also considered all the user experience
principles by Norman which I introduced in section 4.4.1.
Here is a recap of the visualization checklist as presented in section 3.6, as I will use it in the
following analysis.

Table 4- Recap of visualization checklist

Category
Visual

Title

Description

Source

Use deviations to attract attention to important numbers or
other details that should be brought forward

(Illiinsky, 2012)

Deviations

Color

Be careful when using color, and if using color to show
differences, use saturation within the same color, or lighter
and darker colors

(Tufte, 2001)
(Illiinsky, 2012)
(Ware, 2004)

Chart type

Choose the chart that best suits the type of data you are
representing

(Tufte, 2001)
(Cleveland & McGill, 1985)
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Labeling

Use clear and detailed labeling for all parts of the
visualizations

(Tufte, 2001)
(Ware, 2004)

Focus on showing the data – not only something
aesthetically pleasing

(Tufte, 2001)

Show the data

Chartjunk

Avoid chartjunk and overloading one chart with information

(Tufte, 2001)

(Illiinsky, 2012)

User expertise

Know your user. Avoid making the user feel dumb by making
the visualization too complicated, or too basic so feel
underestimated

Language

Customize the language towards the user - use terms and
wording that reflects their experience and age

(Illiinsky, 2012)

Benefit from
knowledge

Benefit from the knowledge that the user already has and
can relate to

(Norman, 2013)
(Tufte, 2001)

Tell a story

Tell a story through the visualization either by presenting a
predetermined story or by allowing the user to explore

(Tufte, 2001)
(Bihanic, 2015)
(Huowens, 2017)

Avoid distorting the data and present it honestly, use size
and proportion correctly

(Tufte, 2001)

Truthful data

(Tufte, 2001)

Context

Provide context to every piece of information, especially in
graphs, by always considering the question “compared to
what?”

Cognitive

7.3.1 Cognitive
Designing for the user
Illinsky (2012) says that understanding your audience is essential when creating visualizations for
them. The audience for these designs are those who have solar panels, but they have varying degrees
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of experience and expertise with energy and solar energy. Therefore, it was important to create
visualizations for all the various degrees of experience. The visualization principles of language and
user expertise are very important considering their varying experience. As Illinsky (2012) states, the
language should be customized toward the user, and an expert will understand more terms and indepth information than someone who has little experience, for example in labels. By using kWh for
the experts and displaying the data in NOK or percent for the beginners – both groups will
understand the visualization. By allowing the user to explore by choosing if they want the numbers
displayed in kWh, NOK or both, they can find out themselves what they prefer. This will also aid in
the principle of user expertise to not make the user feel dumb or underestimated.
Motivation also plays a role when designing for the user. The participants interviewed can all be
considered experts and understood what kWh means, but while Thomas had an economic focus and
would like to see the numbers in NOK, Paul worked as an electrician and was used to thinking in
terms of kilowatts. This also shows that there are varying preferences within the different areas of
expertise as well and benefiting from knowledge can be important to consider. Paul is accustomed to
seeing numbers in kilowatts at his work, and Thomas is accustomed to working with money.

Figure 33- Examples of designing the same information for different types of users

The four modules in Figure 33 all show the same thing: how much electricity is being produced by
the solar panels in real time as well as where it is being used: in the home, stored in the battery or
sold to the grid. They also show how much electricity is being used in the home right now. The
principles of labeling and language differ in these four modules. While #3 uses very clear and
concise wording as well as shows the results in NOK instead of kWh, #4 shows production and
usage in a more abstract way with the plus and minus sign, as well as the measurement in kWh. As
Shneiderman and Plaisant (2004) mention, there is a clear consistency throughout the modules and
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sections in the entire display. The terms ‘produced,’ ‘used’ and ‘stored’ are used, as well as ‘kWh’ to
represent the measurement of electrical power and ‘kr’ to represent economics. In addition, the Xaxis is represented in ‘hours,’ while the Y-axis is either ‘kWh’ or ‘kr,’ which is shown in figure 33.
Tufte (2001) also says to label by writing explanations and enhancing the labels of important
events. Throughout the display, the user will have the possibility to click on elements and objects as
seen in figure 34, which will give them further information, which is one way to enhance the labels.

Figure 34- Example of enhancing labels with interactivity

Figure 33 is also based on the principle of user expertise by how I have presented the numbers. #1
is a visual representation of how the solar panels generate electricity in a figure that represents a
house, which the user can relate to. This module is designed for those who do not know much about
electricity or how the solar panels work: it shows the entire process from the sun hitting the solar
panels to the distribution of the energy in the home. #4 is more abstract than the other modules, as
it shows production with a ‘+’ sign and usage with a ‘-‘ sign. I have created this module for experts
who want information simply and quickly, and they would most likely understand the more abstract
visualizations than beginners. This again relates to benefiting from the knowledge that the user has,
while the novice may not understand how the solar panels work – they do know how they look on
the roof of their house, and how their house looks.

Truthful data and context
An important consideration in the visualizations throughout the entire design is to depict the truth.
Tufte (2001, p. 54) makes a point of this in his work, where he claims that “graphical excellence
begins with telling the truth about the data,” which is also about including the context in what you
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are showing and removing any personal bias. In my design, the numbers about production and usage
have to be believed by the user, or the visualizations are of little value.

Figure 35- Example of displaying truthful data and context

As providing context is essential to depicting the truth, there should always be clear information
about where the numbers are coming from, which aids in making the visualizations believable. I
have added plain text at the top of the display which says what date and time the data has been
updated, as seen in the real-time module in figure 35. Each section also has a clear label at the top
telling the user what that specific section displays, and all charts have labels on their X-axis and Yaxis, and filters which show what each color means, as seen in the today module in figure 35.
Tufte (2001) also states that you must “not quote data out of context,” which is solved here by
providing information for the entire day in addition to real-time. The user can also explore earlier
data, providing even more context, as seen in figure 36. By making the display interactive, the user
can explore a chart or graph throughout an entire day, hour and minute by zooming in and out or
clicking on elements. This further increases the credibility of truth, as they can see all changes and
compare to earlier or later during the day. By also allowing the users to compare data to earlier date
ranges, this answers the question “compared to what?”
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Figure 36- Examples of not showing data out of context

The proportion in the charts is also a part of portraying honest data, where Tufte (2001) says to
represent numbers in a graphic proportionally to the numerical quantities. This means that all
lengths, heights and area sizes must be proportional to other quantities, and to the numerical labels,
if any. All the bars and lines in the charts are proportional to the other bars and lines and the user
also has the opportunity to see the data in a table, which increases the credibility.
I have avoided all bias has by only using real data from the solar panels and usage in the home,
which the designer cannot alter in any way. By showing complete graphs of an entire day, week or
month, bias is also avoided. The functionality that is shown in the modules is also based on in-depth
data collection with actual users, but the designer has chosen how to portray them, which can cause
some bias. Yet as a designer, I have followed these visualization principles closely.

Telling a story
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Visualizations often have a narrative quality where they tell stories through the data they display.
There are many ways to tell stories, and they often answer the question of “why,” where the story is
built around the data which shows “what.” Quesenbery and Brooks (Huowens, 2017) presented a list
of what role stories can play in visualizations (see section 3.5.2). In my designs, stories are used to
describe the context of a situation, to help people learn and remember and also make the user
question the state of the situation. The combination of the sections is what creates stories in the
display. This is a point Tufte (2001) made as well by showing Minard’s visualization which has
many layers of detail and information – the combination of various information is what makes a
story. For example, by looking at real-time production and appliance usage, the user can see how
much electricity is being produced right now and exactly where it is going, see figure 37. This helps
describe the context of the situation in real-time. By also adding information about environmental
or economic status, even more context is provided.

Figure 37- Examples of combining modules to create stories

The sections can also help the user learn. By for example combining an overview over production
and use during 24 hours as well as economic status, the user can see how much money they make or
sell compared to production and use, for example to the right in figure 37.
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Bihanic (2015) discussed how designers can present stories in visualizations, either through a
predetermined path or an explorative one. My designs are both predetermined and explorative,
which I have based on designing for different types of users. There is often a combination of the two,
where a module shows data in a chart in a linear way, from the beginning of the day to the end,
among others. The history module as seen in figure 39 can seem linear, but it is also explorative in
the way that it allows the user to turn filters on and off and compare to other time or date periods
through interactivity. This allows the user to uncover their own stories through actively choosing
what they want to show or not.

Figure 38- A combination of modules for storytelling

Figure 39- Example of explorative storytelling

7.3.2 Visual elements
Choosing the right chart
The data is what drives the visualizations and choosing the right type of visualization is very
dependent on what type of data you have and how it will be represented (Illiinsky, 2012). All the
data that will be represented through this display can be placed into the ‘informative’ motivation, as
the main goal is to inform the user about what is happening, as seen in the “today” module in figure
40. The environmental modules could be considered persuasive, although they are still mainly
informative as they are not about the relation between the designer and user, but about the relation
between the environment and the user. The persuasive aspect comes from the goal of gamification in
this section, where you want to collect as many trees or circles as possible, as seen in the
“environment” module in figure 40 (Illiinsky, 2012).
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Figure 40- Examples of an informative module and a pervasive module

The properties in the solar data that are most important to bring forward are the numbers of
production over time, as history and statistics are what the participants had the most interest in
seeing. This was also seen in the document analysis of the Facebook group, as many participants
posted screenshots of visualizations that showed production across 24 hours, or compared to earlier
time periods. Data over time is the main usage type in the display, which is shown with a line chart
or bar chart (Anychart, n.d.). There is also the aspect of comparing categories, such as how the user
is producing and where it is going, and how much is being used at one point. This is represented by
a line chart, area chart, bar chart or stacked bar chart (Anychart, n.d.).
According to the study by Cleveland & McGill (1985), visual cues are perceived differently by users.
Although this is something that can differ from who you ask, I have chosen to use their results as a
guideline to choosing cues to use in the display. As position among a common scale, length and
direction are the easiest cues to perceive – they have been mostly used instead of angle, area or
volume. Figure 41 shows a collection of all the modules that include a chart displaying change over
time in some way, either hour-to-hour or over a month, as well as comparing categories. I have
avoided using pie charts or area in general, as this is at harder to perceive (Illinsky, 2012)
(Cleveland & McGill, 1985). As the study shows that length and position among a common scale are
more perceivable than direction such as a line chart, it will be interesting to see if the users in the
workshops agree with this. By displaying the same data in different types of charts, such as
economics in figure 41, I can test how the users understand and respond to the different charts, and
if one is more perceivable.
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Figure 41- Examples of chart types in the display

Labeling
When it comes to labeling, I have already discussed how to choose the wording of the labels. Tufte
(2001) states that annotations and labels are an important element in visualizations- especially in
charts. He also says that it is essential to make labels stand out from the data, so the user knows
what they are looking at quickly. In my designs, I have always made sure to label the charts or
other elements that might need an explanation. As seen in figure 41, the X and Y axis always have
a label in a clear, bold color, so there is no question of what is being shown. If I were to remove the
labels on any of the charts shown in figure 41, it would take the user some time to understand what
they were looking at. The numbers on the bottom could potentially represent hours, minutes or even
seconds.

Color
Although Illinsky (2012) says to be careful with color as it can be difficult to understand, it is still
an essential part of charts that display information which has to be separated from each other. An
alternative could be to use patterns on one bar, for example, but this would go against Tufte’s
(2001) principle of data-ink ratio, where the pattern would take up unnecessarily much ink. Shades
of gray, black and white could also be used instead of color, but as there are often other elements in
gray or black on a visualization, it can be confusing for the user. By using color in the right way, it
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can be helpful instead of confusing. To consider color-blindness, I have used mostly yellow and blue,
as Ware (2004) mentioned.
As seen in figure 42, I have used colors in slightly different ways in my charts. In peak pricing, the
prices are red and green relative to when the prices are lower and higher. As comprehending what
color stands for can be related to culture and geographical location (Illiinsky, 2012), I have based
these visualizations on the Norwegian market. In Today #1 I have used two shades of blue as well
as yellow, and these three categories display portray different things. In Today #2 I have only used
shades of blue, which is also what the filters would show if they were turned on. Although the first
two go against the principle of using only hues, this was something I wanted to actually test on real
users.

Figure 42- Examples of color use

Deviations
Our brains are built to detect violations and deviations in patterns, which is a simple way to
highlight important numbers or categories in a visualization. Deviations can be shown in various
ways, such as changing color, size or shape (Illiinsky, 2012). Deviations in the display can be
changes in energy production such as when there is a sudden abundance of light on an otherwise
cloudy day, which should be clearly shown in a chart. Deviations can also come from irregularities
on the solar panels such as when there is a layer of snow or dust on them, or if a panel breaks
completely. If the peak price suddenly changes or becomes very high, or if an appliance in the home
is using an excessive amount of electricity, the display should also notify the user.
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Figure 43- Examples of deviations

Figure 43 shows two examples of how deviations can be presented in the display. The visualization
to the left shows a deviation in appliances in use. If one appliance is using an excessive amount of
energy, the title and price can become red and bold, perhaps also with an exclamation point next to
it to grab the users attention. This could be done with machine learning, where the display knows
how much the oven usually uses and sees that something is wrong. The visualization to the right
shows deviations when the numbers are more than 0 under “stored” and “sold.” The other numbers,
which are 0, are faded in gray so the difference is easy to spot.
Another aspect of deviations is getting notifications when something is different or wrong. As there
were varied feelings towards notifications, this would have to be discussed with the participants.

Above all, show the data

Figure 44- Examples of "showing the data"
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Tufte (2001) makes a point of how important it is to show the data, with less focus on creating
beautiful visualizations, and more focus on displaying the data. This involves keeping the
visualization simple, especially when the goal is to help the user understand abstract or complex
information. This has been a priority throughout designing the sections and modules, by using other
elements such as icons, color and text to enhance the data instead of overpowering it. As seen in
figure 44, the numbers are separate and organized, allowing whitespace and size to help the user
focus on what is important. Although the ‘Real-time #1’ module is more busy and graphic than the
others, it is still minimalistic in style and uses little data-ink by having thin lines and no
unnecessary graphics. There is also the consideration of balance, as this module is designed for
novices who might want a more graphic representation.

Figure 45- Another example of "showing the data"

Figure 45 is also an example of showing the data, where the map is as minimalistic as possible, only
showing outlines of houses and roads. The houses with solar panels are distinctly shown, which
makes it easier for the user to find them.

Chartjunk
Another main point of Tufte (2001) is avoiding chartjunk, which is what he considers the excessive
and unnecessary use of graphics and “gunk” in visualizations. The Data-ink ratio can be considered a
part of chartjunk. When you minimize chartjunk and only have the necessities, the data-ink ratio
becomes better, which results in a better visualization. By removing gridlines, tick-marks and
unnecessary text, the visualization becomes cleaner and easier to understand. Tufte (2001) says to
keep considering why the elements are in a visualization and if it possible to remove them. After
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creating a module, I have attempted to remove anything that could be seen as chartjunk, which has
resulted in clean and simple visualizations. Figure 46 shows the evolution of a module, from the
beginning to how it ended up with less chartjunk.

Figure 46- Example of removing chartjunk

According to Tufte (2001), gridlines are considered chartjunk and the designer can often remove
them in charts. I have kept some gridlines in the charts, as I attempted to remove them and realized
that they would be more difficult to quickly comprehend, as seen in figure 47. Although when
considering interactivity and being able to click on the bars to see the total, or drag the chart to the
left, it might be unnecessary with the lines.

Figure 47- Another example of removing chartjunk
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Interactivity
As the display is app-based, it is possible to interact with it in many different ways. I based the
interactivity in the app on the saying by Shneiderman (1998), “overview first, zoom and filter, then
details on demand.” Although it is difficult to show interactivity in prints of a static app, I have
added cues to the app that show how interactivity can be done, such as clicking on elements for
more information and swiping the graph to see more. This will also be a discussion in the
workshops, where I can explain how the interactivity will work.

Figure 48- Examples of showing interactivity

Figure 48 shows two ways I have portrayed interactivity in the modules. The “today” module shows
what happens when you press on a bar in the bar chart, while the “peak pricing” module displays
only half of the bar all the way to the right, indicating that the user can scroll the graph to uncover
more information. Based on Shneidermans saying, the initial design that the user sees gives an
overview at first, for example in the “today” module, you see an overview of the day. The user can
then filter what they see by pressing the legend buttons, and then they can zoom into a specific
hour to get even more detailed information.
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8 Fourth iteration: evaluation with users
After finishing the low-fidelity prototypes based on the results from the data in the second iteration,
as well as visualization theories, I wanted to get feedback and evaluate the designs with solar panels
users. At first, I considered doing a usability test with the users, where I would show the design that
was the most relevant to their motivation and give them tasks to complete. After creating the
prototypes, I decided to use the modules I had created in a design workshop with each participant
and anyone else in the household who had the opportunity to participate. I briefly explained the
workshop in section 4.5.5, and here I will go into more detail about how it was executed, before
presenting the results and analysis.

8.1 Design workshops
After creating the prototypes based on the research in the earlier iterations, I needed to get feedback
on the different visualizations and features I had chosen to focus on with actual users. I decided to
do a variant of the future workshop with each participant, using the prototypes to guide the
discussion and allowing the participants to put together a display they would prefer while discussing
details and functionality. The goal of these workshops was to evaluate the designs I had made
together with the users, and change my designs to better suit their wants, needs and experience.
Spinuzzi (2005) mentions one-on-one prototyping sessions that “focus on confirming developed ideas
rather than group prototyping sessions that emphasize exploration” referring to participatory design
workshops. This is a suitable description of the type of workshops I have performed.

The participants
My original plan was to have a workshop with each participant I had interviewed in the first
iteration, as I knew what their motivations were, and they were also aware of what my project was
about which meant that they would not need a thorough introduction. Only two of the five original
participants were able to attend a workshop, one of them also involved his wife and his children. I
was also able to have a workshop with a woman who had recently installed solar panels, and a
couple who were highly considering installing them. This meant that I had to take a few different
approaches at the beginning of the workshop to explain to the new participants what the project
was about and what I hoped to get out of it.

Planning the workshop
The main goal of the workshop was to get honest feedback on all the individual visualizations I had
created to be able to make a final visualization, and to see which principles in the visualization
checklist were relevant. I designed all the modules in Sketch after sketching them out on paper,
printed them out and cut them out in pieces so I could show each section one by one. I also wrote
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down a list of what I wanted to focus on and remember to look for while doing the workshops, and a
few specific questions I wanted to be answered, which can be seen in Appendix C. This list included
very specific visualization topics such as what types of graphs they prefer, how advanced they want
the graphs and if they prefer filtering or not, and also user experience related thoughts such as if
things were difficult to find and if they understood what the labels mean. The follow-up questions
included questions about machine learning and how much they wanted automated, if they liked the
app-format I had created or also wanted a website and display and how they felt about notifications.
These things were difficult to add to static paper prototypes, so I had to discuss them separately
from the visualizations.

Execution
The four evaluation workshops were carried out in the homes of the participants or at a restaurant
on two separate dates, where I visited two groups on one Tuesday and two on the next. By doing
them on separate days, I was able to check how the first workshops worked out and change
anything that did not work as well as I thought.
For the participants I had interviewed earlier I explained that I had collected data from interviews,
observation and document analysis and had created prototypes based on these results. I then asked
them to be very open-minded and not take technical restrictions into consideration and explained
that since batteries will be more used in the future, I created the visualizations with that in mind. I
described a section with a short scenario before presenting the options on the table, such as “this
section is when you want to see real-time information about production and use.” I then asked the
participant(s) to tell me what they saw, what they liked or disliked. I gave them a pen, scissors and
blank paper and asked them to cut out sections they liked or draw something else if they had other
ideas. I continued this process with all the sections and followed up with the questions I had
prepared when it was suitable. At the end I summarized the results they had chosen and asked if
they had anything else to add.
I repeated the same process for the participants I had not interviewed earlier, but the introduction
was longer. I began by shortly explaining what I study, my research question and what I had done
so far in my thesis. I then asked them about their motivation for buying solar panels and had a
short discussion on how their process had been and if they had any display yet. Then I introduced
the sections one by one before summarizing the results at the end.
Each workshop lasted between 45 minutes and 80 minutes, depending on how many people were
present.
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8.2 Results and analysis of workshops
This section displays the results from the workshops with the four groups of participants described
above, as well as a short analysis of the result within each section. I have coded the data and will
present a summary of the most significant results which are relevant to the production of the final
design. The results are a combination of feedback on functions, design preferences and new thoughts
and ideas.

8.2.1 The participants
Trond and Nils were interviewed in iteration two and were able to participate in the workshops, and
I met with them at their homes such as the last time. Both of them can be considered early-adopters
and interested in technology, Trond some more than Nils. They both had environmental and
economic factors as motivation, where Nils was more interested in the environmental factors and
Trond more in the economic ones. Tronds wife, Lisa, and two children also participated in the
workshop. Tina had just installed solar panels on her home and I met her at a restaurant in Oslo
during lunch. She works with electric cars and is interested in the environmental factor of solar
panels, as well as testing out new technology. Anne and Peter are a couple who are considering
installing solar panels, who I also met at their home during the evening. Peter was the driver of the
investment in the panels and works in IT with hotels. His wife, Anne, was also interested but did
not know much about solar panels or how they work.
Table 5- Workshop participants

Participant

Participated earlier?

Other information

Trond, Lisa & kids

Yes

Trond has technological motivation, Lisa can
be considered a novice

Nils

Yes

Environmental focus

Tina

No

Environmental focus, not very technological

Anne & Peter

No

Have not installed panels yet, Peter is the
driver of the installation

The participants were asked to pick out and put together the visualizations and information that
they understood and enjoyed. I gave them scissors and pens which could inspire them to cut out
sections they did not want, or draw thoughts and changes on the visualizations. I was able to
photograph the final results from each workshop:
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Figure 49- The workshop result from Trond & Lisa

Figure 49 shows Trond and Lisa’s results, where they ended up sorting the modules into “live
functionality” (top row) and “historical functionality” (bottom row) modules. They did begin to put
together an application but ended up organizing the section in this way towards the end.

Figure 50- The workshop results from Anne & Peter
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Figure 50 shows Anne and Peters final result, where they also added their own section about seeing
appliances in use per room. They considered peak pricing so important that they put it at the very
top of the application and wanted to be able to see multiple types of charts.

Figure 51- The workshop result from Nils

Figure 51 shows Nils’ final result, where he drew his own section about his solar loan and how long
it would take him to pay it back. He also had a few comments about more precise and clear
elements in the sections, especially in the map.

Figure 52- The workshop result from Tina
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Figure 52 shows Tina’s final result, where she added an own section about battery status that she
wanted to be able to see quickly. She had a lot of comments about the economic status, which I will
discuss below.

Real-time production and usage
The feedback on the real-time modules varied according to who I asked and how much experience
they had. Trond, Nils and Tina all considered the visualization with the house to be too busy and
graphic. Anne and Lisa, on the other hand, liked the visualization of the house, and Lisa stated that
“I think I would like this in the beginning, but after a while, I would prefer number 2 or 3 because
by then I would understand what was happening.” Lisa also stated that she enjoyed seeing colors in
the graphs more than plain visualizations. She did want even sharper arrows and different colors on
the informational boxes. Trond disagreed, although he did enjoy colors, he preferred more plain and
raw text without too many elements. Anne and Peter both thought kWh was hard to understand,
and wanted to be able to switch to krones, but also to kWh so they could potentially learn what it
meant.
Tina preferred the charts more than plain text, and said that “a combination could be good, maybe I
could choose which I wanted?” Nils had a similar reasoning, where he wanted a textual description if
he were to glance quickly at the display, and charts if he were going into more detail. The icons
received varied responses, where Trond and Nils immediately understood them, while the rest of the
participants had a more difficult time explaining what they were supposed to represent. They would
have liked a heading as well, which Anne said she “only needed for a short time, until I knew what
they meant, then they could go away.” Nils wanted something very simple and preferred the version
in plain text. He found the advanced module too complicated with the + and – sign, saying that
“this makes me have to think too much, it’s better with a short text explaining it.”
The functionality was something that they were all positive to, and Trond pointed out that it must
be measured in kWh, as that is the standard measurement for electricity use. He missed information
about the battery and how much was stored, as well as a textual explanation saying why the energy
is going where it is going- to the house, battery or grid. Lisa said that this would give them a “safe
feeling, to know the technology actually works.” There were multiple comments about the text
explaining how much of your electricity use is from the solar panels, which was something all the
participants liked. Tina said that this could be a motivator to try to get the number to 100%, and
would also like to get tips on how to achieve that goal. Anne and Peter also commented on this
feature as a “must have.”

Analysis
It is apparent that the users want to be able to choose what they can see, and the combination of a
table or raw data with a chart representing the data is an ideal solution. This could be solved with a
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swiping movement on an app, where the user can choose what they want to see. It is also important
to usability test any graphics or icons used to make sure they are understood, as it seems that icons
are an enjoyable feature. The icons should also have labels when you first download the app so there
are no uncertainties. For the novices, the house representation can be a good way to learn how the
solar panel process works in the beginning. This could later be replaced with a graph and table when
the user feels they have learned enough. The house could also be relevant for children who are
learning about renewable energy.
The expert users seem to prefer more plain and simple visualizations, but it seems all the types of
users want a textual explanation of what is happening right now more than a chart or a more
abstract representation. A text should be added explaining the reasons the energy is going where it
is going, which can give the users a feeling of control. There should always be a filter to be able to
switch from NOK to kWh - this is relevant for all the sections. The text explaining how much of
your energy use is from the solar panels is a must have for the users, and there can also be tips
added to this section to get that number to 100%.

Today
The charts in the “today” section were all well received, and none of the participants had any strong
preferences. Trond brought up a point where he said that if a chart is showing data which is
measured very often, such as every five seconds, he considers line charts easier to understand. Yet,
when zooming out to a larger time period, bar charts are easier to understand. He would want a
combination of them when viewing daily and seeing all history. Tina did not understand that the
categories in the ‘key’ were filters, but enjoyed the bar chart more than the line chart. When it
came to choosing between the bar chart next to each other and stacked bar chart, she said that they
were both easy to understand. No one mentioned the colors, and when asked about color preferences
they all said they had not thought about it. While Peter preferred the bar chart, Anne preferred the
line chart, although they could not point to any specific reason why they preferred the one they did.
A few of the participants brought up economics in this section, saying that they would also like to
get information about money here. Anne asked: “How much have I spent today, and how much have
I sold?”, and said that this could be shown in a different daily graph. Trond and Lisa also mentioned
economics, saying that they wanted the answer to “what does this actually mean for me in krones
right now?” There were a few various results about the predicted weather section in #3. Nils, Peter
and Anne, as well as Trond all considered it pointless, mentioning reasons such as not trusting the
weather forecast, not using it for anything and not checking the display enough to make use of it.
Nils said that he could just “look out the window.” Lisa said that the weather prediction could be
there for those that are very interested, also saying “it’s important not to get overloaded with
information at once.” Anne did mention that it would be nice to have, “if it could be used for
something,” but she could not think of anything specific to use it for.
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Analysis

The today chart is a section that must be in the display, but it could be a part of the history section
instead of by itself. Economics should also be added to this section, or a clear referral to a separate
economic section. Predicted weather does not need to be a part of the chart, in this section or in the
history section, as the users do not trust the weather forecast or know what they would do with it.
It seems that there is no difference between preferences for bar or line charts when it comes to
displaying daily, weekly or monthly data. The participants made a relevant point about displaying
line charts when showing detailed information, and bar charts when zooming out. This could change
when the user zooms in or out on the display. The designer needs to show more clearly that the
filters are filters and that they can be turned on and off. There was no difference in preference from
the different expertise or motivations for this section.

Applications in use
The design of the applications in use modules received varied responses, especially about the
functionality. When it came to the design, everyone except Trond preferred the modules with the
icons and percentages underneath the icons. They all had a difficult time understanding what the
circle charts were supposed to represent, and Lisa and Nils thought they represented how much
energy of that appliance was being used out of the total. Trond considered the icons to be
“excessive,” and said he wanted a table or more raw data view here as well. Peter said he would like
to see information by room as well, where he could see total use per room, click on that room and
see how much each appliance was using. Nils also mentioned something similar, where he wanted
information on all heating in the house, while also being able to see specific information for each
oven.
When it came to the functionality, Tina was unsure if this was something she would actually use
daily. She said that “it shouldn’t be a daily job to follow your own electricity use,” but it could be
nice to have the opportunity to check and become aware of how much each appliance uses. Peter
had a similar opinion as Tina, and said that it would be interesting to see how much the appliances
that were just plugged in and on standby used. Tina and Lisa would like to have the buttons to
turn off the appliances, both mentioning their kids and being able to turn off appliances that they
forgot to turn off. Lisa said that, “maybe they will learn to turn things off if they can do it in an app
and it becomes more fun.” Anne and Peter, on the other hand, found the buttons to turn off
appliances to be completely unnecessary, and said that they would never go into the app to turn
something off. Nils was also unsure about the ability to turn off appliances but said it could be nice
to have to turn on and off the heater.
Trond got caught up in the technicalities of how much this would cost to be able to see in real-time,
such as in smart houses. He asked, “how much will I actually get out of it?” especially considering
that it is costly to install. He did want to get tips on how to reduce his electricity consumption,
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especially when it comes to heating and charging his car, as these are the two largest electricity uses
in his home.
Analysis

The users prefer a textual description of how many percent solar energy each application is using,
instead of it being represented in circle charts. The experts preferred the table view here, with as
much data represented as possible, while the novices preferred the icon view.
This section is a “nice to have,” but not a must-have, especially if it is expensive to install. For the
best user experience, there should be a possibility to see total energy use per room, and then
appliances within that room, or a list of all appliances. There could also be shown a total sum from
similar appliances, such as heaters. The buttons to turn on and off appliances in the application are
also a “nice to have,” but not necessary.

History and comparisons
The history section generated the most enthusiasm, as this was the functionality all the participants
wanted the most. Trond and Nils had also stated this in their original interviews, and Trond
immediately pointed out the table layout as his favorite. Nils liked both visualizations, and again,
would like to choose which one to see, perhaps by swiping the screen. The remaining participants all
preferred the graph, although Peter and Tina mentioned that they would like both as well. Tina
liked the facts from the month, and said they were a nice touch, as was the weather information in
the table. Although she did not want to see the expected weather in the daily view, she said that
historical weather was much more believable. Anne and Peter pointed out the weather feature
quickly as “a nice touch,” although it was not something they expected to have, they would
appreciate it being there. Trond and Lisa also liked the facts, and also wanted facts about
comparisons to earlier periods, such as “production this month was 23% better than last year.” Lisa
also mentioned that she would like information about economics and how far away they were from
paying the solar panel loan back. Anne asked if she could also see prices in this section but was not
sure if she would want it in the same graph as all the other information, as she thought that could
be too much. Trond enjoyed the way the date chooser was designed, as he dislikes calendars to
choose dates, especially on a small phone screen.
Trond stated that he “missed a way to download all my data, for example in an excel file or .csv
file.” He said that some people might want to use their data to set up their own visualizations or
algorithms. He was very frustrated with his current solution, where he could only see a graph. Lisa
said she would not use a file with her raw data at all and said that “that is definitely for the nerds
who are really interested in this stuff.”
Analysis
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This section will contain the most information in the entire display and should be readily available
at all times, perhaps in a menu at the bottom of the screen. As in the “real-time” and “today”
sections, the users want to be able to see raw data as well as a graph, perhaps by swiping to switch
view. Economics is an important factor when it comes to the history of production and use, and
should be shown either in the same chart or in another chart in the same section. This could
potentially be information that appeared when clicking on a specific day, week or month. But, it is
important that there is not too much information in one place. There should also be a possibility to
download all the data in an excel file for the experts or those who want to double check the
numbers.
The quick facts are nice to have in this section, and should also include comparisons to earlier
months, weeks or other time frames. This could potentially be something the user could personalize.
Comparison is also an important feature, and it should be simple to compare two time-periods by
either typing yourself or using buttons.

Economics
All the participants were very positive to the economic information, and both the visualizations
appealed to them. Trond thinks that the motivation for most people to buy solar panels is the
economic factor, and therefore, this section should be a staple for everyone. Lisa agreed, saying “this
is something everyone wants information about, I think.” Tina was the most enthusiastic, saying
“Yes, this is cool, I want this.” She enjoyed the visualization with icons, as she said it appealed to
her immediately because it was more visual. Lisa said she liked the visualization with the icon the
most as well, as she enjoyed seeing something graphic which she considered “more fun.” The
participants did not have any preference between the line or bar graph. Peter said that as long as he
could click on the specific hours to get more information, it did not matter which one he was shown.
He did say that seeing economic information “right now” was not very interesting to him, and he
would rather see information about “so far today.”
Tina, Nils, Trond and Lisa all wanted information about how long they had left on their solar panel
loan in this section, with detailed information about monthly payments. Nils also said it would be
nice to see how much shorter the payback time would be if he paid a larger sum a month. As Anne
and Peter have not bought the solar panels yet, they did not think about the payback time, as they
were considering paying the panels in full. They did enjoy being able to see the economic status and
thought that it would be useful. Tina also mentioned that she wanted information from her provider
about her electricity “packages,” such as spot pricing and green energy, which one she had today and
which option she could switch to.
Analysis

Economics is also an essential section to have in the display and could potentially be combined with
the “today” or “history” view. The display should show how much money you have spent and sold so
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far that day, and the user should also be able to see the history of this. The icons appealed to the
participants, and they should be a part of the visualization, although perhaps a bit smaller to not
take up so much space. The line and bar graph can both be used, as long as the user can move it
back and forth to see earlier and later hours, and click on the individual elements to get more
information.
Another important feature to add to the economics section is payback time for solar panel loans –
how long they have left, how much they have paid and how much they pay per month. The users’
energy provider could also give information about what type of energy deal they have and other
related information.

Environment
The participants did not as enthusiastically receive the environment section as they did economics,
and there were many opinions on functionality, especially. The forest module did not spark interest
with anyone except Trond and Lisa’s children, who immediately pointed at it when shown all the
sections. Their oldest son said that he liked all the color and said it would be fun to collect a forest.
He also said that he would turn off the lights more if that meant getting more trees. Lisa liked the
circle module, as did Anne, where they immediately noticed the word “footprint.” Although Anne
said that the tree was more intuitive, she also found it childish, and wondered if there was a way to
combine it with the footprint to find a balance. Lisa said that this section helped substantiate the
choice you have taken by actually investing in solar panels, and shows that you are actually doing
something to help the environment. Peter thought that the more filled in the circle was, the more
energy you use. It was not until he saw the numbers and text at the bottom that he understood that
you were supposed to collect circles. Nils also had trouble understanding this at first, until he looked
closer at the module. As Trond strongly dislikes a similar feature on his electric car, he thought this
section was pointless. He did say that “some people will definitely like this and use it, but it’s not for
me.”
The tips in the environmental modules also had varied responses. Tina did not think she would use
them, while Lisa was very positive and considered them useful in daily life. Peter said he would
want them as push notifications once in a while, although this had to be regulated so he would not
get too many notifications, as that would be “annoying.” Nils said that he already did what he could
in his home, so getting tips like this was unnecessary for his part.
Analysis

The environmental section can be an extra feature for those users who find it relevant and have a
very strong environmental focus. The experts did not seem to want this section, but the novices
thought it was interesting. Saving trees to build a forest is not something that motivates users but
using the word “footprint” does. For children, creating a forest by “saving trees” could be a fun
gamification type of application where they could compare to their friends, that could motivate
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them to turn off lights and save more energy. They could receive very specific tips on how to save
more trees.
There are many features that I could add to this section, such as other relevant information about
your environmental footprint. This should not be the focus of this section, as most of the
participants did not find it very interesting. That could perhaps be in another display for those very
interested.

Comparison
The two modules where the users can compare their solar energy production to others were also
received in different ways. Trond, Lisa and Nils were a bit unsure about the feature and did not
know if they would use it. Tina, Anne and Peter on the other hand, were very enthusiastic about it
and immediately added it to their preferred modules. Anne said that “this can be like a game, where
you get prizes for producing the most in a week or month,” and Tina mentioned sharing results on
social media and how that could potentially spark interest with others. Tina also said it would be
fun to see those in her neighborhood that have solar panels, although there was not anyone else yet.
Although Trond was skeptical, he did think that this would be a nice feature to be able to build a
community around being prosumers in the area, so he would like information in the municipality.
The participants did not have many design-related comments on these modules, and when asked
they all said that they both looked nice and were understandable. Nils did mention that the houses
with solar panels could potentially be another color, as his eyesight was not the best. Tina also
mentioned connecting to social media accounts and getting profile pictures of the other users, but
was unsure if this would be too much.
Analysis

Comparing production and usage with friends and neighbors is a feature that can motivate others to
install solar panels, especially with social media sharing buttons. There could be competitions in the
comparison section where users can start competitions with friends, such as in the Fitbit application
(Fitbit, 2018). It would be important that the production numbers are relative to the size of the
panels, as some homes have more panels than others. This section could be a combination of the
C02 information and general information, where the users can either see their friends, neighborhood
or Norway compared to other countries. They could click on other houses with solar panels and get
more information about their production and use. The display should clearly show the houses that
have solar panels in a different color than the other houses.

Peak pricing
Peak pricing was a bit difficult to discuss with the participants, as everyone had different
perceptions of what it is and how it potentially will work in Norway. Trond pointed out that there
are discussions about different ways it can be implemented for end users, so it is difficult to attempt
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to visualize yet. Therefore, all the participants said that both visualizations were hard to
understand, as they did not have the “peak pricing mindset” yet.
Tina said that there is “winter pricing and summer pricing” in Norway, where the prices will vary,
and that this had to be shown on the display in some way. She also said that she was not interested
in what is to come the rest of the day, only what the price was at the moment. She moved the green
“price right now” section right underneath the “real-time” section. Anne and Peter disagreed with
this and liked seeing the estimate for the rest of the day in the chart. They did find all the colors
and information confusing, and preferred the charts to be split up. Trond thought the chart was
confusing at first, and said that since he did not have a battery he was not able to think in that
way. He wanted a graph that showed how much electricity he was using with thresholds that
showed where the price would become higher. He would also want a graph underneath with battery
status and how much had gone in and out of it during the day.
Many of the participants mentioned getting tips to avoid peak pricing, where Nils and Peter
specifically said they wanted specific, textual tips such as “you are using a lot of energy in the
kitchen right now, maybe you should reduce it to avoid paying 3 kr instead of 2 kr?”
Analysis

Peak pricing is difficult to visualize before it is implemented in Norway, as there are many different
ways it can be used. It is difficult to test what the best way to represent this visually is before users
are used to the thought. The most important thing here is that information about when the prices
go up, and how much they go up, is clearly shown at the start of the display. This could, for
example, be a banner over the top of the screen which shows when the user is close to paying too
much. This could also be used in combination with tips to plan the day, for example, “the price will
go up at 5 PM, maybe you should cook dinner a bit later today?”

Automation
All of the participants were skeptical to automatically starting appliances when they are not home,
as was also discussed in the second iteration results. Trond said that for those people who have
smart homes installed, this is more relevant, as they are clearly already interested in it. Nils was
skeptical of safety issues surrounding automatically turning on the washing machine, for example,
and would at least want a notification asking him first.
The topic of automating where the energy produced by the solar panels should go was met with
much more eagerness, and all the participants were positive to this. They liked the idea of being
able to set up a goal, such as to save the most amount of money or store the most in the battery,
and everything else happens automatically. Tina said that “if I can automatically sell when the price
is good, that would be really nice to have,” and “I would also like if I could choose to sell between 10
and four if the production is over a certain amount.”
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Analysis

Automation is important when deciding where the energy produced should go: to the home, to the
battery or sold to the grid. The users should be able to define a goal, which should happen
automatically. Goals could include: save as much money as possible, be as environmentally friendly
as possible, use no energy from the grid or earn money. If the user, for example, wants to earn
money, their produced energy should be sold to the grid when the price is high, and stored in the
battery when the price is lower. If the price goes up again, the stored energy in the battery can be
sold.
If the user has a smart house which can automatically turn on appliances, they should get a
notification asking if they want to turn it on first. This should not happen automatically until the
user agrees.

Notifications
The topic of receiving notifications had unanimous answers: no one wanted too many, but everyone
wanted some. They preferably wanted notifications at the “exact right moment” when there was
something exciting or important that had happened with the panels. They also wanted notifications
if something critical had happened, such as a broken solar panel.
Tina mentioned that she wanted notifications when she reached new records for production, both
daily and monthly, as this is information she found interesting. She also wanted to be able to
personalize the notifications, for example for when she reached 200 kWh production, or other sums.
Trond wanted a notification for when he should charge his car because there was an abundance of
light, and said that it was even better if this happened by itself automatically with a button he
could cancel.
Analysis

The most important aspect of notifications from these answers is that they should not be annoying
in any way. The best solution is a machine learning type of display that can see what the user looks
at on the display, when they look at it and what they click on. If something within these areas
happens, the user can get notified via a notification. The user could also personalize what they want
to be notified of, such as when they reach a record high in production. The user should get a
notification if something is wrong with the panels no matter what.

Other
There were some other interesting thoughts that were discussed during the workshops. Tina
mentioned “vehicle-to-grid,” where the electrical car is used as a battery bank to store surplus
energy. This was something she considered important in the app, as she thought many people how
have solar panels also have electrical cars.
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Awards were also discussed with all the participants, although in various sections. Tina, Anne and
Peter were very enthusiastic about the gamification concept when comparing to your friends, and
thought it would be enjoyable to also receive awards for different things. Tina mentioned when
producing the most out of the whole neighborhood, or when reaching production sums such as
10 000 kWh.
Analysis

Competition seems to be a strong motivation to save energy in their home for some users, and this
does not seem to be related to any specific motivation or expertise. Therefore, both competitions
with others who have solar panels and awards for reaching specific goals can be motivators for the
users. With the possibility to share in social media as well, the users can spark interest with their
friends and family online. There are also many new things happening with solar energy, also on
private homes, which should be integrated into the display when relevant. For example vehicle-togrid, battery storage, “neighborhood energy” etc.
The design workshops were a great source to evaluate the designs and design choices I had made
together with the users. The type of participant had a large say in the results, as the participants
that had been interviewed earlier already had an idea of what my research is about and what we
had discussed earlier. I needed to brief the participants who I had not met earlier about the project
and what my goal was, and I saw that much of the discussion with them ended up being about
topics I had covered in my first interview. I also noticed that the expert users were more focused on
technicalities, realistic numbers and what was actually possible compared to the novices. The
novices were able to focus more on the design choices, layout and concrete functionality in the
modules I presented.
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9 Final design
The final design is created based on all the research completed in this thesis: literature review,
expert interviews, user interviews, observation, document analysis and design workshops. Based on
the results and analysis discussed in section 8.2, I have iterated on the original designs for the
display and made changes, removing some functionality and adding others.
In the fourth iteration, I was able to get feedback from users that can be considered novices, as they
have solar panels installed in their homes but they do not have much expertise or experience with
them. I was also able to get feedback from users with various motivations, although their preferences
varied much less than I first had thought. This will be discussed further in section 10.3.
To present the final design I have split up the sections, where I will briefly discuss the choices
behind each section. The discussion in section 10 will elaborate on the final choices.

Real-time Production and usage
This is one of the sections which has a different visualization for experts and novices, as seen in
figure 53. For novices, the graphic representation of the house helps them understand how the
process works, and where the energy is going. The other visualization is very basic and uses the
elements of text and icons, which can be quickly read and understood when glanced at. This section
will most likely be used to check status right now. I have also included the automation aspect in
real-time, so the use can choose what their goal is, which automates the distribution of the solar
energy.
I have also included tips at the top/beginning of the display. Since the users mentioned this in
different sections, such as environment and applications, it is appropriate to put it at the beginning
so it is the first thing the user sees.
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Figure 53- The "real-time" view for the expert and novice

Real-time information about appliances
This section is the same for experts and novices but has different views which are tailored to their
preferred chart. The users who have solar panels as a hobby or have a very high technological
interest can view the information in table format, while others can view icons and numbers which
represent the appliances. I have also added a view by room, which shows how much electricity is
being currently being used per room, as well as how much of it is from solar energy.
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Figure 54- Three views of real-time appliance information

Battery and economics
Battery status is an essential function when a user has installed a battery, and it shows how much
the battery is charged in percent and kWh. It also shows maximum capacity and if the battery is
charging right now. The user is also able to choose to use energy from the battery manually if they
want, as they do want to have some control. The economic status shows basic information about
economics, where the user can receive more information by pressing on the chart, or by going to the
history module and choosing to see all the numbers in NOK. This section is meant as a quick
overview from today, as seen in figure 55.

Figure 55- Battery status and economic section
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Comparisons and environment
These two sections can be considered extra functionalities, where some users will use them and
others not. From the data, it seems as these types of functions are more interesting for the novice
users who do not have a strong technological background. I will discuss this in section 10.3.
The comparison shows information about other homes in the neighborhood as well as friends. It also
includes competitions such as “the most production in June” which users can join. The
environmental view is less intricate than it was earlier and includes sharing buttons.

Figure 56- Comparison and competition section and environmental status

Historical information
This section is the most complex, as it includes a massive amount of data and a large number of
possibilities to see different information and comparisons. The expert users want to be able to see
the data in a table, and also want to be able to download the raw data. The novice users enjoyed
colors and charts, as seen in figure 57.
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Figure 57- Historical information and comparison with other time-periods
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9.1 Actual possibilities
The visualizations and design were created with an open mind, where I did not consider technical
possibilities. The reason for this was to be able to think outside the box, be more creative and be
able to include futuristic scenarios of automation and storage. Considering this, it is interesting to
find out what is actually possible with the display created. I was able to get a meeting with Jan-Erik
Theien, who is the leader for customer responsibility at the main energy provider in Oslo, Hafslund,
to discuss the technical possibilities in this display and what their view of the future with solar
panels and prosumers is.
When it comes to technical possibilities, much of the functionality in the display is possible to
achieve today, as it only relies on getting access to data and displaying it toward the end-user.
Displaying real-time information overall is not a problem, as the new measuring systems can
measure how many kWh are being used in real-time and send the information to the display. This
can also be shown in NOK, as there is a fixed price for buying energy. When it comes to more
detailed information about real-time information, the display has to know exactly which appliances
are on, how long they have been on and how many kWh they use. The largest technical issue is
receiving information about how much each individual appliance in the home is using, and if it is on
or off. There are different electrical currents for everything plugged in in the home, so it is possible
to find out. Yet, one socket may have a radio plugged in one day, a lightbulb the next and a charger
the next week- which is impossible to see through the current. Displaying information about how
much each appliance is using in kWh or NOK can therefore be difficult – yet displaying overall per
room is less complicated.
Showing production and usage in both kWh and NOK is not a problem, as the price for buying or
selling electricity is fixed within a set time. If it changes, the display has to be notified and change
its calculations. Showing everything historically is no problem at all, as this is all data the display
will have.
Hafslund is trying to figure out what role they should play in the prosumers life. They have around
500 prosumers in their system today who buy energy from them and also sell energy to them from
their solar panels. Theien said that the industry is changing, and people are becoming more
interested in electricity, and things such as electric cars and renewable energy are driving us towards
more uncertain times. He is very interested in helping users become more aware of their electricity
use and understand it better, especially with the introduction of peak pricing, by visualizing and
displaying information in a simpler way.
We also discussed peak pricing, which Theien said will be a part of the energy business in some way
soon. There are two different ways it can be implemented: either with a subscription-based system
or with “red prices.” Theien compared it to a rush-time fee in public transportation where at times
when the grid capacity is filled, it becomes more expensive. This is to try to get people to spread
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their electricity use throughout the day. He mentioned management systems that can be installed
with the AMS to control electricity use in a more automated way, which can help people avoid peak
pricing. The conversation with Theien shows that the functionalities in the display created in this
thesis are possible to develop, although some functions such as real-time application information can
be more difficult. Through the conversation it also became clear that what I have created in this
thesis plays up to what Theien thinks are new functionalities that the users will want.
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10 Discussion
This section addresses the research questions stated in section 1.2 and discusses the results of the
user-centered design process and case study. I will discuss the results in light of existing research
and theory presented in the previous chapters. I have organized the discussion by the three research
questions, where findings within each topic are discussed within the relevant research question. In
the final section, I discuss reflections of the value of designing prototypes in research, designing for
motivation, methods and methodology used and limitations of the study.
To recap, the main objectives of this thesis were to:
1. Contribute to the state of knowledge about how visualizations in display tools for solar
panels in private homes should be designed, as well as what information should be included
2. Gain information and increase understanding of how to design for different types of user
groups when it comes to energy displays
The research questions are:
1. What information and functionality do solar panels users want and need from a display?
2. How should the visualizations of data from the solar panels be designed for the display?
3. Should the information and visualizations be customized for different user groups and their
needs?

10.1 Information on the display
Research question 1: What information and functionality do solar panels users want and need from
a display?

The background research and data collected in this study can indicate that those who invest in solar
panels today are generally interested in technology and usually work with electricity or engineering.
The prices of investing in solar panels are still high, and electricity prices in Norway are still low,
which means that users in the Norwegian market will not get very much out of their panels in terms
of economics (Enova, 2016b). There is also a general lack of information about investing in solar
panels and becoming a prosumer. Therefore, being an early adopter, working with electricity and/or
having a very high interest in the environment seem like they are the main motivational factors as
of now, which confirms the findings from Westskog (2016). In relation to being technology
interested, those who have solar panels today appear to have a very high interest in sharing
information and discussing their panels, which became apparent through the interviews and
document analysis. This shows that this is not just an investment they make and forget about, but
is something they are genuinely interested in. In addition, my data shows that there is usually one
person in a family who is the driver towards installing solar panels, and although the other family
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members find it interesting as well, they are usually not as involved in the process. This can imply
that the driver of the installation will check the display more frequently than other family members,
but if the display includes information that they also find relevant, such as economics, they might
check it more often.
The users in this study who do not have a display today missed having easy access to information
about production from their panels, as many of them had to climb up to the attic or go outside their
house to check the inverter. Those who did have a display tool today were only partly satisfied and
would like more information related to economics and more access to historical information and
comparisons. The participants had not considered future scenarios such as peak pricing and storage
and how they could be visualized in their display.
A full list of features can be found in section 6.6.2. In this section, I have divided the functionality
into essential and additional functions based on the data from the interviews and workshops. The
essential functionality can be considered “must haves” in a display tool, while the additional
functionality is “nice-to-have.” I will discuss differences between users in section 10.3.
Essential functionality

Based on the data collected, the most important feature to add to a display is historical information
related to electricity in the home. Ideally, this section should contain all data that is possible to get,
as the users want to be able to compare and contrast everything related to electricity in their homewhich includes how much is produced, used, bought, stored and sold. In the future, more categories
could be added to the historical visualization, as some users might store energy both in a battery
and in their electric car, for example. I also consider comparison to previous time periods or seasonal
time periods an essential feature, and they should be able to compare all types of dates and periods
– hours, days, weeks, months, years and so on. The “today” chart which I had originally designed as
its own section can be included in the historical section. These findings are supported by the study
by Herrera et al. (2017) where their participants missed the context of historical information, as well
as the survey by Da Silva et al. (2012) which says that there is a need for a detailed view of energy
consumption by day and year. It seems as though the possibility to see past data gives users a
feeling of control that their panels are working and in terms of economics, and that the users enjoy
trying to surpass previous production numbers.
Information about economics is also an important feature, despite expertise or motivation. The users
want to have control over their economics, and they find the electricity bill difficult to understand.
The electricity bill is only sent out once a month, which gives the users little control over their
economic situation. It seems as though they want all this information in the display to be able to
quickly access it whenever they want, especially on the go. A typical scenario would be to see how
much they have to pay for electricity in the current month, where they can open the display and see
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historical data for the current month in NOK. By being able to see how much they have produced,
used and bought, they can get an indication of how much they will have to pay, which can increase
the feeling of control. This can also aid in reducing energy consumption as users have more control
over expenses within a time period.
Real-time information was also a functionality the participants requested as an essential feature. By
always having access to how much the panels are producing and how much electricity is being used
in the house, the user can adjust their electricity consumption in relation to production. The
sentence saying “you are using 93% solar energy” is a large motivational factor for reducing energy
use, and displaying this information clearly is important. They also want to be able to see why their
produced electricity is going where it is going, as this gives a feeling of confidence that the electricity
is going to the most beneficial place. I will discuss this in a separate section about automation.
Tips are a functionality that all the participants mentioned, although at different sections of the
display. The users want tips to reduce their energy usage to be able to use as much solar energy as
possible. Some users have a larger interest in using 100% solar energy, while some have more focus
on not spending unnecessary money on electricity. The tips should describe what the users can turn
off specifically, such as the lights in the bathroom or the heat in the living room. These tips should
be clearly displayed when the user opens the display and can also be shown in notifications such as
described below. Tips directly related to solar panels are irrelevant, as there is nothing the user can
do to produce more energy at any time. Therefore, the tips should be created to motivate the user
to reduce energy consumption in their home and only be dependent on solar energy.
Push notifications on smartphones about information related to the display are also an essential
function, but the users have different preferences. Some users only want to receive notifications if
something is wrong with their panels and must be fixed. Others want to receive specific tips on how
to reduce their energy usage, and some want to receive notifications when they have reached record
high production or other goals. The findings by Herrera et al. (2017) show that users enjoyed
notifications related to production and consumption that helped build their awareness, but did not
like being constantly reminded of their consumption. This shows that the balance between annoying
and useful notifications can be difficult to find, and is also related to personalization, as will be
discussed in section 9.2.
Additional functionality

The additional functionality is not essential but can give the user a better experience and more
information related to their solar panels.
Appliances in use is an interesting functionality that the users would like to have, but it is not
necessary. The more general sense of total energy use right now is included in the “real-time”
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functionality discussed under essential functionality. Yet, being able to see how much each appliance
is using in kWh or NOK as well as how much of it is solar energy can motivate the user to turn off
appliances that they might not be using. It can also teach the users about how much energy
appliances actually consume when they are turned on or in standby. When considering the technical
possibilities, this will be difficult and potentially expensive to implement, which makes it less
necessary than other functions.
The environmental function can be portrayed in many different ways. In my designs, I chose to
focus on how much C02 is saved by having solar panels, which some of the participants found
interesting. Others found this section completely unnecessary, although the preferences are not
related to any type of expertise or motivation. This section could be a number stating how much
C02 is saved, or it could be much more detailed and include gamification-concepts such as in the
final design. The “footprint” of a user is not only related to energy consumption in their home, it is
also related to many other elements such as electric cars, recycling and use of plastic. These could
potentially be included in this section, but this takes the focus a bit away from the main point of
the display. Some users were very interested in their total footprint but agreed that this could be
done somewhere else and the focus should only be on the solar panels and energy use.
Comparisons are something all the participants find interesting, but in different ways. While some
were captivated by the competition aspect of competing with their friends and neighbors, as well as
sharing on social media, others just wanted to see who in their municipality also had solar panels.
The survey by Da Silva et al. (2012) indicates that 70% of users would like to compare their energy
use with their neighbors, which shows that the users like being a part of a community and that the
broader context of sustainable neighborhoods is interesting. Having a comparison section in the
display could also motivate users to check into the display more often, which in return can give
them a better overview and understanding of production and consumption. The users who want to
share their information on social media seem interested in being acknowledged for their
environmental efforts. They also seem to share to be able to motivate others to become more
environmentally friendly, which again relates to being a part of a community and sharing their
knowledge. Although the comparison section is interesting, the users do not need it in the sense that
they receive important information, it is more there “for fun.”
Peak pricing is interesting because it will soon be a part of the lives of Norwegians, yet the concept
is still too new to be able to test visualizations on users as they have no relation to how it will
actually work. In a few years when it has been implemented, this will be a necessary function in the
display and should be researched further. The findings from this study show that information about
peak pricing should be shown clearly at the top of the display, especially when the prices are higher
at peak times. Prices should also be readily available at all times. The concept of peak pricing and
automation are important to continue researching and I will discuss them within the next question.
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How can automation be used in the display and how do users regard automation?
This thesis has mainly researched two types of automation in relation to solar panels and the
display. The first type is automating appliances in the home to turn on when the solar panels are
producing energy, despite the user being home or not. The participants said that if appliances such
as the dishwasher or washing machine were to turn on when they were not home, they wanted a
choice in the form of a notification first, as they apparently do not trust the automation. There is
also the problem that the dishwasher and washing machine have to be loaded and ready before they
can be turned on. They were more positive to the automation of other electricity sources such as
charging an electric car or heating the water tank, which do not need any preparations before
starting. Da Silva et al. (2012) have similar findings in relation to automation where they find that
the user wants to be in control of his own home but is open to automatic appliance control as long
as it does not affect their lifestyle. Their findings show that users want the appliances to
accommodate them, but they do not want the automatic appliances to get in the way. In general,
the users want to have control themselves and do not trust technology enough to have it completely
automated in their homes. The users who have invested in smart homes were more open to
automation than those that have not.
The other aspect of automation is related to where the energy should go when the solar panels are
producing it. Thorud (2016) called this automation “smart energy-monitoring systems,” where the
system automates the distribution of energy in the home in relation to what is most beneficial. Since
solar panels are not a very beneficial investment as of now because of relatively low production
compared to consumption, users are very interested in getting the most of out of their panels. This
is where automation plays a large role – and is a very important aspect of having solar panels in a
home. In the future, there will be at least three sources the energy can be distributed to: to be used
in the house, sold to the grid or stored in a battery. Where the produced solar energy should go
should be up to the user to decide, and one way to do this is to allow them to choose a goal.
Examples of goals can be to save money, earn money, be environmentally friendly or be completely
off-grid. Although the goals are different, much of the automation would be the same. The energy
would be used in the home when it is being produced and stored in the battery if there is a surplus.
If the price to sell energy to the grid goes up, the produced or stored energy can be sold, but if it
goes down it can be used in the home instead. By allowing the user to choose a goal, they can feel
like they are in control and are aware of what is happening. The users were very positive to a
solution such as this, and they trust the automation to do what is best. They do want a clear
description of where the energy is going, and why it is going there, in the display. There were
similar findings from Da Silva et al. (2012) where over 90% would like automated devices that
adapted to prices in the grid. The issue of trusting technology is interesting, as users are skeptical of
some things, yet very positive to others. It seems as though the degree of automation plays a role,
and also what they are used to from earlier.
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10.2 Design and interface of the display
Research question 2: How should the visualizations of data from the solar panels be designed for the
display?

What type of interface should be used?
A solar energy display can be shown on different types of interface, and the ones I focused the most
on are mobile applications, a website that the user can access on a computer or a separate in-house
display which the user can access in the kitchen or other places in the home. The participants
mentioned both application and website without any suggestions from me, and these are the two
interfaces users are the most accustomed to using. They prefer a smartphone application as they can
access it from anywhere and show information to others in a simple way. They also prefer a website
as they are able to see larger and perhaps more detailed visualizations. Some users were also
interested in an in-house display, although there must be some incentive to install an entirely new
appliance in their home, for example to choose where the energy produced should go in real-time. In
general, there was not much enthusiasm for another appliance in the home that has to be updated
and charged. If a user has a tablet, they can set it up in the kitchen and open the application on
their tablet to serve as a display. The study done by Herrera et al. (2017) found that only a few
participants preferred the application on the smart phone over the in-home display. Their study
consisted of less functionality and was more focused on adjusting energy usage in the home
compared to production. The difference in preferences could be that the participants in Herrera et
al.’s study were actually able to test the display over a few days, while the participants in this study
had to imagine how it would be to use the display.

How should the visualizations of data from the solar panels be designed for the display?
The main finding related to visualizations is that the display should be clean and simple with little
chartjunk, and there should be a focus on not overloading the user with too much information at
once. This can be difficult when designing the charts for the “history” function, as there is a lot of
data that can be shown at once. By using elements such as filters that can be turned on and off, the
user is not overloaded with information as they themselves can choose what they want to see.
Minimalistic and clean designs can be found in many other applications today, such as the Tesla
application, which receives positive feedback from the users and seems to be a trend within design.
Another finding in how to visualize abstract information such as energy is that the users want to
personalize what they see, as they perceive and understand information in different ways. This is not
only related to variations in expertise, but even the experts have different backgrounds and
experience which can result in different understandings. By using elements such as filters and
allowing users to see visualizations in more than one way, for example in a bar chart, line chart and
table, they can explore and find the visualization that they understand the best.
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In the first iteration of designs, I created visualizations using line charts, bar charts and stacked bar
charts. These are all typical charts that users are familiar with, which are read from left to right and
use length to indicate value. Sometimes the users had preferences to which chart they liked the best,
but they could not refer to anything specific that made them choose one over the other. One
participant made a point that charts showing detailed and connected information should be
portrayed with line charts, and when zooming out and showing more unconnected information it
should be portrayed with bar charts. This helps the user recognize when something is connected,
such as hours in a day, or more separate, such as weeks in a month. The type of chart does not
seem to play a large role in understanding the data as long as it is precise and has interactive
elements to uncover details.
Circle charts were used in the first design iteration to indicate how much electricity an appliance
was using came from the solar panels, but these were difficult to understand. In that specific
context, plain text and numbers worked better than a visualization such as a chart. An interesting
find is that users prefer both graphic and textual information, and often they want a combination of
both, which Tufte (2001) also says can be a helpful element. Icons should be displayed with a label
to indicate what the icon means when a user first makes use of the display, but can be removed
after a time period where they have learned what the icons represent.
Interactivity is also an important aspect of designing for digital interfaces, as users expect to be able
to interact with visualizations in an application by for example tapping, dragging, pinching and
pressing (Babich, 2016). Although I did not test this as the prototype was not interactive, the
participants frequently mentioned being able to receive more information by clicking on an element,
showing that this is what they expect. This specifically includes showing data through charts, where
the bars, lines or circles should be clickable to show exact amounts and more detailed information.
It also includes being able to zoom in and out of a chart in relation to time periods and scrolling
through a chart which is too long for the screen.

Findings from the visualization checklist
I have used the visualization checklist presented in section 3.6 in multiple ways in this thesis: as a
guideline for creating the visualizations, as a common artifact to discuss in the design workshops
with users and as a result for further research related to visualizing. The original checklist derives
from the theory presented in chapter 3 where I combined the main visualization principles into a
checklist.
After completing the design workshops and testing the checklist in practice, I have altered it based
on the feedback from the users. I found that some principles were more relevant than others, some
were disagreed with by the users and some principles are more important to consider earlier in the
design process. The final version of the checklist as presented here can be used as a basis for further
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research and design when visualizing for users. Although I have used the checklist in a specific
context in this thesis, the principles are based on visualization theory which are relevant across
multiple contexts. Also, the process of creating visualizations based on the checklist, getting
feedback from users and altering the design based on this has been thoroughly documented in this
paper. For future research this paper can be referred to and be used as a starting point for creating
visualizations.
The table below shows the final visualization checklist which has been revamped based on the
empirical data collected in this thesis, but still based on the original visualization theories. I will
discuss the choices for the final list below.
Table 6- Final visualization checklist

Category

Cognitive

Cognitive

Cognitive

Cognitive

Cognitive

Visual

Title

Description

User expertise

Know your user and their prior experience and
motivation. Avoid making the user feel dumb by making
the visualization too complicated, or too basic so they
feel underestimated. Customize all elements in the
design for the user, such as language and level of
conception.

Tell a story

Tell a story through the visualization either by
presenting a predetermined story or by allowing the user
to explore

Source

(Illiinsky, 2012)

(Tufte, 2001)
(Bihanic, 2015)
(Huowens, 2017)
(Norman, 2013)
(Tufte, 2001)

Benefit from
knowledge

Benefit from the knowledge that the user already has
And can relate to

(Tufte, 2001)

Truthful data

Avoid distorting the data by providing context to every
piece of information, especially in graphs, by always
considering the question “compared to what?”. Use size
and proportion correctly

Find the balance between showing the data and adding
elements for aesthetics

(Tufte, 2001)

Show the data

Chartjunk

Avoid chartjunk and overloading the visualizations with
Information

(Tufte, 2001)
(Ware, 2004)
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Visual

Visual

Visual

Visual

Deviations

Use deviations to attract attention to important
numbers or other details that should be brought forward

(Tufte, 2001)

Labeling

Use clear and detailed labeling for all parts of the
Visualizations

(Tufte, 2001)
(Ware, 2004)

Chart type

Color

Choose the chart that best suits the type of data you
are representing

Be careful when using color, and if using color to show
differences, use saturation within the same color, or
lighter and darker colors

(Tufte, 2001)
(Cleveland & McGill, 1985)

(Tufte, 2001)
(Illiinsky, 2012)
(Ware, 2004)

Both the cognitive and visual aspects of designing visualizations are important to consider, and the
principles in the list all relate to each other in how the visualization should be designed. Yet, the
designer should prioritize the cognitive principle of understanding who your user is as a first step in
creating a useable and understandable visualization, which is why it has been placed at the top of
the list. I merged the principle of language with user expertise, as they complement each other.
When you know who your user is, you should design all the elements in the visualization towards
who they are, such as choice of language, measurements in labels and level of abstraction. The visual
principles of labeling and chart type can relate to designing for your user as well, which I will
discuss in section 10.3.
In the cognitive category, all the principles were relevant to designing the display. Learning about
the user and their expertise, as mentioned, should be a priority before beginning to visualize. Telling
a story by combining sections of information, letting the user explore or showing the user a linear
story is also important when designing. Storytelling is especially prevalent in the history section
where a large amount of data is displayed at the same time, and the user is allowed to explore. Yet,
the user can also follow the linear story in this section, so recognizing what is the beginning, middle
and end of the story in the history is an applicable way to design for storytelling. Benefitting from
the knowledge the user has relates to everything from recognition of icons, words put together to
describe something, and charts used. As mentioned earlier, charts such as line and bar are widely
used in general, which helps the user in quickly understanding them. This also relates to designing
for different types of users, which I will discuss in section 10.3. The principle of context is so closely
related to truthful data that I combined them in the final checklist. The users need to trust that the
numbers displayed are the actual production and usage numbers, or it seems as though they will not
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want to use the display. They do not see the relevance in receiving this information if it is not exact.
Therefore, making sure all lengths are equivalent to values and not claiming that a number is true
unless it is, are essential things to consider. If the real-time information cannot be 100% exact, there
must be an indication that this is an approximate number. Information about context and where the
data is coming from and going must always be available to the user, also to aid in trust. By always
showing the before and after of a number, the user will see the context of the data.
The principle of showing the data and not only something aesthetically pleasing is one of Tufte’s
(2001) main points. Showing the data is important in this context as well, especially showing
truthful data, but the users in this study disagreed with this principle to a point. Some of the users,
specifically the novices, enjoyed the elements that could be considered aesthetic extras such as icons
and colorful charts. They specifically pointed out the icons in the real-time section, the icons in the
appliances in use section and the colors in the historical charts. Although I did follow the
visualization principles in the first iteration of designing the prototype, I was also testing out
different types of visualizations for different users. This shows that the balance of showing the data
and adding elements to make the visualizations more interesting is important, which is also related
to the type of user you are designing for. As long as the data is shown clearly following the other
principles above, other graphical elements can be a nice touch.
In the visual category – chartjunk, deviations and labeling are the three principles which are most
important to consider when designing a display for solar energy users. The removal of any chartjunk
or unnecessary information should be a priority as there is often much information to display to the
user. The removal of chartjunk should be done in iterations, with usability testing between them, as
it is important to find the right amount to remove – but not too much. Although I did not remove
all gridlines which can be considered chartjunk, the users said that they helped them quicker see
what the value of the length represented. Therefore, I knew when to stop removing elements.
Deviations are important to highlight in some way, as what the user is typically looking for are
numbers that stick out from the norm such as high numbers of production or use. Color and opacity
are good tools to highlight deviations, as long as the user clearly understands what they represent.
Labels on all charts, icons and other elements were essential for the users to understand what they
were looking at, especially novice users. The X and Y axis on a chart should always be labeled
clearly, especially when the user can choose to see the numbers in NOK or kWh. Choosing the type
of labels relates to user expertise and what the user has of previous knowledge.
Choice of chart type, as discussed above, did not make an impact on the users. They had personal
preferences for which type the preferred but had no specific reasoning to why they preferred it. It is
important to use a chart that can show the data in the right way and there should also be an option
of seeing numbers in a table or raw data in addition to a chart. By knowing what type of data you
will displayed in a chart and the relation to the data shown, you can use different types of charts to
enhance relationships or deviations better than others. Therefore, it is important to know what type
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of data is being displayed as well. Colors did not make much of an impact on the users either – the
only comments they had were on personal color preferences. They did not have any comments about
using hue vs. different colors. As mentioned above, you can use color as a tool to highlight
deviations, therefore it is still important to consider. Yet, color is placed at the bottom of the list as
it is not one of the most important principles to consider

10.3 Personalization for different user groups
Research question 3: Should the information and visualizations be customized for different user
groups and their needs?

The proposition at the beginning of this thesis was that the motivations which the users have to buy
solar panels would be reflected in what they wanted to see in the display, both in functionality and
design choices. The motivations from the five participants in the interviews included an interest in
environment, economics and technology – and they can all be considered experts in technology or
electricity. After analyzing the results of the workshop, which also included participants who can be
considered novices, I was surprised to see how similar the preferences in all the user groups were.
The choices based on motivational differences did not vary much, despite some participants being
more interested in the environment, and some in economics. They all wanted economical
information, and none of the original, expert participants were very interested in the environmental
display. We do have to take into consideration that this could be because of how the environmental
section was designed and presented, and there are other ways this can be designed, as mentioned in
section 10.1. Something the experts had in common was that they wanted to be able to see data
represented through charts, but also through tables. They also wanted to be able to download the
raw data so that they could make their own charts out of this data. This could be something to
follow up on in further research, to see what the experts are looking for in the raw data and how the
designer could potentially visualize it in the display.
The largest difference in both information and visualization preferences was between novice and
expert users. The novices want the information very simply presented, and they preferred the
visualization of the house that shows how solar panels actually work and distribute energy into the
home. This visualization gave them the data in a simple way and is a good starting point when
learning about something new, such as the abstract concept of energy. When they understand what
is happening and why, they can switch over to a more complex visualization. They also wanted the
information in NOK, although they seem to understand how kWh works – NOK is something they
use in their daily lives, which relates to the “build on what they know” principle. In general, the
novices seem to want information very plainly visualized at the expense of principles such as
showing data and not focusing too much on aesthetics as well as chartjunk. They are also more
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enthusiastic about additional features such as environmental information and having competitions
with their neighbors. The experts, on the other hand, want information to the point, and are not
interested in extra functionality which they know they will not use. This can be related to the fact
that the experts are usually the ones that have gone through with the installation and know what
they want of information, while the novices become secondary users who are not as interested in the
numbers but more interested in the “fun” aspects of the solar panels, such as comparison and
amount of C02 saved.

Comparison to other displays
As mentioned earlier, some solar panel users already have displays which show them general
information about production. The insight through this thesis has also shown that some users only
have the small screen on the inverter to see any information about their production. I have not been
able to gain access to the applications that some users already have, except for the pictures taken in
the interviews and the screenshots shown in section 2.4. Therefore, it is difficult to compare all the
functions and visualizations I have created with what already exists, yet I will discuss how the
display created in this thesis differs from those that exist.
The research done in this thesis is based on a user-centered design process which relies on insight
from experts and actual users to create designs. I have collected thorough insight through multiple
methods, and I have evaluated the designs with actual users. By having such a strong focus on the
opinions of users, the functions and visualization choices are grounded in their actual needs and
wants – establishing evidence that this is the type of display users want. In addition, the focus on
designing for different user groups has led to insight on how user groups perceive energy and relate
to solar panels, with specific design implications for designing for the different types of users.
The displays that exist today seem only to have one type of display with only one type of chart for
showing data. Some displays also have information on how much is sold to the grid or stored in a
battery, but they only display the numbers in kWh, which can be difficult for novice users to
understand. One example did show the numbers displayed in dollars, but the user did not trust the
numbers, which goes against the principle of truthful data. Most displays do have some way to see
historical information, and also compare to earlier time periods, yet they do not include all the data,
as the focus is mostly on production. The principle of telling a story can seem to have been left out
in current displays, as with a lack of information and elements such as filters it becomes more
difficult for the user to explore. Also, it does not seem like the principle of chartjunk has been
considered as the screenshots show busy and over-decorated visualizations.
I have based the visualizations on the type of forms the participants wanted, such as bar charts
which they understood well, and icons, which they are used to seeing in other applications or
contexts. These elements can also be found in other displays, which is where the principle of
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benefiting from knowledge becomes relevant to discuss. The users preferred bar charts because they
are used to seeing them and understand them quickly, so although this can be seen in other displays
as well, the choice of visualization is grounded in the thoughts of actual users. The display designed
in this thesis is a display that can be used by anyone, which aids in understanding and learning
based on expertise and knowledge. Although all the functionalities and visualizations on the display
created are not innovative and completely new, the way of designing for different types of users is a
new way of thinking for solar energy displays. Some functionalities, such as the environmental factor
and the automation of distribution have not been seen in other displays and are new ways of
designing for the solar panel experience.
The Facebook group used for the document analysis has been exceptionally busy during April
because there has been a large amount of sunlight in Norway. Participants of the group have been
sharing screenshots from their display on how much they have produced, encouraging other
members to share their production numbers as well. This shows that users enjoy sharing information
about their solar panels and since they take such an active role in sharing, they have a strong
interest in the field. All of the visualizations of production I have seen in the group have been line
charts showing production during a day, which is rounded with a peak at the middle of the day. The
charts are very narrow, where the entire chart shows in one screenshot from a smartphone, which
makes it difficult to decipher the individual amounts. The charts are heavy with chartjunk, where
tick-marks and dark grid lines are especially prevalent.

10.4 Reflection
Methodology and methods used
A user-centered design process has been a useful methodology to apply in this thesis, as it has been
largely based on gaining an understanding of who the users are, what they want and need and how
to design for them. The expert interviews were a great tool to gain an overview of the main solar
panel providers in Norway today, as well as earlier research done on solar panel users. The user
interviews were also an insightful tool to gain an understanding of how the users relate to the solar
panels in their home, as well as their motivation and what they want to see on a display. These
interviews gave me an understanding and base to begin creating the visualizations. The document
analysis could have been more thorough, as many of the results found were very general and not
useful for this research. If I had gone even further back in time in the posts, I might have gained an
even more thorough understanding of the users.
The design workshops were a surprisingly effective tool to evaluate the designs and initiate
discussion with the users. I had not expected to receive so much relevant feedback that could be
used to iterate on the designs to create the final design. I do wish I had included the family
members of the participants in the first interview to discover their thoughts earlier in the process.
This would have also saved time during the workshops, as I would not have had to explain so
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thoroughly what the project was about. It could also have been a good idea to do workshops with
the family members separately, as it seemed like the wives often were influenced by what the
husband said.
Although I have used a user-centered design process, I can discuss if participatory design and
Research through Design (RtD) also have been present in this thesis. RtD came up at the end of
writing this thesis and is therefore noteworthy to discuss. The insight phase was user-centered,
where the participants were interviewed and observed, and the data was to serve as inspiration for
me as a designer. The design workshops can be considered a more participatory design approach, as
the users contributed with feedback and changes directly to the design of the final prototype,
instead of inspiring me as a designer to do changes on my own. Yet, the entire process has not been
participatory design as the participants I have not involved the users as co-designers throughout
because of limited access. The choices in the visualizations are also based on theoretical reasoning, in
addition to the input from the users. In relation to RtD and the knowledge generated, I have
developed a prototype which has resulted in new knowledge about how to use visualization theory
when designing for users through the final visualization checklist. However, the prototype has not
been implemented and introduced into the lives of the users and has not been evaluated in use over
a period of time, which is common in RtD, such as in Gaver, et al. (2010). My prototype is therefore
more similar to prototypes made in participatory or user-centered design settings, where they act as
a basis for discussion with users about their design.
I choose a user-centered design approach because the focus of this thesis was on the solar panel
users, and the main goal has not been to generate new knowledge about visualization. The goal has
been to understand solar panel users in Norway – who they are, what information they want from
their panels, how they want the information visualized and if their motivations and expertise play a
role in how they understand abstract concepts. I have involved the users in the study in the form of
data collection and design workshops, where they have participated in deciding the form of the final
prototype. Therefore, I argue that the knowledge that has been generated in this thesis is principally
based on the insight from the users through a user-centered design process.

The value of designing prototypes
This thesis has involved actually designing visualizations, and part of the result is a final prototype
for a solar panel display in the form of an application. The value of creating something tangible in
the form of prototypes in a process such as this is that the participants access a deeper reflection of
what they actually want and need. When I show the users something specific, they react to it in
different ways than if they only talk about it. In my initial interviews, I found out that the
environmental factor motivated a few of the participants, and we discussed ways to show this in the
display. When I showed the same participants a visualization of what we had discussed, they said
they did not want it and offered thoughts about how to change it. In addition, when showing novice
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and expert users the visualizations it became clearer what they thought about differently and
wanted visualized differently. It also became more evident that there was more difference between
novice and expert users than users with varying motivations.
Also, by using tangible artifacts in the workshops I was able to see which principles in the
visualization checklist were more or less applicable in this specific case. Color and chart type played
less of a role than I had first thought, but telling the truth and storytelling played a larger role.
Despite the prototypes not being interactive and fully functional, the participants were able to gain
an idea of how the display could look like and function, which in this case was sufficient. By
creating a prototype based on theory and empirical data, I have brought about new knowledge
about how we design visualizations for users.

Contribution
The contributions of this thesis can be discussed in relation to the renewable energy field, but also
to the design field. For the field of renewable energy in Norway, specifically to those researching
solar panels, this thesis has contributed to a more in-depth understanding of solar panel users in
Norway today - who they are and what they want to see in a display tool related to their panels.
The findings also contribute to an understanding of how to design for different user groups, and
which visualization principles are important to consider when designing a display for these users.
The prototype developed can be considered a practical contribution and can be used as a base to
develop displays for solar energy users. It can also be used in usability testing or further
development of a display. The initial participants in this study are considered experts, and I was
fortunate enough to access family members with less knowledge about solar panels and electricity as
well. This is important as when solar panels become more common, the user group will expand to
more users who are not experts. Therefore, the prototype developed in this thesis with a focus on
novice users will become more relevant for a larger group of users.
The research within renewable energy has been forward-thinking, taking into consideration elements
such as storage, automation and peak-pricing, which are not integrated into displays today. The
data collected regarding these topics can be used in further development of solar panel displays, or
in more general research about how users think of and perceive these potential changes and new
technologies.
In relation to the design field, the visualization checklist is a result of visualization theory in
combination with empirical data gathered directly from users, which can be considered a theoretical
contribution. When contemplating how we should design visualizations, and what is important to
consider when designing, it is important to listen to the user who will use the design. In this thesis,
the users have been involved in the design choices, contributing to the knowledge of what and why
users want to see what they do. As discussed earlier, this checklist can be used as a base for
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designing visualizations for users, where the findings in this research can be considered as a starting
point in visualizing in other contexts.
There are new applications for solar panel users being launched often, such as the new Otovo
application which launched in the spring of 2018. Many of the findings in this research that resulted
in the prototype can be similar to the applications that are being launched. This further increases
validity that the findings in this thesis can be credible and that they can be used to develop new
functionality and design continuously.

Limitations
One limitation in this research was not being able to access solar panel users who had little
knowledge of electricity or technology earlier in the process, as this proved more difficult than I first
thought it would be. The participants in the interviews were all male, well-educated and lived in the
same part of Norway. The results could have been different if there was more diversity in the
participants, and if I had interviewed the family members earlier on.
As a researcher, I had little prior knowledge of renewable energy in general, which was one of the
main motivations for researching this topic. It did take some time to understand how solar panels
work and the status of renewable energy in Norway today, which I felt I had to have some
knowledge of before starting the interviews. In retrospect, I see that I could have started earlier with
recruiting participants, and since this took a while, I could have spent time learning about the
background information I found relevant while recruiting participants.
Following along with what is happening in the solar energy field has been a job in itself during this
entire process. From the time I started, new batteries have been launched, Otovo has launched
“Nabostrøm,” their display application and solar panel roof-tiles, Oslo municipality has removed
their price support for installation of panels, peak pricing has been discussed widely in the media
and has been up for consultation. Also, Power from the People have finished their report and more
research has been done with solar panel users. This is all information that could be relevant to this
research, and at times it has been difficult to keep focus and decide what to include in this thesis or
not.
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11 Conclusion
This final chapter summarizes the main insights, findings and contribution from the discussion,
before proposing possibilities of future work based on the research conducted and results.
Writing this thesis has been a journey from finding out who the users of solar panels are today and
what their problems are, to iterating on visualizations for a display created for the various user
groups. Through the background research it became clear that there is a solar panel movement in
Norway at this time, and the number of installations is increasing, which indicates a need for a userfriendly and informative display options for the users. Through a user-centered design approach with
elements of participatory design and Research through Design, I have developed a prototype as a
result of the empirical data collected in combination with visualization theory. The prototype serves
as a result which can be a basis for further development and research within the renewable energy
field, and it has also become a tool for generating knowledge about using visualization principles
when designing for users.
In relation to solar panel users, the data indicates that many of those who install solar panels in
Norway today are early-adopters who have a large interest in technology, electricity or related fields.
They are motivated by economic and environmental reasons, but not so much that the display
should be designed in relation to motivation. Although motivation does not have a large effect on
what the users want to see in their display, expertise and experience with energy do. A novice user
with little knowledge about how electricity works needs simpler and more visual representations of
data than an expert user who understand kWh and energy. After some time, they will learn what
the terms and elements mean, and the visualizations can become more abstract. Designing for
experts involves presenting them with all the data collected and allowing them to explore the
visualizations through storytelling in their own way.
The display should include information about production and use, both in real-time as well as
historical data. Comparison between time periods is also essential, and tips for reducing energy
consumption to become completely solar dependent are relevant to all types of users. Economic
information should also be present in all the sections, where the user has the possibility to see the
data in NOK or kWh. The research shows that additional information can be fun for the users to
have but is not necessary in the sense that it aids in learning or informing. While expert users are
more interested in the essential functionality, the novices considered the additional functionality
such as comparison and environmental information more interesting, which is most likely related to
their expertise and motivation.
The research shows that one of the most interesting factors related to creating a solar panel display
for users is the automation of distribution of energy. The users want to be partly in control of
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automation, yet they also want to get the most out of the production from the panels. Automation
of energy distribution to appliances, battery storage or being sold to the grid should also be present
in the application, where the user can have a certain amount of control over distribution by
choosing goals, for example. This automation can help the user be more reliant on solar energy in
the home and distribute the remaining energy to the place that is most fit.
Contributions
There are two types of contributions in this thesis: practical and theoretical. The practical

contribution comes in the form of a low-fidelity prototype of a display for solar panel users, which
can serve as a base for further research and development within the renewable energy field. The
theoretical contribution comes from the final visualization checklist presented in section 10.2. I argue
that the final visualization checklist can be used as a guideline in future research related to
visualizing for users in a specific context. In this thesis, the focus has been on how to visualize an
abstract concept in an understandable way, and some of the findings can be considered new
knowledge of how to design visualizations for users. The principles are grounded in visualization
theory and supplemented with empirical data from actual users who have contributed to valuable
insight through discussion and workshops. Therefore, the visualization checklist has resulted in new
knowledge in the field of visualization, as well as in the field of renewable energy in private homes.

11.1 Future work
The work conducted in this master’s thesis is only a small part of the renewable energy field. As
there is so much happening within this field, the introduction of new technologies, regulations or
actors can change how things work nearly overnight. With the introduction of batteries for storage
and peak pricing, the findings of preferred functionality and design in a display can change. This
should be explored further after users have had time to get adjusted to new technologies or
regulations.
In this thesis, I have designed prototypes of a display and have not created an actual, working
display or application. The final design presented in section 9 should be usability tested on a
number of users before being programmed and integrated into the daily life of users. By doing this it
is easier to determine how it actually will be used, and it should preferably be tested over an
extended period of time. This research was also largely based on users who have a great amount of
experience with electricity or work with it on a daily basis, so-called “expert users.” For further
research on the same topic, there should preferably be more novice users involved. I believe that in a
few years, there will be more solar panel users who are not experts or work within electricity or
engineering.
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Designing for motivation
The target group for this thesis was people who have already installed solar panels on their roof, so
they have already been persuaded and motivated to take the step to buying solar panels. The main
goal of the display that I have created in this thesis is to give the users the information they want
and need in a simple and understandable way to enhance the user experience. Yet, there is also the
factor of motivating others to take the step towards buying solar panels, which a display with an
excellent user experience can contribute to. The next move could be to research how to use the
display to reduce energy consumption in the home and possibly only rely on solar energy. This has
been briefly discussed in this thesis but is an interesting topic which can be researched further.
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Appendix A- Term clarification
Smart grid- The new, smart electrical grid that is based on a two-way conversation between

electricity provided and information gained. With the smart grid, there is a large potential to make
the electrical grid greener, more secure, reliable and efficient.
Automated Metering System (AMS) – Electronic smart meters that are installed in homes to

measure electricity use. The meters automatically send information to network companies.
Prosumer – A person who both consumes and produces energy through renewable energy sources

such as solar panels.
Peak pricing - A concept based on paying more for electricity when using a large amount of

electricity at peak times. Peak times are the hours during the day when people in general use a large
amount of energy.
Grid rental - In Norwegian, this is called “nettleie,” and is a separate price that residents pay to get

energy transferred to their homes. A person makes two different purchases for their residential
power, from a grid company and power supplier.
kWh (Kilowatt-hours) – A measurement of energy that is equivalent to a power consumption of

1000 watts per hour.
kWp (Kilowatt-peak) - The maximum effect the solar panel has under standard conditions
Solar array- A collection of solar panels which absorb the sun’s rays as a source of energy to create

electricity in a building.
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Appendix B- Interview guide
Introduksjon
1. Fortell litt om deg selv
a. Hvem bor i huset?
b. Hva arbeider du / dere med?
c. Alder på deg og de andre i huset?
Motivasjon
1. Hvorfor valgte du å installere solceller?
a. Hvor fikk du ideen fra?
b. Hvor hørte du om det?
2. Kjenner du noen andre som har solceller?
3. Var du usikker/skeptisk til noe rundt solcellene?
4. Hvorfor valgte du å lease / kjøpe / DIY?
a. Vurderte du noen av de andre?
5. Vil du si at du er en miljøbevisst person?
a. Hvilke andre miljøtiltak gjør du? (el-bil, varmepumpe, vegeterianer, kildesortere, sparepærer,
reise kollektivt ++)
6. Er du over gjennomsnittlig teknologiinteressert? (ingeniør, elektriker osv.)
Prosessen
1. Hvordan fungerte prosessen med å kjøpe solceller? (fortell gjerne om hele prosessen - dekke
følgende spørsmål)
a. Hvordan tok du kontakt med leverandøren?
b. Hva skjedde etter det? Kom de og så på taket?
c. Hvordan fungerte installasjonen? Hvem installerte?
d. Hvor lang tid tok alt?
e. Var det noe opplæring for deg?
f. Har det vært noe oppfølging?
2. Snakket du med flere enn en leverandør?
a. Hvorfor valgte du dem du valgte?
3. Var det noe info / annet du savnet i løpet av prosessen?
Økonomi
1. Hvilken strømleverandør har du?
a. Byttet du strømleverandør da du installerte solcellene?
b. Sparer du noe penger på å ha solceller?
2. Hvordan ser strømregningen din ut i år i forhold til i fjor? (hvis aktuelt)
3. Tror du det er lønnsomt å ha solceller?
a. Hvorfor / hvorfor ikke?
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Displayet
Hvis de har display
1. Hva slags informasjon kan du se på displayet? (få med ALT - ta bilder)
2. Hvordan bruker dere displayet i hverdagen? (fortell detaljert, spesifikk historie)
a. Er det en rutine? Hvor ofte ser dere på det?
b. Er det noen som følger mer med på displayet enn andre i huset?
3. Hva syntes du er mest interessant å se på?
4. Er det noe du syntes er “overflødig” eller unødvendig å ha med?
5. Hva skulle du ønske du kunne se / noe du savner?
6. Har dere blitt overrasket over det dere har sett noen gang? Fortell
7. Forstår du hva en kwh (kilowatt hour) er?
a. Hvorfor / hvorfor ikke?
b. Hvordan forklarer du hva en Kwh betyr?
c. Hva med de andre i huset, forstår de det?
8. Lærer du noe nytt av å se på visualiseringene?
a. Hva da?
b. Hver gang eller bare en gang?
9. Hva med sammenligning med andre, er det noe du hadde vært interessert i?
a. Hvor bredt i så fall? Kun venner / familie eller “randoms”?
10. Hadde det vært interessant å få informasjon om hvor mye solstrøm norge produserer i forhold til
andre land?
11. Hadde du vært interessert i å se hvordan det at du har solceller påvirker ditt miljøavtrykk?
a. Som hva da?
b. Hvordan ville du blitt presentert informasjonen?
12. Hadde du vært interessert i å se noe om økonomien rundt solcellene?
a. Som hva da?
b. Hvordan ville du blitt presentert informasjonen?
13. Grensesnitt: liker du å få informasjon via app, hjemmeside eller som en skjerm hengt på veggen
din hjemme?
a. Hvorfor / hvorfor ikke?
b. Flere av de?
c. Hvis app - ville du likt å få notifications? Om hva da?
14. Ville du likt å fått tips / anbefalinger fra solcellene? F.eks om vedlikehold, når det er snø eller
støv på de, hvordan å få bedre ytelse?
15. Planlegger du noen gang at du skal sette på vaskemaskinen / lade bilen osv. når det er mest sol?
a. Hvordan planlegger du det? Hvordan vet du når det er sol?
b. Hvorfor gjør du ikke det?
c. Er det noe du kunne tenkt deg å gjøre?
d. Hvordan ville du likt å få beskjed om når det er mest sol?
16. Hvis yr: stoler du på det?
17. Hva slags informasjon får du se på strømregningen din?
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a. Er det noe du savner eller skulle ønske du fikk vite mer om?

Hvis de ikke har display
1. Hva slags informasjon får du se på strømregningen din?
a. Er det noe du savner eller skulle ønske du fikk vite mer om?
2. Savner du å få informasjon om produksjon rundt solcellene?
a. Hvorfor / hvorfor ikke?
3. Hvis ja, hva hadde du vært interessert i å få informasjon om?
a. På hvilken måte ville du fått informasjonen?
4. Forstår du hva en kwh (kilwatt hour) er?
a. Hvorfor / hvorfor ikke?
5. Hvordan forklarer du hva en Kwh betyr?
a. Hva med de andre i huset, forstår de det?
6. Hadde du vært interessert i å sammenligne dine solceller med andre sine?
a. Hvor bredt i så fall? Kun venner / familie eller “randoms”?
7. Hadde det vært interessant å få informasjon om hvor mye solstrøm norge produserer i forhold til
andre land?
8. Hadde du vært interessert i å se hvordan det at du har solceller påvirker ditt miljøavtrykk?
a. Som hva da?
b. Hvordan ville du blitt presentert informasjonen?
9. Hadde du vært interessert i å se noe om økonomien rundt solcellene?
a. Som hva da?
b. Hvordan ville du blitt presentert informasjonen?
10. Grensesnitt: liker du å få informasjon via app, hjemmeside eller som en skjerm hengt på veggen
din hjemme?
a. Hvorfor / hvorfor ikke?
b. Flere av de?
c. Hvis app - ville du likt å få notifications? Om hva da?
11. Ville du likt å fått tips / anbefalinger fra solcellene? F.eks om vedlikehold, når det er snø eller
støv på de, hvordan å få bedre ytelse?
12. Planlegger du noen gang at du skal sette på vaskemaskinen / lade bilen osv. når det er mest sol?
a. Hvordan planlegger du det? Hvordan vet du når det er sol?
b. Hvorfor gjør du ikke det?
c. Er det noe du kunne tenkt deg å gjøre?
d. Hvordan ville du likt å få beskjed om når det er mest sol?
13. Hvis yr: stoler du på det?

Andre apper / visualiseringer
1. Har du en app for el-bilen din? (hvis aktuelt)
a. Kan du vise hva slags informasjon du får på appen?
b. Hva syntes du fungerer bra? (se på spesifikke grafer, farger, interaksjon, brukervennlighet)
c. Er det noe du savner informasjon om?
2. Bruker du en vær app (som yr)?
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a. Kan du vise hva slags informasjon du får på appen?
b. Hva syntes du fungerer bra? (se på spesifikke grafer, farger, interaksjon, brukervennlighet)
c. Er det noe du savner informasjon om?
3. Bruker du noen andre apper som viser informasjon? (treningsapp, been, bank)
a. Hva syntes du fungerer bra? (se på spesifikke grafer, farger, interaksjon, brukervennlighet)
b. Er det noe du savner informasjon om?
4. Har du noe fysisk i huset som viser informasjon på et display? (f.eks termometer,
varmepumpe/temp, kaffemaskin, kjøleskap)
a. Hvor ofte bruker du / ser du på displayet?
b. Er det nok informasjon eller savner du noe?
c. Hva ser du på?
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Appendix C- Workshop guide
1. Introduksjon til prosjektet / status hvis deltakeren har deltatt før
2. Hvis ny deltaker, diskuter motivasjonen deres og snakk litt om prosessen med solcellene
3. Presenter en og en seksjon og forklar scenarioet rundt det. Be deltakeren fortelle hva de ser og
hvilke elementer de foretrekker. Gi de saks og penn og la de tegne / klippe / endre.
a. Sanntids-seksjon (4 stk)
b. Informasjon fra i dag (3 stk)
c. Hvor mye bruker elektronikken i huset i sanntid (4 stk)
d. Økonomi-status (2 stk)
e. Miljø-status (3 stk)
f. Sammenligning med andre (1 stk)
g. Sjekke historikk og sammenligne (4 stk)
h. Effekt-tariffer (2 stk)
Spesifikke ting å se etter
- Visualiseringer
o Hvordan type graf/diagram foretrekker de? (linje, kake, histogram..)
o Hvor avanserte ønsker de grafene?
o Hva med de runde grafene- er de forståelig?
o Vil de ha tekst i tillegg til grafer?
o Liker de tabellene / enkel fremstilling?
o Hva med ikoner, er de nødvendige og forståelige?
o Kommenterer de noe om farge
- Filtrering
o Er filtreringen forståelig? Vil de ha det?
o Skrur de ting av eller på?
- Tips
o Er dette noe de ønsker? Vil de faktisk bruke det?
o Ønsker de å få tips i notifications?
- UX spesifikt
o Vanskelig å forstå
o Ulike målenheter (kWh / NOK)
o Rotete
o For liten skrift
o Hva står det for
- Funksjoner
o Hva vil de ha? Ikke ha? Hvorfor?
o Vil de ha noen ting lengre opp / ned? Hvorfor?
- Type display – hvilke foretrekker de?
Oppfølging etter å ha gått igjennom seksjonene
- Endringer / maskinlæring
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o Det de vil se nå, vil de se det hele tiden?
o Vil de ser mer eller mindre av ne?
o Skal appen huske preferanse deres / lære seg hvordan de bruker den?
Automatisering
o Skal strømfordeling skje automatisk? Hvordan?
o Liker de å velge prioritering / mål?
o Hva med å skru på automatiske ting i hjemmet?
Stoler de på informasjonen? Tallene?
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Appendix D- Informed consent
Forespørsel om deltakelse i forskningsprosjektet «Visualizing for the solar panel display»
Bakgrunn og formål
I dette studiet ønsker jeg å finne ut hvordan man kan optimalisere opplevelsen av å ha solceller på
sitt private hjem og / eller hytte ved å fokusere på visualisering av solstrøm. Jeg ønsker å kartlegge
motivasjon til å kjøpe, lease eller selv installere solceller på taket sitt, og finne ut hvordan displayet
og visualiseringene kan tilrettelegges og vise den informasjonen brukeren trenger og ønsker.

Jeg vil gjennomføre deler av et brukersentrert-designprosess for å samle data, designe visualiseringer
og prototyper og brukerteste løsningene mine. I dette ligger det å kunne forstå brukeren sine behov
og tanker omkring temaet.
Dette intervjuet er en del av en pågående masteroppgave i studiet informatikk: design, bruk og
interaksjon ved Universitet i Oslo.
Hvem kan delta?
Til dette studiet ønsker jeg å snakke med mennesker i alle aldersgrupper som har solceller på sitt
private hjem og / eller hytte.
Hva innebærer deltakelse i studien?
Hvis du sier ja til å delta i dette studiet, vil det innebære at du blir bedt om å delta i et intervju og
potensielt oppfølgingsintervju med brukertest. Jeg ønsker å snakke med deg om solcellepanelet på
huset ditt og dine tanker rundt temaet, som hvorfor du valgte å ha solceller, hvordan prosessen
foregikk og hva du tenker er fordeler og ulemper med det. Jeg ønsker også å se på displayet (hvis du
har et) og diskutere med deg hva slags informasjon du kan se i dag, og ville potensielt ønsket å se.

Jeg vil ta lydopptak og notater av samtalen og det du forteller. Hvis du tillater det vil jeg gjerne
også ta noen bilder av solcellepanelet og annen teknologi knyttet til det.
Hva skjer med informasjonen om deg?
Intervjuene vil bli tatt opp med lydopptaker og senere transkribert til en tekstfil for å analyseres
videre. Tekstfilen og lydfilen vil være lagret i Google Drive med to-faktor autentisering for
innlogging. Teksten i transkriberingen vil bli anonymisert hvor ditt navn og personidentifiserbare
detaljer ikke vil bli skrevet ned.

Alle personopplysninger vil bli behandlet konfidensielt. Deltakerne vil bli anonymisert i rapporten
som skal leveres, og opplysningene om deg vil kun være tilgjengelig for utpekte medlemmer av
prosjektgruppen som har et aktuelt behov. Konfidensialitet opprettholdes ved at jeg bruker en liste
der et nummer kobles til ditt navn.
Prosjektet skal etter planen avsluttes i september 2018. Alle opptak og annen informasjon vil bli
lagret på Google Drive inntil prosjektet er avsluttet i september.
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Frivillig deltakelse

Det er frivillig å delta i studien, og du kan når som helst trekke ditt samtykke uten å oppgi noen
grunn. Dersom du trekker deg, vil alle opplysninger om deg bli slettet.
Kontaktinformasjon

Dersom du har spørsmål knyttet til studiet eller senere har lyst til å trekke deg, ta kontakt med
Thea Snilsberg Søfting på telefon: +47 ______ eller på e-post: _____. Du kan også ta kontakt
med min veileder Tone Bratteteig på e-post: ______.
Samtykke til deltakelse i studien

Jeg har mottatt informasjon om studien, og er villig til å delta i studien “Visualizing for the solar
energy display.” Jeg vet at jeg kan trekke meg når som helst uten å oppgi noen grunn, og at jeg har
rett til innsyn og sletting av opplysninger om meg.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------(Signert av prosjektdeltaker, dato)
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